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CHAPTER I 
THE. PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
For many years music departments of Methodist senior colleges 
have organized and maintained choral organizations,; These organ-
izations hav.e achieved, in varying degrees, logical organizational and 
operational standards, however, analytical investigations have not 
been made which provide data related to objectives, practices, and 
procedures common to Methodist senior colleges,; This study has 
attempted to disclose such data.; 
I,; THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. It was th.e purpose of this .study 
(1) to survey the practices and procedures of choral organizations in 
Methodist senior co.lleges; (2.) to ascertain the function of choral 
organizations in the colleges; (3) to compile an inventory of conditions 
peculiar to the colleges studied; (4)to draw from praqtices in choral 
literature selection, methods of organization, and other areas of 
choral development, suggestions for the improvement of conditions 
which need modification; and (5) to present suggested criteria, based 
upon the findings of this study, which will assist in establishing a 
2 
more clearly defined approach to the development of choral organ-
izations in the colleges studied. 
Justification of the problem. Demands made by the current 
trend toward improving curriculum content in the area of general 
education have made it necessary for institutions of higher learning 
to more clearly define their general educational objectives as well 
as those peculiar to specific subject-matter areas. There has 
also been an unawareness upon the part of many administrators and 
choral directors of the need for common institutional and choral 
objectives. Recognition of, and adherence to the same, would 
provide a more closely knit foundation for the support of choral 
practices. 
Additional justifieation of this study is shown through limited 
research related to the same. 1 Investigation of specific areas of the 
college music departmen_ts had not been conducted by the Methodist 
Board of Education or other related agencies. Research of such 
nature was desired by the Board; however, detailed study has been 
prevented because of a four-year study of Christian Higher Education 
lFloyd W. Reeves, et. al., The Liberal Arts College (New York: 
The University of Chicago Press-:-T932), p. ;;-:--
made by the Commission on Christian Higher Education. 2 
Choral directors employed by Methodist colleges shoUld 
become more aware of the current range of choral organizational 
and operational extremes existing within their sister colleges. 
Recognition of these extremes, and action taken upon the same, 
would serve as a foundation for strengthening the weaker areas of 
their choral departments. 
Il.; DE.FINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Methodist senior colleges. Throughout the report of this 
study, the term ''Methodist senior ·colleges" shall be interpreted as 
colleges having at least a four-year degree program: 
• • • which were founded under the auspicies of the 
Methodist Chu;rch or by some agency of member 
thereof, or have come under the aegis of the Church 
through later agreement, and which have maintained 
a vital organic or cooperative relation to the Church. 3 
In a limited number of cases, the title of 11university 11 was attached 
to the name of the institution. This is regarded as a condition of 
title only, because university status had not been granted. 
3 
2 11Progress Report on Christian Higher Education, "The Methodist 
Story, Vol. 1, No. 5, (July ... August, 1957), pp. 20-21. 
3Guy Everett Snavely, The Church and the Four- Year College 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955), p. 87. 
4 
Methodist Church. The term "Methodist Church" shall be 
interpreted to mean an evangelical denomination founded by John and 
Charles Wesley and others at Oxford, England in 1729; so called 
because of the methodical habits of study and religious observance 
of the founders. As used here the term represents the Protestant 
body which, in 1939, joined as one unit, the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and the Methodist 
Protestant Church. Other denominations bearing the name Meth-
odist were disassociated from this study • 
. Methodist Board of Education. This term was interpreted 
to mean the general administrative and supervisory body governing 
educational policies of Methodist institutions of learning. The 
headquarters for this body is located at Nashville, Tennessee. 
Choral Practices and Procedures. As used in this study, 
this term was formed to include what choral organizations did as 
collegiate musical aggregations and the approach or methods employed 
in accomplishing specific objectives. 
5 
III. DELIMITATIONS 
This study has dealt with the seventy-three senior colleges in 
the United States which were recognized by the Methodist Board of 
Education as being Methodist-related educational institutions. 4 Five 
are colleges for women, three for men, and the remaining are coed-
ucational. Most of the research deals with 72.6 per cent of the total 
population. The study was limited to (1) an investigation of choral 
practices and procedures in Methodist senior colleges; (2) the 
function of choral music in them; and (3) a historical account of their 
founding agencies. 
N. ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE STUDY 
The remainder of this study will include the following: 
Chapter II, Music in the Church-Related College: Chapter III, Sources 
of Data and Procedure of the study; Chapter N. The Results of the 
Investigation; Chapter V. The Analysis and Interpretation of the Data; 
and Chapter VI, Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations. 
411 Chart of Methodist-Related Educational Institutions, 11 Church 
and Campus, (September-October, 1956), pp. 18-22. 
CHAPTER II 
MUSIC IN THE CHURCH-RELATED COLLEGE 
Church-related colleges have been responsible, to a significant 
degree, for the present status of institutions of higher education. The 
development of curriculum organization, policies of administration, 
general and professional preparation, and numerous other phases of 
the structure of these institutions have received much of their support 
from the church. Music has represented only one of the many areas 
included in the college curriculum. Many professional musicians can 
give credit to the church-related college for having made it available. 
It will be the purpose of this chapter to summarize the development 
of church-related colleges, their philosophies and purposes, and to 
rel:ate the same to music in Methodist senior colleges. The early 
eighteenth century and the impact of John Wesley has been chosen as 
a starting point • .. 
John Wesley: the evolution of Methodism in America. John 
Wesley's life spanned the eighteenth century (1703-1791). This was 
a debased period in England~s history. The rein of the Stuarts, which 
had driven thousands to America, ended when obdurate Charles l was 
7 
beheaded (1649), and was followed by Cromwellls purge and the 
Restoration. The expulsion of an.other stuart, James II, by the Prot-
estant Revolution of 16.68, had exhausted England with its enmities--
the -exile and death of leading men of character. A colorful descrip-
tion stated that: 
Social life became degraded. • • • Drunkenn.es s was 
rampant. Crime stalked the street unmolested. 
Robberies were c-onstant •••• The example of. the 
rich was followed by the poor and the land was corrupt. 1 
The period of awakening "· •• which saved England came with 
the movement which we know as Methodism. • • • u2 Methodism had 
its birth in Epworth Rectory, in the center of Lincolnshire. 
The "Mother of Metho.dism 11 was Susannah Wesley, the mother 
of John Wesley. She was a devout woman who came from a long line 
of reforming ancestors. Samuel Wesley, John 1s father, also came 
from a long line of Anglican and dessenting clergymen dating back to 
the Conquest. John Wesley was baptized by his father, trained to 
love books, and while the scholarly pursuits of the elder financially 
embarrassed the family, they were the sources of influence by which 
1Ruthella Mory Bibbins, How Methodism Came (Baltimore, 
Maryland, The American Methodist Historical Society, 1945), p. 1. 
21bid. 
8 
he was enabled to place his sons in the schools which gave them their 
opportunities for the training which made them immortal. 
John studied in Lincoln College at Oxford; he was a student 
leader and was made father of the Holy Club whose membership 
included Charles Wesley, William Morgan, Robert Kirkham, James 
Hervey, George Whitefield, Benjamin Ingham, Charles Kinchin, and 
Charles Delamotte. The friends spent evenings together from six to 
nine. After prayer they studied the Bible, the classics, history, 
philosophy, reviewed the work of the day, and planned the next. 
The scholastic calm in the cloisters of Lincoln College and 
the social service among the unfortunate o£ Oxford were interrupted 
by the call to missionary service in America. John and Charles 
Wesley sailed from England late in the year 1735 for Savannah, 
Georgia. 
As Bibbins discussed the trip of John from England to 
Savannah, an awareness of his personal reforms which affected 
favorably his illustrious future was made evident. She stated that: 
There were many storms at sea and Wesley found 
himself unwilling to die and saw the fear of death in 
many. The exceptions were in the humble Germans 
of the Moravian religion. In a partieularly severe 
gale that split the mainsail he was amazed at the 
'compo.sure of even the women and children. 11Arn 1t 
you afraid? 11 he exclaimed. The answer came, 11 ! 
thank God, No. Even our women and children are 
not afraid to die. 11 3 
John Wesley then saw the deficiency of his own religion. It 
lacked assurance and he felt that it could not stand the "acid test" 
of preparation for death. 
The period that Wesley was in Savannah was not entirely 
9 
successful. This was primarily because of his methodical manner. 
It was because of such major offenses as changing the hours of 
prayer, the procedure of baptizing children, the selection of 
hymns, "• •• and other breaches of discipline, besides refusing 
Mrs. Williamson[ the lady with whom, while unmarried, Wesley 
was extreme! y infatuated] the Lord 1 s Supper. • • • 114 that his 
mission to America was unpleasant. Bibbins confirms this when 
she quoted from his diary: 
I werit to America to convert the Indians, but Oh! 
who shall convert me? I have a fair summer religion. 
But let death look me in the face and my spirit is 
troubled. Oh who will deliver me from this fear of 
death? This then I have learned in the ends of the 
earth, then I have fallen short of the glory of God. 5 
The rewarding experiences at .Aldersgate, England revived 
Wesley's spirit and served as one of the early significant eras in 
3Ibid., p. 11. 4 Ibid •• p. 15. 
10 
the beginnings of Methodism. 
A Moravian minister named Peter Bohler aided in assisting 
Wesley with a change in his then existent philosophy. The confused 
W e sley had begun to question his right to save the spiritual lives of 
others when he had not saved his own. Bohler suggested, "Preach 
faith until you have it: then because you have it--you will preach 
it. u6 
March 6, 1738 was established as an additional date which 
helped the growth of Methodism. To justify this, Wesley stated, 
"I began preaching this new doctrine, though my soul started back 
from the work. "7 With strongly founded beliefs that souls wer·e 
saved only by two sacraments--the Lord1s Supper and baptism, the 
new doctrine of "salvation by faith alone" was a person~! challenge. 
Many church doors were closed to him because his congregations 
would not m .eet his challenge openly or within. 
Charles Wesley was also associated with Bohler and com-
pletely accepted the new doctrine. The many well-known hymns of 
both brothers echo the conviction which established the true source 
of English Methodl.sm. His hymns took character not only from his 
6Ibid., p. 17. 7Ibid. 
11 
interests and abilities, but also from the deep personal spiritual 
experience which came from the new doctrine. 
The name of George Whitefield also stands among those of the 
significant pioneers of American and English Methodism. It was dur-
ing his visit to Georgia that Wesleyts influence, and newly found 
interpretations of Christianity, supplied him with the historical title, 
"· •• the greatest ••• master of the pulpit. uS 
Whitefield 1 s contributions to American Methodism were 
historically significant. Yet it was apparent that he had neither the 
insight nor the constructive statesmanship which gave to Wesley 1s 
life and work a stellar position in the history of Christianity. Pyke 
defined this position by stating: 
He was an evangelist of the new birth: his doctrine 
of salvation through grace, and salvation to the utter-
most, would continually triumph over the Galvinsim 
which he had formally approved. Hence he is to be 
regarded as a pioneer Methodist. 9 
With Methodism established within the c::olonies, the middle 
eighteenth century brought a new Protestant denomination to America 
which was soon to become one of the most significant religious g-roups 
8Richard Pyke, The Dawn of American Methodism 
(London: The Epworth Press, l933), p. 35. 
9Ibid.' p. 38. 
12 
of all time. 
Methodist Societies in America were important in developing 
a historical acex>unt of Methodism. The first Societies were com-
posed of simple and sincere people. Had it not been for a small 
colony of people in Ireland who had come from Germany se·eking to 
escape fro-m the persecution of Protestants by Louis XIV, Methodism 
might not have created such a religious impact upon the United States. 
Because o£ language differences these people found difficulty 
in religious communication. Absence of religious observances 
resulted in moral corruption of the small group. Pike 1s description 
of the condition in question stated that "the glow of religion faded, as 
time went by ••• they were noted for their drunkenness and profane 
language than for religious conviction. n10 
John Wesley knew of these people and preached to them in an 
attempt to revive their concern for spiritual values. For the purpose 
of this stu_dy; the outcome of this event was unimportant. It was, 
however, a similar occasion when Barbara Heck, the sister of 
Philip Rickel and a member of the German migrants who sough relig-
ious freedom, persuaded Philip Embury to preach to a New York 
1 0 Ib1. d. , 4 ·8 p. • 
13 
congregation of five people. The five were sufferers of a declining 
religious body. Here, in all pr<?bability, America welcomed its first 
Methodist Society. It was from such beginnings that The Methodist 
Church in America sprang. Barbara Heck and Philip Embury of New 
York and Robert Strawbridge of Maryland are usually credited with 
having established the first Societies. There is, however, some 
question as to whom should be given priority. Methodism in the 
state of Maryland grew with the leadership of Robert Williams o-f 
England, and Richard Owen, a native of the continent. 
The first Methodist Go.nference in 1773 at Philadelphia 
accounts for the numerical growth of Methodist Societies by record-
ing that, 11 ••• from the eleven-hundred and sixty members who 
formed the various Methodist Societies at that time, only a hundred 
and eighty were in New York. ull The same number were in 
Philadelphia, while in Maryland and Virginia there were not less 
than six-hundred members. 
The state of N:ew Jersey was also strongly affected by the 
flow of Methodism. lts period of nawakening, 11 as phras·ed by 
Bibbins, -stated: 
11Ibid., p. 56. 
Being keenly interested in the awakening sentiments 
of the colonists against political oppression the repeal 
of the Stamp Act, Captain Webb moved quickly about 
fro.m one larger center to another. taking the pulse of 
the citizens, at the same time preaching with sincere 
zeal that they flee from wrath to come. He lifted 
the standard of Methodism in Philadelphia and formed 
the first class there in 1767 or 1768. As New Jersey 
lies directly between these two cities, New York and 
Philadelphia, he constantly traversed the highway 
between thezp. Stationed .at the barracks in Burlington 
o.n military duty in 1770, he preached in the market-
hou.se and court-house. December 14, 1770, he 
formed .a small class and enlisted a promising young 
recruit, Joseph1 Toy, a leader •••• He thus became 
the first class leader in New Jersey •••• 12 
14 
In addition to Joseph Toy, the names of Abraham Whitworth, 
an Englishman, Daniel Ruff, and William Duke, a Hartford County, 
Maryland itinerant, are historically significant in that they estab-
lished, with major difficulty, Methodism in the state of New Jersey. 
The Christmas Conference of 1784, which assembled in 
Baltimore, Maryland, is a clearly defined date in the history of 
American Methodism. Methodist ministers are s,aid to have 
left the conference with a strength of organization directed toward 
laboring more as settlers than as pioneers. The design in 
organization has been interpreted by some as the element of strength 
in American Methodism, while others saw it as a source of the 
divisions of Methodism in the United $tates. To argue this issue 
12Bibbins, op. cit., pp. 119-120 • 
.....,.... 
15 
here is not of importanc-e; it is relevant only to summarize the 
results of the Conference. 
The purpose of the Conference developed from a much 
desired freedom of religious organization and administration--
freedom from the Church of England and John Wesley who served 
as the main connecting link between the Church of England and 
Methodism in America. Thomas Coke, one of many who traveled 
from England, q• ••• bore a certificate of introduction from John 
Wesley, which, though he did not anticipate the calling of a con-
ference, gave the reason for its call. ul3 
One account gave the introduction by quoting: 
• • • Whereas many of the People in the Southern 
Provinces of North America who desire to continue 
under my care, and still adhere to the Doctrines and 
Discipline of the Chura.h of England are greatly 
distrest for the want of M.inister to administer the 
sacraments · of Baptism and the Lord 1 s Supper accord-
ing to the usage of the said Church: And where as 
there does not appear to be any other way of supplying 
them with Ministers 
Know all men that I John Wesley think myself to 
be providentially called at this time to set apart 
some persons for the work of the ministry in 
Am_erica. And therefore under the Protection of 
Almighty God, and with a single eye to his Glory, 
I have this day set apart as a superintendent, by 
the imposition of my hands and prayer, {being 
13Th. d 
1 • ' p. J 33. 
assisted by other ordained ministers) Thomas Coke, 
Doctor of Civil Law a Presbyter of the Church of 
England & man whom I judge to be well qualified 
for that great work. And I do hereby recommend 
him to all whom it may concern as a fit person to 
preside over the Flock of Christ •••• 14 
16 
Wesley had sent, by Coke, another letter which expressed the 
relegation of the colony's complete disentanglement from England 
and their independence as states. The appointment of Coke and 
Francis Asbury as joint Superintendents in America was also 
included in this letter because he believed the Presbyter and 
Bishop to be of the same order and had the right to ordain others 
through whom the sacraments could be administered. 
For many years prior to Wesley•s statement of religious 
independence, there had been political and social conflicts which 
prolonged the connection with the Church of England. Robert 
Strawbridge's contention for the right to administer the sacraments 
finally yielded positive results. At this time America had won her 
independence and both political and ecclesiastical domination were 
forced to give way. 
It was at the Christmas Conference of 1784 that "• •• the 
scattered bands of Methodism were joined into an independent 
14lbl."d., 134 p. • 
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Church which possessed creed, canons, literature, clergy, and 
Superintendents •••• 15 The latter was eventually given the more 
imposing title of "Bishop. 11 
It was not clearly defined as to whether Wesley intended 
that a separate and independent Church be established. It was 
established, however, that the 11new" Church was independent and 
constituted itself an American Methodist Episcopal Church. 
Methodism then became an established part of American culture 
which continually progressed. 
The church-re1ated college. From such a beginning, as 
related in the previous section, came many aspects of the develop-
ment of higher education. Sweet defines the small colonial church-
related college as having been essentially a frontier institution. 
These institutions were classified as such because the people who 
lived in the newly settled areas were unquestionably poor, and 
sending their sons to established colleges in the East was all but 
impossible. It was then necessary to bring education to the front-
ier. Founding of small church colleges has practically ceased since 
the frontier period holds only historical significance. 
15 . Ibid., p. 141. 
18 
Many of the better known ce11eges in America were, at one 
time, frontier institutions. Harvard was founded soon after the 
founding of the Massachusetts Bay Colony; Yale 1s founding saw the 
City of New Haven as a frontier village; Dartmouth was situated at 
Hanover, New Hampshire "• ••• in order that it might be in close 
proximity to the Indian country, since its founding was • .; •• for 
the purpose of training missionaries to work among the Indians. n16 
William and Mary was the second of the colonial colleges 
founded by the church. 17 Thwing stated that as early as 1619, 
"some fifteen-hundred pounds had been collected by Bishops of 
the Ghu~ch of England to endow a coll:ege in Virginia for the 
Indians. 1118 George Thorpe, an English gentleman, was appointed 
to the Superintendency of the University. According to Snavely; 
The Indians were not in a mood • • • to profit by 
higher education, so on March 2.2, 1623, they 
murdered not only George Thorpe, but some three-
hundred and forty other colonists. 19 
16william Warren Sweet, Methodism in American History 
(New York: Abingdon Press, 1953), p. 207. 
17 Charles F. Thwing, A History of Higher Education in 
America (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1906), p~ 50 
18Guy E. Snavely, The Church and the Four-Year College 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955~ p. 18.; 
19Ibid.' p. 19. 
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After considerable difficulty, a charter was granted which 
is reported to have been an interesting and lengthy document. Such 
details as the location of the college and the authority of the state 
of Virginia to change its location, if deemed advisable, were 
included. It stated, according to one author, that the charter was 
granted: 
• • • to the end that the Church of Virginia may be furnished 
with a seminary of ministers of the Go.spel, and that the 
youth may be piously educated in good letters and manners, 
and that the Christian faith may be propagated amongst the 
Western Indians to the glory of Almight God. 20 
With this, and other points of historical significance, such 
as being one of the first institutions to contribute to the improve-
ment of higher scholarship by organizing America's first college 
fraternity, Phi Beta Kappa, William and Mary ranked as one of 
the better colleges having been affiliated with church origin. 
Princeton, the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia, Brown, and 
Rutgers Universities were also founded by the church. 21 . 
The year 1860 established a period whereby approximately 
five-hundred colleges had been organized. Of this number, 180 
ZlTh · 't 128 w1ng, op. ~., p. • 
20 
_survived by the middle of the twentieth century. There were 260 
existing at the beginning of the War between the States. These 
institutions enrolled some 25, 000 students taught by some 1,500 
professors. Over half were in the De-ep South where the number 
had doubled between 1850 and 1860.22 
The evolution and the ups-and-downs of the church-related 
colle.ge in the United States have depended mostly, if not completely, 
upon prevailing economic, political, and social conditions. Many 
early colleges failed because of the same and were transferred to 
state control. Such was influenced by the Morrill Act of 1862 which 
provided for the establishment of land-grant colleges in each state. 
A majority of the colonial colleges received aid £rom England--
books, cash, and personnel. The latter half of the nineteenth century 
found that many of the better college professors were graduated from 
German Universiti-es with doctorate degrees, or at least credited 
with study abroad. 
World War I brought about a reversed process. American 
universities began aiding many foreign students by providing funds 
for their higher education in the United States. An example was the 
22
snavely, op. cit., p. 8. 
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Methodist Board of Education which claimed a sizable scholarship 
fund appropriated for the sole purpose of bringing to the United 
States capable students from Africa, Asia, and Europe. 
The early college curriculum was uniform and rigid. Latin, 
Greek, and mathematics were always part of the required curric-
·ulum. From mathematics, departmental strength developed in 
the areas of physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, and 
geology. Hi-story and Romance Languages gradually became part 
of the curriculum, with the Fine Arts forced into the last position. 
Near the latter part of the nineteenth century, the mov·e-
ment toward the expansion of curricular offerings provoked the 
Elective System under the presidency of Charles W. Eliot, then 
president of Harvard University. With regard to the demands of 
this system, Snavely stated: "Although the Harvard Plan named 
English as the sole required course for all graduates, it did 
specify various combinations of courses for certain goals and 
aims. n23 
The mid-twentieth century church c ·ollege followed a 
similar plan. They required courses in the Bible, while others 
23Ibid.' p. 7.-
required that each student acquire a well-rounded education with 
some knowledge, understanding, and appreciation in the fields of 
music and other fine arts. 
22 
Clergymen were often appointed as presidents of the early 
colleges, however, during the past two generations "clergymen 
have given way to professors, businessmen, lawyers, and in some 
cases, to physicians or journalists as the various types who now 
serve as ••• presidents. n24 Few historical ac·counts of higher 
education in America are without mention of the clergy se-rving as 
president. With reference to Harvard's first officer to bear the 
title of President, one author stated: "the Puritan party abroad 
demanded that the head of the college should be a clergyman. u25 
Another early school is charged with "• •• a worthy clergyman" 
as founder and first president. 26 Presidents were not alone as 
chosen cle:i,"gymen--trustee members and professors were also of 
the clergy. As Thwing discussed the founding of Princeton he 
stated: 
Although con.trolled by men who were Presbyterians, 
24Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
2 6Ibid., pp. 53, 56. 
25 Thwing, op. cit., p. 15. 
it [Princeton] was managed by them not so much as 
Presbyterians as large-minded citizens. Two members 
of the Board of Trustees of twenty-three belonged to 
the Society of Friends, and one was amember of the 
Episcopal Church. Laymen as we~l as clergymen 
divided the membership between themselves in 
practically equal parts.27 
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After reviewing several historical accounts of institutions 
of higher learning, one is convinced of the truth in Snavely's 
statement which read; "the church and the four-year college have 
been the chief agencies responsible for the rapid rise of the 
United States •••• uZ8 
Methodist institutions of higher learning were historo.. 
ically framed with similar surroundings as were other church-
related institutions. It was discovered that even their objectives 
and philosophies held much in common with other Protestant 
institutions. A brief a ·ccount of the first educational effort toward 
higher education reflected much of the force that was to come 
almost a century and a half after the founding of the first Methodist 
college. 
After organizing as the Methodist Episcopal Church s~parated 
from the Church of England, in which Wesley continued as an ordained 
2 7Ibid., p. 111. 28snavely, ~· cit., p. 1. 
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minister, the 1784 Christmas Conference clergymen proposed the 
immediate founding of a college for the advancement of religion in 
America. The educational effort was named Cokesbury College, the 
name being compounded from Coke and Asbury, the names of the 
first two Bishops of the Methodist Church. The college was opened 
in 1787 and operated, with varying degrees of success, until the 
eighth year, at which time the building was burned. Cokesbury 
College was located at Abingdon, north of Baltimore, Maryland, 
11 
••• in which state about one-third of all Methodists were 
residing. 112 9 
John Wesley gave sanction to the institution, after some delay, 
by recommending for the presidency the Reverend Mr. Heath, who 
had formerly been the master of an English grammar school. 
Twenty-five students constituted the first enrollment. 
During the near eight year existence of Cokesbury, student 
regulations were somewhat more strict than those at other colleges. 
Five o'clock was designated as the hour for arising, which was 
followed by prayers at six, breakfast at seven, and students "were 
closely kept" for studies from eight until noon. A recreation 
period, preceded a one o'clock dinner, until three--the remaining 
29Ib"d 
1 • ' p. 91. 
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hours of the afternoon and evening were devoted to study. Their 
recreation consisted of "gardening, walking, riding, and boating, 
without doors; and the carpenter's, joiner's, cabinet maker's, or 
turner's business, within doors. 1130 The students were als.o not 
to take part in anything "· ••• which the world calls play, " nor 
were they allowed the privilege of sleeping on feather beds. 
The Methodist Episcopal Church had few, if any, well-
educated clergymen. The first teacher of the college was Free-
man Marsh, "· ••• a Quaker who had the reputation of being a 
good Latin scholar and •••• an excellent disciplinarian. 1131 
After three unfavorable attempts to maintain a 2ollege, 
many church-men. becam.e more strongly convinced that religious 
zeal and enthusiasm were more important than education. 
Early in the eighteenth century, a period termed the 
"Great Awakening'' and the latter part termed the "Second Awaken-
ing, 11 brought about an increased membership in the Methodist 
Church. With this new strength, the 1824 meeting of the General 
Conierenc e of the Methodist Episcopal Church realized the need for 
Christian colleges. A recommendation was passed that "• ••• 
30Ibid., p. 90. 31Ib"d ~· p. 91• 
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each Annual Conference establish a seminary of learning under its 
own regulations and patronage. 1132 Before this regulation was 
passed, two other colleges were established. Augusta College was 
founded in 1822 and then ceased to exist after combining with 
Transylvania University in 1841. 
Early Methodist colleges. Madison College at Uniontown, 
Pennsylvania,was established in 1826 and was forced to close in 1829 
because of financial pressures. La Grange College was another 
institution which had a short career. Although founded by Meth-
odists, it was taken over by the state of Alabama and converted into 
a normal school in 1872. 
Randolph-Macon College, in Ashland, Virginia, has been 
credited with being the first existing Methodist college to receive 
a charter. The Virginia General Assembly granted it on 
February 3, 1830. The Reverend Stephen Olin was its first president, 
who as a member of the Methodist General Conference of 1844, argued 
strongly against the motion that resulted in a schism between the 
Northern and Southern branches of Methodism. 
Wesleyan University, in Middleton, Connecticut, was 
27 
chartered in 1831 and "· ••• was really the first surviving college 
. d M h d " . . i •3 3 Th R d to begin operation un er et o 1st ausp1ces. e ever en 
Wilbur Fish, Wes1eyan•s first president, feared that education 
would be harmful to ministers. W e sleyan's first. forty years of 
operation presented an ironical situation--one-third of its graduates 
became Methodist ministers. 
Allegheny College, Dickinson College, American, and 
Vanderbilt Universities were representatives of other surviving 
Methodist institutions. On the ro_ster of Methodist institutions of 
higher learning, several were found which were affiliated with other 
branches of Methodism, none o f which were included in this study. 
According to Snavely's study, the A frican Meth odist Church listed 
fou.r colleges; the African Methodist Episcopal Church Zion, one; 
the Central Methodist Epi scopal Church, five; the Free Methodist 
Church, three; and the w~sleyan Methodist Church, two. 34 The 
Methodist Church, named so after the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
South, the Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Methodist 
Protestant Church joined as one unit in 1939. In doing so, it 
recorded in 1957, ten sa.hools·· of theology, eighty-three colleges 
33Ibid.' p. 93. 34Th. ·d 
_:_., PP• 98-100 
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and universities, twenty-one junior colleges, seventeen secondary 
schools, and four were listed under the category of "Other Schools. n 
The latter included Meharry Medical College; Port Arthur College, 
a School of Business and Eledronic_s; Sager Brown Home and Godman 
School, an elementary institution; and Wesley College. From 1787, 
the founding date of the first Methodist institution of higher learning, 
to 1957 spans almost two centuries which :represented an illustrious 
period of educational development in the history of Methodism. 
Philosophy and purpose of Methodist GPlleges. In ct>ntrast 
with early liberal educational practices and beliefs, which progress-
ively established and evolved from the periods ranging from the 
times of ancient Greece and Rome, to the mid-twentieth century 
era of stress upon general education, the philosophy and purpose 
of colleges underwent changes which yielded even stronger efforts 
to liberally educate the earth 1 s population. 
With regard to one of the many views of the philosophy and 
purpose of Christian education, Garber interpreted the same after 
quoting the declaration which the General conference of the Meth-
odist Church adopted in 1956 concerning an emphasis on higher 
education. The declaration stated: 
The Church Universal lives and labors under the 
compulsion of the Great Commission: 
"Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, 
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of 
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to 
observe all that I have commanded you. n 
The Church is in the world to capture the hearts of 
men and to make them faithful disciples of the 
Nazarene and also to capture their minds and 
establish them in the truth that leads to abundant 
and unending life. By missions and evangelism we 
extend the frontiers of the Kingdom. By education 
we build the City of God. 35 
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After quoting the highly significant declaration of the General 
Conference, an elaboration upon the ideas and beliefs of Christian 
education was given. It stated; 
The centuries ·prove that the Church builds itself 
into the culture of a people through its institutions 
of learning. Our institutions of learning are the 
Church's indispensable bulwarks against the encroach-
ing tide of secularism and unbelief. We dare not 
hope to win the long contest unless our bulwarks are 
strong. Ol.r schools, dedicated to Christian ideals, 
must as heretofore be evangelistic in the field of 
higher education, to the end that the Christian 
concept of God and man may become the dominant 
element in American culture. 
• • • We believe that an organized church-wide 
effort to expand and strengthen the educational 
35christian Higher Education Blueprint (Nashville, Tennessee: 
General Conference Commission on Christian Higher Education, 
Paul N. Garber, Chairman, 1957), p. 7. 
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program of The Methodist Church is long overdue ••• 36 
Such was the thinking of contributors to Methodist higher 
education. This philosophy resulted in a four-year movement to 
strengthen Methodist educational institutions and bind them closer 
to the church. 
A more thorough understanding of the philosophy of the 
colleges was gained by studying the obje<etives of the seventy-three 
senior colleges related to the Methodist church. Dickinson College 
stated that its purpose was; 
••• to help the student develop his resources of 
mind and character, know the world in which he lives, 
and achieve a sense of Christian values, the better 
to make a good life, a good home, and a good commun-
ity. 37 
Albion college stated that as a liberal arts college, " ••• 
its foremost function is the development of its students, not merely 
as students, but as whole personalities ••• u38 
De Pauw University stated that the particular ai.Ins of the 
37Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Bulletin, Vol. 50, 
No.; 4. April, 1957, p. 33. 
38 Albion College, Albion, Michigan, Bulletin, Vol. 52, No. 5. 
June, 1956, p. 7. 
of the University were: · 
(1) To conserve and develop the physical health, 
the moral character, and the religious life of 
its students. 
(2.) To give its students familiarity with such tools 
of learning as will make further study in college 
and life more valuable and effective. 
(3) To offer its students the opportunity to 
familiarize themselves with the general content, 
the a-chievement and ideals of the several divis-
ions of knowledge, and the methods of study therein. 
(4) To acquire such intensive training in one subject 
as will give the student a reasonable understand-
ing and mastery of the content and technique in 
that field of knowledge. 
(5) To offer its students basic training for those 
professional and technical studies which may be 
pursued most advantageously upon a foundation of 
liberal education. 
The general intelligence aim of the University is 
to encourage the search for truth, to develop the abil-
ity of its students to think clearly, accurately, con-
structively, and fearlessly on all subjects, and to 
express their thoughts effectively. ·3 9 
Ohio .Wesleyan University stated as its primary aim: 
••• to provide each of her graduates with those 
educational disciplines and expe:dences which are 
3 9 · · G t1 d. ull De Pauw Un1vers1ty, reencas . e, In lana, B etin, 
Vol. 44, No. 1, April, 1957, p. 51. 
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furidamental to endu,ring personal sati$faction, social 
usefulness, and occupational competence •• .,_ ,; 40 
32 
To quote the aims and philosophies of all Methodist senior 
colleges included in this study was c.onsidered urinecessary because 
each institution1 s statement of purpose could be summarized, as 
was done by Mathews, by stating that ".; ,; ,; ,; ,; edu,cation shall be 
Christian.; .; •• it consists in an attitude to life--it is a spiritual 
thing. u 41 Mathews continu.ed by stating that the Christian educator 
"• ••• is not merely hoping to turn out the man 
·who will be able to earn a living, but the man who 
will regard his life af! an opportunity of rendering 
a service which will in some small measure repay 
his debt to his fellows and to God.; 42 
Methodist and other church-related colleges have always 
maintained a position which parallels that of non-church-related 
institutions,; There appeared to be only .one difference between the 
two; that of religious emphasis. This was made apparent in the 
complete coverage of Snavely''s study of The Church and the Four-
~ -- -- ----
College. 43 
4 00hio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio, Bulletin, Vol. 54, 
No. 2, April, 1957, p. 9. 
41H. F. Mathews, Methodism and the Education of People 
(London: The Epworth Press, 1949), p. 20 I. 
42 Ibid. 
4 3snavely, op. cit., 216 pp. 
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Without reference to church-related colleges, the liberal 
arts or senior college held a tradition of servicr to society through 
training individuals for cooperation in the enterprise of s.ociety it-
self. A major concern of the college was to seek persons of 
superior intelligence and unearth all of the abilities and interests 
which these persons possessed. One author stated that: 
The college develops the personality and trains 
the powers of its students by directing the efforts 
of each one to master that part of the store of 
knowledge which interests him• In securing the 
development of their native endowments the college 
makes its students efficient instruments for the 
utilization of learning by society. 44 
"This~' stated J'ohnston, "is the supreme objective of the 
college. 1145 In continuing his account, he listed five duties of 
the college to the individual, and in all probability, to the state. 
The duties were: 
(1) To discover as early as may be those individuals 
whose innate abilities justify school training 
above the secondary level and to encourage them 
to undertake higher training. 
(2) To classify its acceptable students with respect 
to the planes of accomplishment of which they 
44John B. Johnston, The Liberal College in Changing Society 
(New York: The Century Company, 1930); p. Zl 
45 Ibid. 
appear capable, and to reclassify them from time 
to time on the basis of their accompHshment. 
(3) To discover the individual's outstanding interests, 
traits and endowments and to help him to discover 
the function in the dynamic social order in whiCh 
he wUl find opportunity for the exercise of his 
powers in a satisfying way. 
(4) To maintain the student's intellectual curiosity 
and integrity, to encourage him in self-criticism 
and strengthen the foundation of his judgement, 
and to establish in him a firm and lasting appre-
ciation of the mutual character of the rights and 
duties of the individual and of society. 
(5) To offer to each individual the opportu,rlties and 
and facilities for his self-realization. 
The desired position of colleges was attained by the 
demonstration, through their own facilities, of their intellectual 
leadership. It has been suggested that the college makes two 
positive contributions: (l) It directs the development of the 
34 
individual so that he may realize the extent of his native powers as 
a member of the society of mankind; (2) It investigates the 
organization, processes, and trends of society so as to provide 
leaders who would work out the adjustments necessary when needed 
in industry, government, education, and religion. 47 
Many colleges presented a wide range of conditions and 
46Ibid.' p. 3 5. 47lb.Id., P• 309. 
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problems. Older and more largely endowed private institutions 
had the material and moral support of wealthy people, therefore it 
was easy for them to continue training which met the needs of 
their students. The challenge for these colleges was considered 
that of adaptability and progressive evolution. 
Small and less-firmly established colleges gained their 
endowments from individuals and chu~h organizations• "Those 
adequately supported by chur.ches will go oh • • • ._, 48 stated 
Johnson; they will go on representing the spirit and teaching of 
the doctrines C>f their chur(l;hes and changing only as the churches 
change• The well-supported church colleges and private institu-
tions which procured adequate endowment will continue as active 
colleges• Many, however, were operating with inadequate 
support- .. salaries were low, physical equipment and curriculums 
limited, their living conditio.ns were poor, with social and 
spiritual life often nar,.-ow and uninspiring. 
Without question, Methodist colleges realized this 
condition within some of their schools and sought to correct the 
same by adopting the previously mentioned four-year study by 
36 
the General Conference Commission on Christian Higher Education. 4 9 
Music in.~ colleges. The historical development of the 
church-related college created an important impact on music in 
higher education. From simple congregational singing in colonial 
college worship services, to modern institutions which offered major 
areas of concentration in music and its allied fields, educational 
strides of paramount significance have been made. The ancient 
Greeks looked upon a liberal education as that training which 
would "• ••• develop harmoniously all the powers and character 
of a free man. 1150 This liberal education comprised such studies 
as literature, poetry, and music for an appreciation of epic drama. 
Plato 1 s Republic would have us believe that the :first requirement 
should be the study of gymnastics, music, and grammar. 
The Roman scholar Varro, attempted to establish in Rome, 
an educational system that would be comparable to that a£ the 
Greeks. He included mu.sic in his list of subjects which were 
considered "liberal arts." 
The Middle Ages shortened the scope of the liberal arts 
4 9Chris.tian Higher Education Blueprint, op. ci t ., 44 pp. 
5bR. Freeman Butts, The College Charts its Course 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1939), p. 20. 
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from nine, as prescribed by Plato, to seven. Martianus Capella 
made this change, and in doing so, he maintained the art of music. 
His justification for reducing the number to seven was that he 
wanted to keep only those arts which would 11 ••• interest a 
group of celestial beings. 1151 He excluded medicine because 
celestial beings had no earthly ills, and architecture because 
"· •• spirits needed no physical habitation. 1152 Natural or 
mechanical sciences were not included 11 ••• because they were 
so closely related to material and mundane interests that they 
·were not suitable for spiritual and ••• liberal beings. 1153 
Music was retained because it was primarily a 11pure science, 11 
and therefore fit for "supermundane•' interest. 
As a phase of education, music has maintained a signif-
icant position in higher education from the period of the ancient 
Greeks to the present. Difficulties in maintaining its position 
were experienced without question. The turn of the twentieth 
century saw music as a requirement in the majority of colleges 
and universities. Colonial colleges witnessed degrees of diffi-
culty in establishing a place for music as an academic area. 
51Ibid., p. 25. 
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During the presidency of A. Lawrence Lowell at Harvard 
University, a movement sprang up to reform the courses of study 
so that "easy subjects" might be stiifened and students discouraged 
:horn rushing through the curriculum in three years and encouraged 
to work with more effort to gain "honors" at graduation. 
The year 1910 saw Harvard 1s plan of 11conce;iration and 
distribution" go into effect, whereby undergraduate subjects were 
classified into four major categories: "arts of expression {lang-
uage, literature, fine arts, and music); natural sciences; social 
s.;ciences; and mathematiCs and philosophy. 1154 Music in the college 
continued. to progress. 
In an attempt to keep pace with other established institu-
tions of higher learning, the Methodist Church e<>nducted a survey 
of thirty-five colleges related to the Methodist Episcopal Church in 
an effort to raise the standards of its colleges. 55 
At the meeting of the E<iucational Association of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church--a voluntary organization of school and 
college presidents--in January, 1927, a paper was read suggesting 
54 Ibid., p. 241 . 
55Floyd W. Reeves, et. al., The Liberal Arts College 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1932), p. v. 
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the need for scientific study of member institutions. After an extended 
discussion a repres.entative committee was c:reated and the matter 
canvassed carefully. The following year, there was a unanimous 
vote on the report of this committee memorializing the General 
Conference of the Methodis.t Episcopal Church to order a survey of 
au the educational institutions related to the Church. Acting upon 
this request, the General Conference of 1928 ordered that such a survey 
be made, and directed the Board of Education to appoint one of more 
commissions to take charge of the organization of the survey. In 
the Confe.rence resolutions the following purposes of the survey were 
cited: 
(l) To furnish the basis to determine the nature 
and quality of the service rendered to the 
cause of Christian Education by our Educational 
Institutions, to appraise their work arid 
suggest improvement of it, to inform the Church 
so that it may be inspired to increase confidence 
and more generous support. 
(2) The findings of the Commission are to be taken 
into consideration by the Board of Education in . 
making their annual appropriations, and utilized 
by the institutions as they solicit support. 56 . 
Thirty-five colleges were included in this survey. With 
reference to music instruction, the survey outline related the 
the following: 
(I) Purposes of music instruction (cited from 
various college bulletins) 
{2) Course offerings in music 
{3) Organization of the instruction in music 
(4) Credit for music toward liberal arts degrees 
(5) Degrees in music 
(6) Unsolved problems 
(a) Need for further word on objectives 
(b) 
(c) 
More thoroughly. defined agreement related 
to the administration of music teaching 
Music offerings; the place of music in 
the Liberal Arts program. 57 
As is observed, this study left much to be desired with 
regard to the specific area of music with which this study dealt. 
However, the Reese survey represented one of the few related 
studies at the time of the present study's conception. 
With regard to choral music specifically, several con-
cepts which represented mid-twentieth century choral music in 
higher education are given. 
40 
Concepts of choral music in higher education. Jones stated 
57 Ibid. 
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that "with the possible exception of music literature oT survey 
courses, the college chorus is the most democratic form of 
musical activity. nSB It, along with athletic activities, reached a 
greater number of students than was possible in the case of other 
college organizations. If directors of choral organizations have 
not established a wrong conception of the purpose and place which 
the choral organizations occupy, and demands unreasonable 
entrance tests, most students could become affiliated with an 
organization. Although questioned by many choral directors, Jones 
stated further that: 
All that is necessary is a passable voice, the 
ability to carry a tune (even when aided by 
neighbors), a desire to participate in choral 
singing and the requisite amount of cooperative 
·spirit. A chorus consisting of individuals who 
meet the above minimum requirements is a 
truly democratic institution. 59 
The validity of the previously quoted concept certainly 
gave cause for debate, however, such was not the purpose of 
this study. It was of value to recognize the external factors 
which made for choral success. Geographical location held 
significance here. Eastern colleges, for example, were 
58vincent Jones, Music Education in the College (Boston: 
C. C. Birchard and Company, 1949), p:- 87. 
59 Ibid. 
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fortunate because of their proximit y to large musical centers, in 
that they could hear performances of new compositions and trad-
itional works. It was interesting to observe that many college 
organizations reached the level of, and even surpassed, some of 
the professional groups. With various audio-visual media, choral 
organizations in isolated areas were able to keep abreast of new 
musical developments.60 
Colleges situated in small cities and towns were less 
prone to follow new musical developments as would be considered 
desirable because of less musically educated community members. 
Performance of choral works which Tang a bell of familiarity, or 
beginning experimentally with contemporary works were possible 
ways of winning enthusiastic suppoTt. Most college choral 
directors found that as educators and musicians, they must be 
aware of their audience 1 s reactions. 
Music Schools, Colleges, or Departments were often 
influential factors in determining the type of repertoire. Teacher 
education departments often attempted to produce efficient choral 
conductors. Classes in conducting alone were not enough. Actual 
60Ibid., p. 99 
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participation in choral groups whereby students could observe the 
conducting technique of the director provided a more meaningful 
learning experience. 
In musically educating collegiate choral participants, the 
conductor should be 
••• thoroughly aware of the vocal limita-
tion·s of college students and not force their 
voices ••• He must plan his scale of dynamics 
accordingly, and not attempt to ach~eve the 
tremendous "impact" which is possible with 
a group of veterans such as the Metropolitan 
Opera Chorus. 6l 
From analytical investigations of college choral practices, 
other defined facts were reported. In a study of the music 
curriculum in 120 Protestant Christian colleges, Young reported 
five different types of choral organizations. Of the colleges 
studied, 109 reported the maintenance of a general chorus; fifty-
four colleges supported a cappella choirs; thirty-two institutions 
were credited with glee clubs for men and/ or women; twenty-one 
had chapel choirs; and eighty-one colleges claimed one or more 
vocal ensembles. 62 
61Ibid.' p. 107 
62James Rowland Young, "The Status of the Music Curriculum 
in the Christian College, 11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1956), p. 34. 
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The data were taken from 120 collige bulletins. The 
National Association of Christian Schools listed 474 Christian 
colleges in the 1952 survey. Liberal arts senior colleges were of 
concern for the study, therefore, 149 coll .eges were included in the 
total population. Letters were sent to these colleges requesting 
bulletins; 120 were received. Other s.ources of data were; the 
College Blue Book, books, periodicals, .and an unpublished Master's 
thesis. 
Smith's study of Protestant Church Music held a degree 
of relationship with the present study in that the research proc·ed-
ure was similar. 63 The study was designed to reveal pertinent 
information concerning musical conditions :in the Protestant churches 
of the United States. Three major areas of interest were pursued 
and surveyed with the use of a questionnaire divided into three 
separate sections. The first section contained twelve questions 
related to the 11 0rganiz.ation for Presentation of Music;'' the second 
included nine questions as to "How Church Music May be Developed; 11 
and the third presented one question; "What Should Protestant Church 
Music Be? 11 
6 3Florence Smith, Protestant Church Music (Butler, Indiana: 
Ringley Press, 1949}, pp. 43-44. 
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Questionnaires were sent to 198 church choir directors 
and organists of all denominations throughout the United States. 
Ninety-six were answered; thirty·four States and the District of 
Columbia were represented in the returns. 64 
Findings derived from Smith1s study which held import-
ance for this study are summarized and included here for compar-
ative purposes. Of the churches studied, fifty dollars was the 
average amount spent for choral music, with twenty dollars to 
$1, 200 representing the range. As for requiring vocal tests 
\) 
before admitting choir members; from a total of ninety-six 
respondents, fifty-five indicated that tests were required. Forty-
one did not employ this practice. 
With emphasis placed upon performance of large choral 
works, ninety-six churches reported the presentation of works 
commemorating the more important events in the life of Christ; 
namely, His birth, death, and resurrection. As in the case of 
many of the colleges included in the present study, Smith1s survey 
found that the Messiah, by Handel, was the oratorio most frequently 
sung at Christmas time, and the Crucifixion, by Stainer, during 
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the Easter season. Church choir membership size ranged from 
ten to three-hundred, with an average number ranging from 
eighteen to thirty-two. Four churches reported a double quartet, 
with three having a single quartet. 6 5 
Thompson's study of College Music resulted from the 
Association of American College's interest in research within the 
arts areas. 66 The study was based upon data gathered by visits 
to thirty colleges designated by a sponsoring committee. Part I 
listed methodology used by colleges which granted credit for 
Applied Music; Parts II and ill recorded solutions to the problem 
of credit. His findings were descriptively presented and were 
almost void of tabulated data; !:.• g., each music curriculum was 
summarized, but not presented in form of tables or graphs 
which would have made for better reading and understanding. A 
supplement to the study, by Anderson, held significance with 
regard to degree credit for participation in musical organizations 
65 Ibid. 
66 
Randall Thompson, College Music (New York: The 
MacMillan Company, 1935), 279 pp. 
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d . . d h 67 an 1s summar1ze ere. 
From a catalogue study of 462 colleges comprising the 1934 
membership of the Association of American Colleges, a total of 
457 were used as the basis of the study. Degree credit for partie .. 
ipation in Glee Club, Choir, Orchestra, Band, Chorus, etc., was 
not confined to institutions which had departments of music, since 
eighteen of the 130 allowed credit for one or more group .activities. 
Of the 457 institutions included in the study, 183 (forty per cent) 
indicated that credit for such participation could be counted toward 
the Bachelor of Arts degree. Eight colleges offered no credit, 
234 did not indicate that credit was allowed; the remaining thirty-
two colleges did not list musical organizations. 
In finding a major limitation of related research, this 
chapter has attempted to summarize the historical account of the 
sponsoring agency of the colleges with which this study dealt. It 
also included the philosophy and purposes observed in these 
institutions and the position of music as an academic area of 
importance within them. As for the specific area of music with 
which this study was directly related, this chapter could only 
67 Ibid., supplement by Ruth Anderson, "Credit for Applied 
Music in the Liberal Arts College, 11 pp. 250-51. 
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relate some of the views concerning the place of choral music in 
higher education, some general suggestions as to how choral music 
could be more successfully approached, and the findings of three 
related studies. 
Other selected references only mentioned the existence 
of <..choral. organizations in institutions of higher learning, 68 and 
also discussed their value as a requirement in colleges affiliated 
with the National Association of Schools of Music. 69 It was 
regretted, however, that more analytical research had not been 
done in areas more directly related to the present study. 
68Edward Dickinson, Music ~nd ~ Higher Education {New York: 
Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, 1915}, · 234 pp. 
69National Association of Schools of Music, By-Laws and Regula-
tions (Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1953}, p. 18. 
CHAPTER III 
SOURCES OF DATA AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
Sources 
In this study, every attempt was made to procure data from 
primary sources. They were structured mainly from: (1) corres-
pondence with Deans, Registrars, Directors of Admission, and in 
some few instances, the Presidents of the seventy-three senior 
colleges involved in the study; (2) catalogues and/ or bulletins from 
the institutions studied; {3) correspondence with executive members 
of the Board of Education of The Methodist Church; (4) a survey 
instrument bearing the title of the study and designed as a question-
naire form which was composed of fifty-four items divided into six 
sections; namely, (1) General Information; {2) Organizational 
Purpos·e; (3) Musical Performance; (4) Rehearsal Procedure; 
(5) Choral Literature; and (6) Budget and Facilities. Other sources 
held importance for writing the preceding chapters--books, 
· periodical literature, Master's theses, Doctoral dissertations, 
and. other printed or mimeographed- materials. 
Correspondence. Seventy-three letters were sent to Deans 
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of the institutions studied. These letters were sent with the 
purpose of introducing the study to the administrative heads of the 
colleges so as to gain insight into the possible measure of 
cooperation expected from the colleges in general. The names 
and addresses of the choral directors were also requested, whereby 
direct contact could be made when the Inquiry Forms were sent 
out. College bulletins and other available literature concerning 
the institutions were requested. 
In addition, correspondence with executive members of 
the Board of Education of The Methodist Church yielded such 
assistance as an .authorized statement granting permission to use 
the name of the Board and its Director of the Department of 
Secondary and Higher Education. 
Oarification of educational policies and statistical data 
regarding Methodist affiliated institutions were also received. 
Brochures, and references to other possible sources of informa-
tion, were included. 
College bulletins. Cata;Iogues and bulletins r .eceived from 
the institutions were used to coll}pile data regarding historical 
I 
points of interest, agencies a·cc r!editing the schools, organizational 
affiliation, educational objectives, and curricular organi zation as it 
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related to the choral organizations maintained. These bulletins 
'-
were, at the time of the investigation, current issues dated not 
less than one year before 1957, and not more than two years 
after. 1 Therefore, data having to do with 11current enrollment" 
were not taken from these sources. 
The survey instrument. It was decided that a written 
questionnaire, designed to incorporate the desired areas of 
interest related to choral practices and procedures, would be the 
most feasible method of procuring data related to the study. 
Interviews with choral directors in the seventy-three colleges 
were given cons i deration, however, financial assistance could 
not be afforded, nor was this approach considered valid enough 
to justify the attempt. Therefore, in surveying the total popula-
tion of a given group with a carefully constructed and pre-tested 
inquiry form, the chosen method indicated possibilities of a higher 
degree of validity. 
Documentary analysis was found to be the most frequent 
method of research used, with the questionnaire method of research 
1 Some institutions published their bulletins in two or three year 
intervals. 
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almost paralleling the same. The former was not applicable to 
this study. It was found that 96.6 per cent of the questionnaire 
studies reviewed by Koos made some us.e of quantitative or 
statistical methods of treatment, as did this study. 2 
ConstructLon and content of the survey instrument. The 
written questionnaire items were designed to cover pertinent areas 
related to the six sub-topics of the main topic of research. These 
previously stated areas were arranged in a logical sequence under 
which approximately one-hq.ndred item's were categorized. It 
should be mentioned here that many of the items were suggested 
by questions asked by administrative persons and choral directors 
to whom the introductory letters had been sent. Realizing that this 
number of items would make the form too. long, a process of 
eHmination and revision was undertaken by rewording certain items 
so as to include the content of one or more others. A more detailed 
revision was made by determining (1) the value of each item, (2) 
whether information could be procured by a more logical method 
2Leonard V. Koos, The Que!stionnaire in Education (New York: 
MacMillian Company, 1928}, p. 145. 
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other than an inquiry form, (3)an.swerability of the item, {4) 
simplicity of presentation, (5) adequacy of subject coverage, {6) 
the element of communication, and (7) the simplicity of tabulation 
and interpretation. These factors were determ1ned by conducting 
an experimental study. This study was done by submitting the 
items to approximately forty individuals, at two interval's, who. 
were employed in the areas of choral music and English. The 
revised form was then sent to the Director of the Department of 
Secondary and Higher Education of the Methodist Board of 
Education and other authoritative sources for approval. Upon 
final approval, the form was printed and made ready for mailing. 
An accompanying letter · was written to further introduce and 
clarify the purpose of the Inquiry Form. A two-ply postal card 
was designed to speed the returp. of the Inquiry Form. Thes·e 
cards were sent out, after the tenth day, to choral directors whose 
Form had not been received. A second letter was written and 
mailed for the same purpose. 
As for the content of the survey instrument, 3 the items 
were designed to achieve a cross-section of answers which tended 
to check upon each other. Under the first section of the instrument, 
3NOTE: see Appendix E.. 
concern was given to the enrollment of the institutions as well as 
the number of music majors, minors, and non-music majors and 
minors participating in the available choral organizations. This 
first section also contained items which gave an account of 
organizations available in the colleges, the size of each, the 
amount of . credit granted for participation, and the total credit 
hours which could be earned toward graduation with special con-
ditions required, if any. 
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Section two, entitled "Organizational Purpose, 11 contained 
seven items structured to ascertain the objectives of the organiza-
tions, It was assumed that the occasions for which the various 
organizations performed would hold some influence over the 
objectives, therefore, an item was included to discover the 
frequency of performance as determined by the occasion. 
The third section, "Musical Performance, 11 was concerned 
with the number of public appearances made annually as deter-
mined by seven designated sponsors, with provisions made for spon-
sors not included on the form. 
Items were also given as to whether choral organizations had 
performed outside of the United States, if professional soloists 
were employed, and the time of year tours were usually taken. 
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Section four contained nine items constructed to determine 
the then existing, and preferable rehearsal hours for students and 
directors. This section was designed to ascertain the number of 
rehearsals per week, the number of hours per rehearsal, the 
adequacy of the number of rehearsals, and the length of time con-
sumed per rehearsal. Provisions were made for each choral 
director to indicate the desired number of rehearsals. This 
section would have been incomplete without an item included to 
survey the musical skills developed during rehear-sal periods. 
Such was included. The last two items in this section requested 
the voice-part arrangements most frequently used and entrance 
requirements for new choral members. 
An additional nine items, related to 11Choral Literature, 11 
comprised section five. The content is summarized in the follow-
ing: (1) public influence upon music selection; (2} the influence of 
religious philosophies and institutional policies; (3) style and text 
of works; (4) influence of musical, compositional, and historical 
factors upon music selection; (5) the performance of modern and 
contemporary works; (6} types of accompaniment used; (7) perform-
ance of popular, traditional and large choral works; (8) a list of 
ten compositions which represented a typical sampling of works 
performed; and (9) a list of large choral works performed within 
a four-year period (1953-1957). 
The final section was concerned with "Budget and 
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Facilities. 11 Eleven items were related mainly to the then current 
choral budget and the adequacy of the same, the purposes for which 
it was spent, methods of procuring funds if a budget was not 
provided, and an evaluation of equipment, and the adequacy of the 
choral library. The final items requested comments concerning 
unique features found peculiar to each organization, and programs 
of choral concerts along with other related materials. 
Procedure 
The procedure of this study is summarized by stating 
that measures were taken to determine the need of the study by 
investigating books, periodical literature, recent research related 
to the topic, and the denominational group sponsoring the 
institutions involved. Upon finding the study to be of significant 
value, measures were taken to investigate and report the findings. 
The nature of the study was introduced first to adminis-
trative members of the seventy-three Methodist-affiliated 
colleges. All colleges replied favorably except one which claimed 
non-denominational status. 3 This particular institution was listed 
by the Methodist Board of Education and 11 ••• for technical 
reasons •• , 11 had never withdrawn from the Methodist list. 4 
Therefore, this study chose to regard the total number of Meth-
odist senior colleges as seventy-three as opposed to seventy-four. 
Specific data were gathered £rom catalogues and brochures 
procured from the seventy-three Methodist-related senior 
colleges. 
Upon procuring correct names and addresses of choral 
directors in the colleges, the Inquiry Form was .sent out during an 
appropriate time of the school-year whereby pressures of duties 
would not decrease the chances of attention. Of the total number 
received which was fifty-seven, fifty-three (72. 6 per cent) were 
usable, tabulated, and reported in the following chapter. A 
distribution of the fifty-three colleges is shown by states in 
Table I. Thirty states were represented in the distribution. A 
comparison between states represented by the number of 
3Letter from Lois E. Smith, Assistant to the Dean, Wesleyan 
University, Middleton, Connecticut: July 25, 1937. 
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4Letter from Dr. Myron F. Wicke, Director of the Department 
of Secondary and Higher Education of the Methodist Church, 
Nashville, Tennessee: August 22, 1957. 
questionnaires received and the number of colleges in each state is 
shown in Appendix C. 
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An example of the accompanying letter, Inquiry Form, 
follow-up card and follow-up letter were included for further perusal 
in Appendix E .• 
CHAPTER IV 
THE RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION 
Chapter IV consists of a report of the data derived from the 
survey instrument and other sources used in this study. No attempt 
was made to interpret the data, nor were there any conclusions made. 
An interpretation of the findings will be confined to the following 
chapter, with conclusions reserved for the final chapter. 
All totals, measures of central position or av-erages, and 
other numerical indications were based upon fifty-three (72. 6 per 
cent), of the seventy-three, questionnaires received from the 
Methodist-related senior colleges included in this study. Data based 
upon questionnaire responses numbering less than fifty-three were 
indicated as such. This was necessary because of the variety of 
differences in opinions, college policies, and choral status in 
general. 
Of the fifty-three colleges, two were female institutions. 
Mac Murray College, at Jacksonville, lllinois had been a college 
for women only until the year of this study ( 1957). A college for men 
was organized in 1955 and began operation in the fall of 1957. The 
"twin" colleges were controlled by the same Board of Trustees in 
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an attempt to develop a program of coordinate education. 1 There-
fore, this study regarded Mac Murray College as a coeducational 
institution. Neither of the two colleges fo-r men responded. 2 
General information. Thirty states were represented in 
the distribution of the colleges studied. Th-e distribution covered 
the southern and north-central regions, while other areas were 
sparsely represented. The states of Ohio, Iowa, and Texas were 
each represented with returns from four <eolleges; nlinois, Kansas, 
North Carolina, and Pennsylvania were each represented with 
three. The remaining states had no more than two--few had less 
than one. Fifteen states were placed in this category. Table l 
shows the distribution of all colleges according to the individual 
states. Appendix C shows the comparison of state_s and colleges 
represented with those not responding. 
Table II shows the accreditation of the €alleges. The 
University Senate of the Methodist Church included fifty of the 
fifty-three colleges on its list of accredited senior colleges; 
1Mac Murray College, Jacksonville, illinois, Bulletin, 
Vol. 47, No. 5, April, 1957, p. 17. 
2 These colleges were: Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, 
Virginia and Wofford College, Spartainburg, South Carolina. 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION, BY STATES, OF THE FIFTY-THREE 
METHODIST RELATED SENIOR COLLEGES STUDIED 
State 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
California 
Florida 
Georgia 
illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
New Jersey 
North Carolina 
Ohio 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Virginia 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Total states 30 
Number of colleges 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
1 
4 
3' 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
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NOTE: This table should be read as follows:. Of the fifty-three 
colleges studied, the state of .Alabama had one. 
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thirty-seven were listed by the American Ass-ociation of Colleges; 
the American Association of University Women accredit.ed twenty-
two; and fifteen colleges were members of the National Association 
of Schools of Music. Five regional accrediting agencies were 
represented. The Middle States Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools accredited five c·olleges; the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, nineteen; the North-
we.st Association, three; the Southern Association, twenty; and the 
Western College Association, two. Eighteen colleges were accred.:. 
ited by the American Council on Education, and the Association of 
American Universities accredited nine. Four colleges we're not 
accredited, but were approved for the preparation of ministers. 
Appendix B shows the accreditation of each college. 
Fifty-one of the colleges maintained some type of depart-
mental organization for the field of music. As shown in Table III, 
five colleges had Schools of Music; one maintained a College of 
Music; six had a Conservatory, and thirty-nine had Departments 
of Music. Dickinson College, at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and 
Scarritt College, at Nashville, Tennessee did not have any type 
of music division. 
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TABLE II 
ACCREDITATION OF THE COLLEGES 
Accrediting Associations C-olleges Accredited 
American Association of Colleges 
American Council on Education 
Association of American Universities 
Am.erican Association of University Women 
University Senate of the Methodist Church 
Middle States As-sociation of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools 
North Central 1\.ssociation of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools 
Northwest Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools 
Southern Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools 
Western College Association 
Not accredited but approved for training 
of ministers under Par. 323, Methodist 
Discipline, 1952 edition 
National Association of Schools of Music 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
37 
18 
9 
22 
50 
5 
19 
3 
20 
2 
4 
15 
Thirty-seven colleges were members of the American Association 
of Colleges. 
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TABLE III 
ORGANIZATION OF COLLEGE MUSIC DIVISIONS 
Music Division Types N:umber of Colleges 
School of Music 5 
College of Music 1 
Conservato-ry of Music 6 
Department of Music 39 
Total 51 
NOTE-: This table should be read as follows: 
Five of the fifty-three colleges studied maintained 
Schools of Music. This table was based on data from 
fifty-one colleges. Dickinson College and Scarritt 
College did not have music divisions. 
Table N shows the Fall enrollment (1957) of each college 
as reported by the respondents to the questionnaire. The number 
of music majors and minors enrolled; the number of music majors 
and minors participating in choral organizations; the number of 
non-music majors and minors participating; an indication as to 
whether music majors were required to participate in choral 
organizations was given• 
Several of the colleges did not choose to report certain 
figures regarding music majors or minors; others could not 
report these figures because such programs were not offered; 
~·g., Drew University did not offer a major or minor program 
in the field of music. Therefore, no attempt to derive figures of 
comparison was made. Comparison may be made only with 
figures of the same college. For example, Albion College 
had an enrollment of 1, 350. There were twenty-eight music 
majors, twelve music minors, and eighteen of the twenty-eight 
majors participated in choral organizations. Eight minors and 
112 non-music majors and minors participated. This college 
did not require music majors to participate in choral 
organizations • . Table N shows such data for the remaining 
colleges. 
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TABLE IV 
TOTAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENT; MUSIC MAJORS, MINORS; MAJORS, MINORS, AND 
NON-MUSIC MAJORS AND MINORS PARTICIPATING IN CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS; 
AND STATUS OF REQUIRED PARTICIPATION FOR MUSIC MAJORS* 
Colleges 
Enrollment 
Adrian 
Albion 
Allegheny. 
Baker 
Baldwin-WaLlace 
Bethune-Cookinan 
1 
California Western 
Centenary 
Central 
College of the. Pacific 
Columbia (Female) 
... 
Cornell · 
Dakota Wesleyan 
DePauw ·. 
Dickinson 
Drew 
Emory and Henry 
Florida Southern 
Greensboro 
Hamline 
High Point 
Huntingdon 
Huston- Tillotson 
illinois Wesleyan 
Iowa Wesley~n 
Kansas Wesleyan 
Kentucky Wesleyan 
La Grange 
Lambuth 
Lawrence 
Lycoming 
Mac Murray 
McKendree 
Me Murray 
Millsaps 
Morningside 
Mount Union 
Ohio Northern 
Ohio Wesleyan 
Pfeiffer 
Philander Smith 
Randolph-Macon (Female) 
Rocky Mountain 
Scarritt 
Simpson 
Southwestern (Kansas) 
Southweste'rn (Texas} 
Union 
West Virginia Wesleyan 
Western Maryland 
Westminster 
Wiley 
428 
1, 350 
1, 100 
1, 550 
1, 400 
700 
350 
800 
677 
1, 335 
540 
725 
350 
2,050 
900 
794 
520 
2, 000 
433 
1, 100 
945 
650 
500 
1, 112 
500 
317 
600 
375 
425 
835 
850 
685 
1, 100 
900 
850 
975 
825 
1, 147 
2, 000 
800 
700 
675 
270 
110 
660 
525 
560 
700 
810 
670 
344 
500 
Music 
Majors 
12 
28 
3 
23 
163 
50 
15 
N 
78 
138 
17 
60 
6 
N 
N 
N 
8 
15 
30 
30 
14 
26 
35 
152 
14 
N 
4 
16 
9 
110 
27 
37 
17 
34 
26 
50 
38 
14 
90 
12 
10 
6 
8 
N 
40 
37 
30 
21 
25 
25 
15 
60 
68 
Music 
Minors 
21 
12 
N 
35 
6 
N 
7 
N 
N 
N 
14 
N 
10 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
17 
15 
8 
N 
6 
175 
5 
N 
1 
N 
3 
N 
N 
20 
20 
N 
14 
N 
10 
N 
N 
7 
8 
10 
2 
N 
N 
N 
5 
8 
20 
N 
4 
6 
40 
Majors 
partici-
pating 
12· 
18 
; 
N ~-: 
22 
100 
10 
15 
8 
44 
138 
17 
38 
5 
N 
N 
N 
8 
10 
25 
15 
9 
N 
30 
132 
14 
N 
4 
16 
5 
75 
26 
35 
N 
12 
26 
N 
21 
14 
60 
12 
10 
5 
8 
N 
34 
25 
11 
21 
20 
25 
15 
19 
47 
Minors 
partici-
pating 
N 
8 
N 
N 
6 
N 
7 
N 
N 
N 
10 
N 
10 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
4 
5 
7 
N 
6 
86 
3 
N 
1 
N 
2 
N 
N 
15 
N 
5 
14 
N 
9 
N 
N 
7 
8 
5 
2 
N 
N 
N 
5 
8 
17 
N 
4 
6 
28 
~on­
majors & 
minors 
28 
112 
150 
N 
90 
25 
27 
41 
62 
59 
40 
100 
50 
N 
85 
--
N 
10 
50 
20 
30 
94 
N 
35 
114 
41 
N 
51 
30 
52 
N 
58 
100 
N 
23 
180 
N 
80 
82 
300 
100 
15 
55 
33 
50 
46 
35 
40 
32 
65 
80 
20 
55 
35 
Required of 
majors 
Yes 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
N 
N 
N 
X 
N 
N 
N 
N 
X 
X 
N 
N 
N 
N 
X 
N 
X 
N 
X 
X 
N 
X 
X 
N 
X 
N 
N 
N 
N 
X 
N 
X 
N 
X 
X 
No 
X 
X 
X 
X 
N 
N 
N 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Willamette 1, 250 
*Status of required participation determined by yes or no. CODE: N--Not indicated; X--Answer given 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Ad'rian college had an enrollment of 428, with twelve music 
majors and twenty-one music minors. Twelve .music majors participated in choral organizations with the number 
of minors not indicated. Twenty-eight non-majors and minors participated; participation in choral organizations 
was required of music majors. 
There were seventeen types of choral organizations 
represented in this study with one or more being included in the 
course offerings of each of the fifty-three colleges. Table V shows 
that twenty-eight colleges had a Mixed Choir; twenty-six had a 
Mixed Chorus; twenty-five had an A cappella Choir; Male Glee 
Clubs were maintained in sixteen; seven colleges had Madrigal 
groups, and five had a Chapel Choir. Small vocal ensembles, 
predetermined in size, were maintained by eleven colleges. Four 
were Male Quartets, two were Female Quartets, three were 
Female Sextets, and two were Octets. Three Female Choruses 
were maintained in the same number of colleges; an Oratorio 
Society, Choral Union, Carol Singers, and an Opera Chorus 
were separately maintained in four colleges. There were six 
groups that have been categorized under the heading of Selected 
Groups. These organizations were composed of individuals chosen 
because of superior talent and other standards established by the 
director. Their objectives varied from those of other organiza-
tions, e. g., the Lycoming Singers of Lycoming College and the 
Lawrence Singers of Lawrence College were special tour and 
concert groups. 
Credit given for participation in choral organizations 
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TABLE V 
CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS MAINTAINED 
Organizations 
Mixed Choir 
Mixed Chorus 
A cappella Choir 
Male Glee Club 
Female Glee Club 
Madrigal Singers 
Chapel Choir 
Male Quartet 
Female Quartet 
Female Sextet 
Octet 
Female Chorus 
Oratorio Society 
Choral Union 
Carol Singers 
Opera Chorus 
Selected Groups 
·*Two colleges for women included 
**One college for women included 
'Number of Colleges 
2.8 
26 
25 
11 
7 
5 
4 
2** 
3** 
2 
3** 
l 
l 
1 
1 
6 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: There were 
twenty .. eight colleges that maintained at least one Mixed Chorus. 
ranged from no credit to one credit per semester. As shown in 
Table VI, one-half credit was given in some instances. Of the 
twenty- eight colleges having Mixed Choirs, two offered no credit, 
five allowed one-half credit, and twenty-one granted one credit. 
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Of the twenty-six colleges having Mixed Choruses, ten allowed no 
credit, five granted one-half credit, and eleven gave one credit. 
There were twenty-five colleges that had A cappella Choirs; eight 
offered no credit, two allowed one-half credit, and fifteen allowed 
one credit. Eleven Male Glee Clubs were maintained; six colleges 
offered no credit, two granted one-half credit, and three gave one 
credit. Of the seven colleges having Madrigal Groups, six allowed 
no credit, one granted one-half credit. Five colleges had Chapel 
Choirs; three offered no credit, two gave one credit. Four colleges 
maintained Male Quartets, three of which allowed no credit, one 
granted one-half credit. Neither of the two colleges having Female 
Quartets offered credit, nor did the three colleges maintaining 
Female Sextets. One of the two colleges having Octets offered 
credit; the Choral Union gave one-half credit, the Carol Singers 
and Selected Groups gave no credit, and the one Opera Chorus gave 
credit which was determined by the production and the size of the 
chorus. An example of the last named was not given. 
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J'ABLE VI 
CREDIT GIVEN FOR CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS PER 
SEMESTER 
Organizations 
Mixed Choir 
Mixed Chorus 
A cappella Choir 
Male Glee Club 
Female Glee Club 
Madrigal Singers 
Credit 
Given 
0 
l/2 
1 
0 
1/2 
1 
0 
1/2 
1 
0 
1/2 
1 
0 
1/2 
1 
0 
1/2 
Number 
of 
Colleges 
2 
5 
21 
10 
5 
11 
8 
2 
i5 
6 
2 
3 
5 
5 
6 
6 
1 
(Continued on the following page) 
Total No. 
of 
Colleges 
28 
26 
25 
11 
16 
7 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: There 
were two colleges that offered no credit for participation in Mixed 
Choirs. 
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TABLE VI (continued) 
' ' 
Credit Number Total No. 
Organizations Given of of 
Colleges Colleges 
Chapel Choir 0 3 
l 2 
5 
Male Quartet 0 3 
l/2 l 
4 
Female Quartet 0 2 
2 
Female Sextet 0 3 
3 
Octet 0 l 
l/2 l 
2 
Female Chorus 0 2 
l/2 l 
3 
Oratorio Society 0 l 
l 
Choral Union l/2 l 
l 
(Continued on the following pagE0 
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'I' ABLE VI (continued) 
Credit Number -Total of 
Organizations Given of of 
Colleges Colleges 
Carol Singers 0 1 
1 
Opera Chorus 
* 
1 
1 
Selected Groups 0 6 
6 
*Determined by production and size of chorus. 
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Table VII shows the range in size of choral organizations 
as well as two measures of central position. The Mode and Median 
were found for six of the organizations; the remaining organization 
types were not treated statistically because of the sparseness of 
data. 
The twenty- seven Mixed Choirs ranged in size from inter-
vals of 10-19 to 100-109 with a Mode of 44. 5, and a Median of 
50. 5. The twenty-four Mixed Choruses ranged in. size from inter-
vals of 30-39 to 260-269, with a Mode of 64. 5, and a Median of 
69. 5. Twenty-five A cappella Chofrs ranged in size from intervals 
o:f 10-19 to 80-89 with a .Mode of 64.5 and a Median of 57. 0. 
Eleven Male Glee Clubs ranged in siz·e from intervals of 20-29 to 
50-59 with a Mode of 25• 5 an.d a Median of 31. 2. The sixteen 
Female Glee Clubs had a range from intervals of 20-29 to 90-99 
with a Mode of 64. 5 and a Median of 54. 5. Two colleges for 
women were included in the Mode interval of 60-69. The five 
Chapel Choirs ranged in size from 10-19 to 40-49 with a Mode of 
14. 5 and a Median of 24. 5. The five Madrigal Groups wer.e no 
smaller than eight or larger than sixteen; two groups ranged in 
size from twelve t.o fourteen. The five Selected Groups were n.o 
smaller than sixteen or larger than twenty-four. Three Female 
7-4 
TABLE VII 
SIZE OF CHORAL. ORGANIZATIONS 
Choral Organizations 
Size Mixed Mixed .A cap- Male Glee Female Chapel 
Choir Chorus pella Club Glee Club Choir 
260-269 1 
250-259 
240-249 
230-239 
220 - 229 
210-219 1 
200-209 1 
190-199 
180-189 
170-179 
160-169 
150-159 1 
140-149 
130-139 
120-129 1 
110-119 
100-109 1 2 
90-99 1 1 
80-89 1 2 1 
70-79 3 2 1 1 
60-69 4 6 9 5* 
50-59 5 1 6 2 2 
40-49 9 4 4 1 1 1 
30-39 1 1 2 3 4 1 
20-29 2 1 5 2 1 
10-19 1 1 2 
Total 27 24 25 11 16 5 
Mode 44.5 64.5 64.5 25.5 64.5 14.5 
Median 50.5 69.5 57.0 31.2 54.5 24.5 
*Two colleges for women 1ncluded 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: One Mixed Chorus 
fell between 260-269 as to size. 
Choruses ranged in size from sixty to sixty-five, with one 
Oratorio Society having a membership of one-hundred, and a 
Choral Union with a membership of 130. Organizations of pre-
determined size were not included here. Eleven organizations of 
this type were reported in Table V, page sixty-eight. In this 
category were quartets, sextets, and octets. 
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Many of the colleges varied in the amount of credit allowed 
toward graduation which choral members received for 
participation in choral organizations. Of the twenty-eight colleges 
having a Mixed Choir, credit allowed toward graduation ranged 
from no credit to eight semester hours. Table VIII shows that, 
of this group, seven colleges allowed eight credits, three allowed 
six credits, eight allowed four credits, one allowed three credits, 
two allowed two credits, three allowed one credit, and four 
colleges did not grant credit. Of the twenty-two colleges having 
a Mixed Chorus, seven colleges allowed eight credits toward 
graduation, one allowed six, seven allowed four, and seven colleges 
did not allow credit. There were twenty-three A cappella Choirs; 
five colleges allowed eight credits, four allowed six, seven colleges 
allowed four credits, one allowed three, and six did not allow 
credit. Of the ten colleges reporting Male Glee Clubs, one college 
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allowed eight credits toward graduation, one allowed six, two 
granted four, one allowed two, and five colleges did not allow 
credit. Twelve colleges reported Female Glee Clubs, two of 
which allowed eight credits toward graduation. One college allowed 
six credits, f:our allowed four, two granted two credits, one 
allowed one-half, and two did not offer credit. There were seven 
colleges that had Madrigal Groups. One college allowed eight 
credits, one allowed four, and five did not offer credit. Three of 
the five colleges with Chapel Choirs reported that one allowed six 
credits toward graduation, the two remaining did not offer credit. 
Three of the four colleges with Male Quartets offered no credit, 
the fourth allowed six. One college reported no credit for its 
Femal·e Quartet, nor did the three colleges reporting Female Sex-
tets grant credit toward graduation. 0£ the two colleges having 
Octets, one college allowed eight ·credits, the other granted no 
credit• Two of the three Female Choruses reported no credit, 
the third was not represented in the item analysis. One college 
having a Choral Union allowed four credits; the remaining choral 
organizations, namely, the Oratorio Society, Carol Singers, Opera 
Chorus, and Selected Groups offered no credit toward graduation. 
Table IX shows that there were certain conditions 
1J 
TABLE. VIII 
TOTAL CREDITS EARNED AND ALLOWED TOWARD DEGREE 
Credit 'Number Total No. Organizations 
Allowed of of 
Colleges Colleges 
Mixed Choir 8 7 
6 3 
4 8 
3 1 
2 2. 
1 3 
0 4 
28 
Mixed Chorus 8 7 
6 1 
4 7 
0 7 
22 
A cappella Choir 8 5 
6 4 
4 7 
3 1 
0 6 
23 
Male Glee Club 8 1 
6 1 
4 2 
2 1 
0 5 
10 
(Continued on the following page) 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: There were 
seven college s that allowed eight credits toward a degree in the 
total of twenty ... eight colleges. 
Organizations 
Female Glee Club 
Madrigal Singers 
Chapel Choir 
Male Quartet 
Female Quartet 
Female Sextet 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
Credit 
Allowed 
8 
6 
4 
2 
1/2 
0 
8 
4 
0 
6 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
Number 
of 
Colleges 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
5 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
(Continued on the following page) 
Total No. 
of 
Colleges 
12 
7 
4 
4 
1 
3 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
Credit Number Total No. 
Organizations Allowed 
of of 
Colleges Colleges 
Octet 8 1 
0 1 
2 
Female Chorus 0 2 
2 
Oratorio Society 0 0 
0 
Choral Union 4 1 
1 
Carol Singers 0 0 
0 
Opera Chorus 0 0 
0 
Selected Groups 0 0 
0 
under which choral participants could receive credit toward 
graduation. Before degree credit could be received, twenty- seven 
colleges required regular attendance and participation in concerts 
and tours. Twelve colleges reported that an ability to sing 
expressively and sight-read moderately well was necessary for 
choral singers to receive credit; two colleges only required the 
singer to register for credit, and fourteen colleges would allow 
credit only if liberal arts and major requirements were fulfilled. 
One college did not allow degree credit to music majors for choral 
participation, one allowed credit for liberal arts majors only, and 
another stated that credit toward graduation depended upon the 
nature of the degree program. Additional explanation of the iatter 
was not given. 
Organizational purpose. This section shows the trends 
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found in choral objectives. The significance of the same is discussed 
in the following chapter. Fifty-three colleges responded to one or 
more of the suggested occasions for which choral organizations 
performed. Six possible occasions were given on the Inquiry Form, 
three were added by respondents. The total of nine included: Campus 
Religious Services, Campus Concerts, Tour Concerts, Assemblies, 
Radio, Television, Opera and Oratorio, Recording, and Church 
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TABLE IX 
CONDITIONS DETERMINING CREDIT GRANTED TOWARD DEGREE 
Conditions Number of Colleges 
Regular rehearsal attendance and 
participation in concerts and tours 
Ability to sing expressively and 
sight-read music moderately well 
Students register for credit 
Credit granted only if Liberal Arts 
and major requirements are fulfilled 
No credit granted to music majors 
Credit granted to Liberal Arts majors only 
Credit dependent upon degree program 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Twenty-seven colleges required regular attendance and 
participation in concerts and tours for credit to be 
applied toward graduation. 
27 
12 
2 
14 
1 
1 
1 
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Services Off Campus. The questionnaire item requested that the 
first six occasions be ranked in order of frequency. The numeral 
one indicated the greatest frequency--other numerals {2-6) 
indicated measures of decreasing frequency, and could be 
determined only the repondent. Therefore, a set meaning for each 
number was impractical. 
Table X shows that forty-three colleges were repre-
sented as having choral organizations perform for Campus Religious 
Services. Thirty-two of this number ranked this occasion as first 
in frequency of performance, five ranked it as second~ five colleges 
ranked it as third, and one college gave the rank of four. Forty-
three colleges were also represented as having Campus Concerts 
as one of the occasions for which they sang.; Five colleges ranked 
Campus Concerts as first in frequency of performance, nineteen 
gave second rank, fifteen coll-eges indicated third rank, three 
indicated four, and one college ranked Campus Concerts as fifth in 
frequency of performance. Forty-seven colleges indicated Tour 
Concerts as being one of the occasions for which their organizations 
performed. Thirteen ranked Tour Concerts as first, seventeen gave 
a rank of two, thirteen gave a rank of three and, four colleges ranked 
Tour Concerts as fourth in frequency of performance• Twenty-six 
colleges were represented as having Assemblies as one of the 
occasions for which their choral organizations sang. None of the 
colleges ranked Assemblies as first in frequency of performance. 
However, five colleges gave the rank of two, six were ranked as 
three, ten colleges indicated Assemblies as fourth, three colleges 
gave the rank of five, and two gave rank of six. Twenty-three 
colleges had cho.ral organizations that gave Radio performances. 
None of the twenty-three colleges gave first or second rank here. 
Five gave rank of three, seven colleges were represented with 
Radio performance ranked as four, nine ranked as five, and two 
colleges gave the lowest rank of six. Twenty-eight colleges had 
choral groups that performed on Television with varying degrees 
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of frequency. None of the twenty-eight colleges ranked Television 
as first, two gave a rank of two, two gave a rank of three, nine 
gave a rank of four, six colleges gave a rank of five, and nine 
colleges were represented as having ranked Television as sixth in 
frequency of performance. Opera and Oratorio was of importance 
for two colleges. One ranked Opera and Oratorio as second, the 
other gave the lowest rank of frequency which was six. One choral 
organization ranked Church Services Off Camp~s as third in 
frequency of performance. 
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TABLE X 
OCCASIONS FOR WHICH CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS PARTICIPATED 
AND THE FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION 
Ranks of Number of 
Occasions Frequency* Colleges 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Campus Religious Services 32 5 5 1 43 
Concerts: 
Campus 5 19 15 3 1 43 
Tours 13 17 13 4 47 
Assemblies 5 6 10 3 2 26 
Radio 5 7 9 2 23 
Television 1 2 2 9 6 9 28 
Opera and Oratorio 1 1 2 
Recording 1 1 
Church Services Off Campus 1 1 
*Greatest frequency indicated by numeral 1; lesser 
frequencies follow. 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Of a 
total of forty-three colleges, thirty-two ranked Campus 
Religious Services as first in frequency of participation; 
five ranked as second; five ranked as third, and one ranked 
as fourth. 
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An inquiry regarding cultural objectives was also made. 
Forty-seven of the choral directors claimed that their choral 
objectives were centered around developing a knowledge of music 
literature of various styles and historical periods. It was assumed 
that such objectives would provide for an increased appreciation of 
music. Six directors stated that their objectives were not at all 
related to such. This is clearly shown in Table XI. The six choral 
directors who responded negatively to the questionnaire item recently 
discussed, gave comments which revealed, to some degree, the 
focal point of their choral objectives. These comments are given 
here with figures which represent the number of choral directors 
who indicated one or more of the same as objectives. They were: 
( l) Objectives based upon good choral singing 
only. 
(2) Music selected and performed for musical 
value only; music performed in terms of 
musicianship with objectives founded upon 
the same. 
(3) Objectives were centered around balanced 
concert content--appreciation should be 
inherent. 
(4) Spiritual concepts desired for singer and 
listener. 
(5) Choral organizations were considered 
a function of public relations which 
influenced music choice and objectives. 
5 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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TABLE XI 
CULTURAL OBJECTIVES BASED UPON KNOWLEDGE OF MUSIC 
LITERATURE OF VARIOUS STYLES, HISTORICAL 
PERIODS, AND THE DEGREE OF PROFESSIONAL 
CHORAL PROFICIENCY DESIRED 
Objectives based upon Professional choral 
literature and histor- proficiency desired 
ical periods 
Number of colleges :Number of colleges 
Yes No Yes No 
47 6 31 17 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Forty-seven 
colleges based their cultural objectives upon a knowledge of music 
literature of various styles and historical periods; six did not. 
Thirty-one colleges considered professional proficiency a desirable 
factor of choral organizations; seventeen did not. These data were 
based on responses from forty-eight colleges. 
(6) Objectives of choral organizations were 
founded upon an educational experience 
for all. Individual cultivation of 
cultural, interests were not stressed. 
In addition to cultural objectives specified by choral 
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directors, thirty-one colleges were represented as having choral 
organizations that considered professional proficiency of para-
mount importance. Seventeen indicated no concern for the same. 
The remaining five choral directors did not respond. 
Fifty-one colleges responded to the inquiry as to what 
extent their choral organizations were concerned with the improve-
ment of public musical interest. The degrees of concern were 
measured by the four terms: ''Always, 11 "Frequently, 11 
"Occasionally, 11 and ''Never. 11 Thirty-eight colleges registered 
"Always 11 as a degree of concern, seven were 11Frequently 11 concerned, 
three indicated an "Occasional" concern, and three were "Never" 
concerned. These data are presented in Table XII. 
Table XIII shows the number of colleges that gave publicity 
to their choral organizations and the benefits derived. Of the fifty-
three colleges studied, forty-three gave some form of publicity to 
their organizations--ten did not. Benefits derived from publicity 
are discussed below. Four colleges suggested that publicity 
provided for Motivation of Choral Organizations. One college stated 
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TABLE XII 
IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC MUSICAL INTEREST 
Degree of Co;ncern Number of colleges 
Always 38 
Frequently 7 
Occasionally 3 
Never 3 
Total 51 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Thirty-eight colleges had choral organizations that were 
"Always" concerned with improving public musical 
interest. These data were based on returns from fifty-one 
colleges. 
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that publicity allowed an Increase in Ticket Sales, while sixteen 
colleges indicated that Student Recruitment was a significant 
. benefit of publicity. Seven colleges reported Increased Usability 
of Choral Organizations, and three indicated that publicity afforded 
a Greater Attendance at Performances. The development of 
Community Cooperation was a result of publicity indicated by one 
college, and one other stated that publicity served to Inform their 
.Audience of Performances. S:i,xteen colleges indicated that 
publicity afforded Increased College and Choral Prestige, while 
two institutions indicated that an Increase in Financial Status 
resulted from publicity. The nature of this financial increase was 
not indicated. The five r ·emaining institutions were either uncertain 
as to the benefit of publicity given, or received no benefit at all. 
In an attempt to ascertain what was done with funds 
procured from choral performances, fifty-two colleges responded 
to one or more of the four given uses. A fifth was added by one of 
the respondents. Three. colleges used funds to Increase the Budget 
of the Music Department; thirty-eight used funds to Defr.ay Expenses 
of their Organiz.ations, !:..• g., tours, social functions, etc.; funds 
were used to Increase the College Finances in four colleges, while 
five institutions Established or Maintained Scholarships. One 
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TABLE XIII 
PUBLICITY GIVEN TO CHORAl., ORGANIZATIONS AND 
BENEFITS DERIVED 
Publicity given 
Yes: 43 No: 10 
Benefits derived Number of colleges 
Motivation of organizations 4 
fucrease of ticket sales I 
Student recruitment 16 
Increase usability of organizations 7 
Greater attendance at performances 3 
Development of community cooperation 1 
Inform audience of performances 1 
Increase college and choral prestige 16 
Increase financial status 
Uncertain and/ or no benefit 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Forty-
three colleges gave publicity to choral organizations; ten did not. 
Of the forty-three which gave publicity, four colleges derived 
the benefit of organizational motivation. 
2 
5 
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college indicated that fees charged by Visiting Soloists were paid 
through this .source of income. Table XN shows these figures along 
with the number of colleges that did not subscribe to any of the uses 
suggested. 
Musical performance. The data regarding the number of 
public appearances made annually by choral organizations are 
presented in Table XV. Seven sponsors of choral organizations 
were listed, each of which were found to be selected by one or more 
respondents to the Inquiry Form. From a total of thirty-three 
colleges that indicated Local Community Church Related Organiza-
tions as a sponsor of choral performances, a Mode of two annual 
performances was established; a Median of 5. 33 was derived. 
Thirty-two colleges indicated Local Community Non-church Related 
Organizations as a sponsor. Of this number a Mode of five annual 
performances was found; a Median of 5. 14 was established. From 
a total of thirty-five institutions that indicated the College or its 
Musie Department as a sponsor, a Mode of five was also found; 
6. 25 was the Median. Forty-four colleges indicated that Tours 
sponsored by Church Related Organizations were significant in 
determining the number of annual public appearances. A Mode of 
eleven was established--a Median of ll. 87 was also found. 
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TABLE XN 
USE OF FUNDS PROCURED FROM CHORAL PERFORMANCES 
Use of funds 
Number of colleges 
Yes 
Increase departmental budget 3 
Defray expenses of organization 38 
Increase institutional funds 4 
Establish or maintain scholar ships 5 
Pay fees of visiting soloists 1 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Three 
coll:e·ges used funds procured from choral performances to 
increase their department's budget; forty-nine did not. This 
table is based on data from fifty-two colleges. 
No 
49 
14 
48 
47 
51 
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Thirty-two colleges :indicated that Tours, sponsored by Non-church 
Related Organizations, yielded a Mode of eleven annual performances 
and a Median of 8. 21.; Twenty-three colleges made varying numbers 
of Radio appearanc·es. There was a range from. one to thirty, a Mode 
of two was derived with a Median of 2. 81. Twenty-nine colleges 
received Television sponsorship. The number of ,appearances ranged 
from one to twenty-one, .a Mode of two was found; the Median was 
2~ 24. The range for each of the sponsors is found by reading the 
lowest and highest intervals in each column in Table XV. 
Six of the fifty-three colleges had choral organizations that 
performed outside of the United States within the ten-year span of 
1947-1957. Table XVI lists the colleges, the sites of performance, 
and the sponsors. Centenary College toured the Far East and was 
sponsored by the United States Army. De Pauw University and 
Florida Southern College toured countries in Europe; the former was 
sponsored by the Methodist Centennial, the latter by Florida 
Southern College and supporting Methodist churches. Mexico and 
Canada were toured by Kansas Wesleyan1s choral organization and 
was sponsored by the university. The Lycoming College Singers 
toured England under the sponsorship of the British Methodist Church, 
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l'ABLE XV 
.PUBLIC APPEARANCE MADE ANNUAL.LY 
:Spo~sors 
-
Local c?mmunity 
-
College Tour Ra- T 
Appear- Church Non-Church Church Non-Churcn dio v 
ances related related related related 
70-72 1 
67-69 
64-66 
61-63 
58-60 
55-57 
52-54 
49-51 1 
46-48 
43-45 
40-42 1 
37-39 
34-36 1 3 
31-33 
28-30 3 1 5 1 1 
25-27 3 2 
22-24 1 
19-21 1 z 1 4 1 1 
16-18 2 
13-15 1 2 1 3 -1 
10-12 6 4 3 19 10 2 
7-9 1 3 3 3 7 
4-6 9 12 10 z2 8 5 3 
1-3 11 9 8 2 4 15 25 
Total 33 32 35 44 32 23 29 
Mode 2 5 5 11 11 2 2 
Median 5.33 5.14 6.25 11.87 8.21 2 .• 81 2.23 
NOTE: Th1s table should be read as follows: One college made seventy 
to seventy-two annual appearances which were sponsored by the college or 
music depa-rtment. 
±ABLE XVI 
gHORAL ORGANIZATIONS PERFORMING OUTSIDE THE 
UNITED STATES BETWEEN THE. YEARS 1947-57, 
THEIR SITE OF PERFORMANCE~ AND SPONSOR 
Number of Colleges 
Yes: 6 No: 47 
College Site of Performance Sponsor 
Centenary Far East u. s. Army 
DePauw Europe Methodist Centennial 
Florida Southern Europe College and Chu n::hes 
Kansas Wesleyan Mexico- -Canada Ka!ls.as Wesleyan 
Lycoming England British Methodist Church 
Wiley Mexico u. s. Foreign Service 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Six colleges had 
choral organizations that performed outside the United States between 
the years 1947-1957) forty-seven had not. A choral organization at 
Centenary College performed in the Far East, and was sponsored by 
the U. S. Army. 
while the Wiley College Choir performed in Mexico, sponsored 
jointly by the United States Foreign Service and a private source 
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Table XVII shows that professional soloists were employed 
by twenty of the fifty-three colleges to participate with their choral 
organizations. An inquiry as to what extent this practice was held 
was measured by the terms; ••Always, 11 11 Frequently, 11 and 
••Occasionally. 11 Two colleges 11Always 11 employed soloists, four 
institutions indicated 11 Frequently, 11 and fourteen reported an 
11 0ccasional 11 use of professional soloists. 
Tourf?, or performances made by choral groups outside of 
local areas, have always established a significant position in 
the topic of Musical Performance. Of the fifty-three colleges 
included in this study, one or more indications were made as to 
the time of year tours were taken. Table XVIII shows that forty 
colleges toured in the Spring, ten in the Fall, six in the Winter, 
and one in the Summer. Aside from. seasonal period·s, four other 
times were indicated. Five colleges chose to travel during Week-
ends, four chose Mid-Semester periods, seven traveled Between 
Semesters, and one college organization toured During Holidays. 
One organization chose no specific time or times to travel. 
It was assumed in the early stages of this study that 
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TABLE XVII 
EXTENT AND EMPLOYMENT OF PROFESSIONAL SOLOISTS 
Number of colleges 
Yes: 20 No: 33 
Degree of extent Number of colleges 
Always 
Frequently 4 
Occasionally 14 
Total 20 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Twenty 
colleges employed professional soloists; thirty-three did not. 
Two colleges "Always 11 employed profes.sional soloists. 
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I 
TABLE XVIII 
' 
TIME OF YEAR TOURS WERE MADE BY CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Time of year Number of colleges 
Spring 40 
Fall · 10 
Winter 6 
Summer 1 
Week-end 5 
Mid-s:emester 4 
Between semesters 7 
Holidays 1 
No specific time 1 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Forty colleges made their tours during the Spring. 
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institutions of higher learning maintained certain policies which 
governed absence from classes while choral aggregations traveled. 
Table XIX shows that three colleges did not excuse choral members 
from classes during tours. Twelve granted an official excuse while 
twenty- seven granted an official excuse providing that work missed 
would be made up. Two colleges required special assignments 
before or after tours, three institutions allowed absence without 
question, and three others granted excuses to singers with a grade 
index of C (average) or better.; Two institutions traveled during 
periods whereby no classes were missed.; 
Rehearsal procedure. Data related to rehearsal procedure 
encompassed what choral organizations did in terms of musical 
achievement during rehearsals, scheduling, and related require-
ments. 
Table XX shows the number of compositions learned 
annually by various types of choral organizations. Thirty-one 
colleges that had Mixed and/or Chapel Choirs, had a range from 
eleven to sixty compositions annually. A mode of thirteen was 
found, while a Median of 27. 38 was calculated. Twenty-four Mixed 
Choruses with a range from one to thirty, yielded a Mode of three 
choral works annually and a Median of 10. 5. Twenty-three colleges 
that had A cappella Choirs had a range from eleven to sixty 
TABLE XIX 
POLICIES GOVERNING ABSENCE FROM CLASSES 
DURING CHORAL TOURS 
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policies Number of colleges 
Absen.ce unexcused 3 
Official excuse from college 12 
Official excuse with work made up 27 
Special assignments 2 
Tutors employed during tour 1 
Absence allowed 3 
Excused with grade index of C 3 
No classes missed 2 
Total 53 
No. of 
TABLE XX 
NUMBER OF COMPOSITIONS LEARNED ANNUALLY 
BY CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS. 
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Mixed & Mixed A cap- Male Female Small 
-
compo- Chapel chorus pella Glee Glee ensemble* 
sitions choirs Club Club 
56-60 1 1 
51-55 
46-50 3 1 
41-45 1 1 
36-40 5 7 
31-35 3 1 
26-30 4 1 4 2 
21-25 3 5 2 2 1 2 
16-20 5 4 3 5 5 2 
11-15 6 2 3 2 6 4 
6-10 2 2 1 5 
1-5 1 0 1 1 
' 
' 
Total 31 24 23 11 16 14** 
Mode 13 3 38 18 13 8 
Median 27.38 10.5 29.88 17.00 15.5 11.75 
::'.<Quartets, sextets, octets, selected groups, and madrigal 
ensembles. Other organizations did not report number of ·compositions. 
**Emory and Henry College reported 150 compositions learned 
by a Madrigal group and was not includ~d in the total number of colleges 
because of the extreme number. 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: One Mixed 
Choir learned from fifty-six to sixty compositions annually; one A 
cappella choir was similarly placed. 
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compositions annually. A Mode of thirty-eight was found, while 
a Median of 29. 88 was calculated. Eleven Male qlee Clubs had 
a smaller range of compositions learned annually--from six to 
twenty-five. A Mode of eighteen and a Median of 17. 00 was 
indicated here. Sixteen colleges that had Female Glee Clubs 
revealed a range from one to thirty compositions learned annually. 
A Mode of thirteen and a Median of 15.5 were measures of 
central position for these organizations. All data for Small 
Ensembles were analyzed as a single unit. Quartets, sextets, 
octets, madrigal groups. The number of compositions learned 
annually by small ensembles ranged from one to twenty-five. A 
Mode of eight was found, while 11.75 indicated the Median. Emory 
and Henry College reported a Madrigal Group that learned 150 
motets and madrigals. This college was not included in the total 
number of fourteen because of the influence this number would 
have over the two measures of central position. 
The result of an inquiry regarding the musical needs of 
choral singers, audiences, and colleges, yielded data based upon 
fifty-colleges. Forty-three choral directors indicated that their 
·organizations provided for the musical needs of their singers, 
audiences, and institutions. Seven organizations did not meet 
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these needs. The following suggestions were given by the colleges 
to which reference was lastly given. These needs might be met by 
providing: 
( l) More experience with opera and oratorio 
(2) .Increased opportunities to sing more secular music 
(3) Additional reh earsal time 
(4) Opportunities for musical comedy and .light stage 
productions. 
Development of certain skills and knowledges were also 
a part of the rehearsal procedure for a majority of the fifty-three 
colleges. Table XXI shows that forty-eight colleges were repre-
sented with choral directors who attempted to improve the singers 
skill in Music Reading during rehearsals. Fifty-one directors were 
concerned with the dev elopment of Pitch Accuracy; fifty-one 
developed the skill of Proper Voice Production; fifty directors 
indicated that the development of a Knowledge of Choral Styles was 
included in his rehearsal procedure, while fifty-one indicated that · 
Interpretation was significantly stressed. Table XXI also indicates 
the number of directors who responded negatively to one or more of 
the five skills and knowledges. 
Table XXII s h ows data with regard to rehearsal schedules. 
The number of rehearsals per week, and the number of hours per 
TABLE XXI 
SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES DEVELOPED 
DURING CHORAL REHEARSALS 
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Skills and Knowledges Number of Colleges 
Yes No 
Music reading 48 5 
Pitch accuracy 51 2 
Proper voice production 51 2 
Knowledge of choral styles 50 3 
Interpr·etation 51 2 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Forty-eight colleges were represented with choral directors 
who developed the skill of Music Reading during choral 
rehearsalsj five did not. 
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rehearsal is shown, with two measures of central position derived. 
These data were found for six types of choral organizations. Five 
colleges with Chapel Choirs were combined with data for Mixed 
Chorus. Small Ensembles were defined similarly to those in 
Table XX, page 10!1.. A range from one to six rehearsals per 
week was indicated, while the number of hours per rehearsal 
ranged from one-half to three. The latter was set up in quarter 
hours so as to accommodate choral organizations that did not 
rehearse .on schedules based on the hour. This procedure also 
allowed for accurate statistical computation. 
Thirty-one Mixed Choirs had a Mode of two rehearsals 
per week and one hour per rehearsal. Median figures were 
2. 21 and 1. 06. Twenty-six Mixed Choruses had a Mode of one 
rehearsal per week with one hour per rehearsal. The Median of 
the former was 1. 62, the latter, 1. 12. Twenty--five A cappella 
Choirs had a Mode of three rehearsals per week with one hour per 
rehearsal. Median figures were 3. 22 for the former, and 1. 03 
for the latter. There were eleven Male Glee Clubs. Ori.e 
rehearsal was found. The Median of the former was 2. 21, the 
latter, 1. 27. Sixteen Small Ensembles had Modes of two 
rehearsals per week and one hour per rehearsal. The Median of 
the former was 2. 00, the latter, • 95. The range of the number 
Rehears-
als per Mixed 
week 
choir 
* 
6 J 
5 1 
4 5 
3 5 
2 12 
1 7 
Total 31 
Mode 2 
Median 2.21 
TABLE XXII 
REHEARSALS PER WEEK AND HOURS PER REHEARSAL OF 
CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Organizations Hours Organizations 
per 
Mixed A cap- Male Female Smal' re- Mixed Mixed A cap- Male 
cho.rus pella Glee Glee ens err; hears- choir chorus pella Glee 
Club Club bles al Club 
3 1 1 
8 1 1 z 3/4 
3 3 2 2 1/2 
2 9 3 3 1 2 1/4 
9 4 3 7 12 2 4 3 2 
12 1 5 3 2 1 3/4 
1 1/2 2 8 2 4 
1 1/4 4 2 3 5 
1 20 12 19 
3/4 
1/2 1 
26 25 11 16 16 31 26 25 11 
1 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1/L 
1. 61 3.22 1. 67 2.2 2.00 1. 06 1. 12 1.03 1.40 
*Five Chapel choirs mcluded here. 
Female Small 
Glee ens em-
plub bles 
1 
2 2 
13 
9 
5 
16 16 
11/4 1 
1.27 .95 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: One Mixed choir had six rehearsals per week; one Mixed choir 
had three hours per rehearsal; one A cappella choir was similarly placed. 
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of rehearsals per week, and the number of hours per rehearsal 
is shown for each type of organization on Table XXII. 
Twenty-eight colleges indicated that their rehearsal 
schedules were inadequate. These inadequacies were shown by 
data in Table XXIII. Desired changes in the number of rehearsals 
per week and the desired number of hours per rehearsal were as 
follows. Fourteen Mixed Choirs had a Mode of three rehearsals 
per week and one hour per rehearsal. Median figures were 3. 00 
and 1. 58 . . Nine Mixed Choruses had a Mode of two rehearsals per 
week and one hour per rehearsal. Thi:i-teen A cappella Choirs 
indicated a Mode of five rehearsals per week and one hour per 
rehearsal. Medians derived were 4. 86 and 1. 34. Five Male Glee 
Clubs had a Mode of two rehearsals per week and one hour per 
rehearsal. Median figures were 2. 33 for the former and l. 58 for 
the latter. Eight Female Glee Clubs had a Mode of three 
rehearsals per week and one hour per rehearsal. Medians found 
were 3. 00 and l. 55 •. A change in schedule was desired by five 
Small Ensembles. A Mode of three indicated the desired number 
of rehearsals per week and one hour per rehearsal. Median 
figures were 2. 95 and 1. 38 Table XXIII shows the .same range of 
one to six rehearsals per week as did Table XXII, on page 106. 
Desired 
no. of 
rehears-
als per . Mixed . 
week r.hoir 
q: 3 
5 3 
4 2 
3 5 
z 1 
1 
Total 14 
Mode ..... 
Median 3.00 
~ABLE XXIII 
.PESIRED REHEARSALS PER WEEK AND HOURS PER REHEARSAL 
OF CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS* 
Organizations :Qesired Organizations 
no. of 
hours 
Mixed A c:ap- ¥ale F...emale Small per ,Mixed Mixed A. cap .. _Male 
chorus pella Glee Glee ens em- rehears- choir chorus pella Glee 
Club Club b1es al Club 
2 2 2 2 1 
7 1 1 1/2 3 3 2 1 
2 1 1 1 9 4 11 3 
3 3 2 3 3 
4 3 2 2 
1 
9 13 5 8 5 Total 14 9 13 5 
2 5 2 3 Mode 1 1 1 1 
2.00 4.86 2.33 3.00 2.95 Median 1. 58 1.92 1. 34 1.58 
*Based on data from twenty-e1ght colleges whose rehearsal schedules we:re inadequate. 
Female Small 
--
Glee ens em-
Club bles 
3 1 
5 4 
8 5 
1 1 
1.55 1. 38 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Three Mixed choirs had six rehearsals per week indicated 
as desirable; two A cappella choirs were similarly placed. Two Mixed c;hoirs, two Mixed choruses, and one Mal e 
Glee Club desired two hours per rehearsal. 
..... 
0 
00 
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The range of one to two hours per rehearsal indicated one hour 
less than that of the previously mentioned Table. The range was 
distributed in one-half hours as oppo·sed to quarter hour schedules. 
The distribution of c h oral organizations, a .s to unaveraged desired 
rehears.als per week and hours. per rehearsal, may be read as 
indic.ated by the NOTE on Tables XXII and XIII. 
Table XXIV shows a distribution of choral organizations 
that indicated the time of rehears.als as indicated by the hour of 
day. Six types of organizations are shown again with one Chapel 
Choir included in the distribution of Mixed Choirs. The range of 
intervals, set up in one hour units, extended from 9-10 A.M. to 
8-9 P.M. At least one organiz.a.tion was found to be represented 
in every interval. Unaveraged distributions may be read as 
shown in the NOTE on Table XXIV. 
From a total of twenty-nine Mixed Choirs, a Mode of 
four to five P.M. was established as an average rehearsal hour 
for the organizations named. Twenty Mixed Choruses had a 
Modal hour of seven to eight P.M. Twenty-five A cappella Choirs 
established a Modal hour of four to five P.M.; nine Male Glee 
Clubs revealed the six to seven hour as a Mode. Sixteen Female 
Glee Clubs had a Mode of four to five P.M.; a similar Mode was 
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TABLE XXIV 
TIME OF CHORAL REHEARSALS AS INDICATED BY HOUR OF DAY 
Hour of 
day 
9-10A.M. 
10-11 
11-12 
12-1 P.M 
1-2 
2-3 
3-4 
4-5 
5-6 
6-7 
7-8 
8-9 
Total 
Mixed Mixed 
choir* chorus 
2 l 
2 1 
3 1 
2 1 
2 
2 2 
9 3 
1 2 
3 1 
5 5 
1 3 
29 20 
Organizations 
A cap-
pella 
1 
1 
4 
l 
3 
5 
7 
1 
1 
1 
25 
Male 
Glee 
Club 
1 
1 
7 
9 
Female 
Glee 
Club 
1 
l 
5 
6 
l 
2 
16 
Small en-
sembles 
3 
2 
l 
3 
4 
l 
l 
2 
17 
Mode 4-5 P.M. 7-8 P.M. 4-5P. M. 6:-7P.:M .. . 4-5P. M 4-5 P.M. 
*One Chapel choir included here. 
NOT.E: This table should be read as follows: Two 
Mixed choirs rehearsed between the hours of ten and eleven A.M.; 
one Mixed chorus, an A cappella choir, and three Samll ensembles 
rehearsed at the same hour. 
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found for Small Ensembles. Other measures of central position 
were impractical here. 
With regard to the time of choral rehearsals, as 
indicated by the hour of day, thirty-nine colleges were represented 
by indicating that their respective rehearsal hours were preferable 
for their students. Eleven colleges did not find rehearsal hours 
for students quite as satisfactory. In reacting to their personal 
preference, twenty-six choral directors reported that their 
rehearsal hours were satisfactory, however, twelve did not find 
this equally so. 
With r~gard to desired changes in rehearsal hours, there 
was no significant indication of such. No more than three colleges 
could be found, of the eight represented, in any one of the six 
types of choral organizations indicated. 3 Each selected a differ-
ent hour which established only one frequency for the hour chosen. 
These data were not significant enough to change the trend of data 
given by other colleges that did not feel a change in rehearsal 
hours necessary. 
3 The eight colleges were Adrian, Huntingdon (represented 
by two changes), La Grange, Lycoming, Mac Murray, Mourning-
side, Philander Smith, and West Virginia Wesleyan. 
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Table XXV shows a diatribution of choral organizations. 
that indicated voice-part arrangements frequently used. Data 
from female colleges we.re treated separately here. A Mixed 
arrangement of SATB was indicated by forty-six organizations; 
thirty indicated the SSAA TTBB arrangement; there were no 
organizationa that used the SAB arrangement. A Mode of SATB 
was found here. Under Male arrangements, one organization used 
the TBBi fifteen u.sed TTBB. A Mode of the latter was indicated. 
Female arrangements registered one organization under SA; four 
selected SAA; fourteen indicated SSA; and eleven chose an arrange-
ment of SSAA. A Mode of SSA was indicated. Of the two female 
colleges represented in this study, one chose an arrangement of 
SSA, the other selected SSAA. A Mode could not be found here. 
Entrance requirements for prospective choral member_s 
varied greatly, but yet .s.ignificantly. Table XXVI shows that 
twenty-one organizations required choral experience prior to 
college entrance while eleven required participation in college 
preparatory ensembles. There were seven or-ganizations that 
required one of the three suggested types of formal musical 
training.' Four required voice les.sons, one required instrumental 
(piano), and two required theoretical study. Forty-one choral 
Mixed 
SATB 
SAB 
SSAATTBB 
Mode 
TABLE XXV 
PART ARRANGEMENTS USED BY CHORAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Part arrangement 
Male F~.male Female 
colleges 
46 TB 0 SA 1 SA 
0 TTB 0 SAA 4 SAA 
30 TBB 1 SSA 14 SSA 
TTBB 15 SSAA ll SSAA 
SATB TTBB SSA 
0 
0 
1 
1 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Forty•six 
choral organizations used SATB arrangements; no male organ-
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. izations used TB arrangements; one female group used SA 
arrangements, and none of the female colleges used SA arrange-
ments. 
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organizations required sight-reading ability at varying levels of 
difficulty. These levels were: ''Easy, 11 "Medium, 11 and "Difficult. 11 
Twenty-three organizations required sight-reading of "Easy" 
music; seventeen required sight-reading of "Medium" difficulty, 
and one indicated "Difficult" as the level for new choral members. 
A small number of organizations indicated that primary concern 
was given to a desire to sing good music; singers who were 
interested, dependable, and showed good hearing and average 
voices. An attempt to define these criteria was not undert~en. 
Choral literature. This section was devoted to a report 
of findings related to the calibre of choral literature used by the 
organizations studied. Factors influencip.g the choice of literature 
was also of interest. 
Resulting from an inquiry, as to the degree of influence 
assumed public appeal held in the selection of choral works, it 
was found that four colleges were Always influenced by this factor. 
Fourteen indicated a Frequent influence, while twenty-nine admitted 
an Occasional influence. Three indicated that assumed public appeal 
held by compositions was Never an influence in selecting choral 
mu.sic. Table XXVII indicates a Mode of Occasionally. 
Table XXVIII shows the extent to which choral music 
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TABLE XXVI 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Requirements 
Choral experience prior to 
college entrance 
Participation in preparatory 
ensemble 
Formal musical training: 
Vocal 
Instrumental 
Theoretical 
Sight-reading ability 
Easy 
Medium 
Difficult 
*Piano 
No.. pf Or g an1 zatlons 
21 
11 
7 
4 
1* 
2 
41 
23 
17 
1 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Twenty-one choral organizations required choral experience 
prior to college entrance. 
T AB.LE XXVII 
SELECTION OF CHORAL WORKS INFLUENCED BY 
ASSUMED PUBLIC APPEAL H.E;LD BY COMPOSITIONS 
Extent of influence 
Always 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Never 
Total 
Mode 
No. of Colleges 
4 
14 
29 
3 
50 
Occasionally 
ut> 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Four 
colleges were "Always" influenced by assumed public appeal held 
by compositions when selecting choral works. 
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TABLE XXVIII 
SELECTION OF CHORAL WORKS INFLUENCED BY METHODIST 
RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHIES OR INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES 
Response to 
influence 
Yes 13 
No 38 
Restriction by 
influence 
10 
26 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Objection to 
Restriction 
4 
21 
Thirteen colleges were represented as having choral organizations 
that were influenced by Methodist philosophies or institutional 
policies; ten were influenced enough to restrict choral works of 
secular nature; and, ·four objected to restriction created by such 
influence. 
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selection was influenced by Methodist Religious Philosophies or 
institutional policies. Based upon responses from fifty-one 
colleges, thirteen indicated that they were affected by such 
influences, while ten were so affected until the influence was great 
enough to restrict their selection of choral music to a majority of 
secular compositions. Four objected to such restriction. On the 
other hand, thirty-eight colleges were represented as having 
choral organizations that were not affected by the assumed influ-
ence. Twenty-six did not consider the influence as one which 
would restrict choral selection. Twenty-one did not feel that 
there would be an objettion if there were such a restriction. 
Concern was given to the variety of styles and text of 
choral literature. Frequency of use was also of importance. 
Table XXIX shows that with regard to choral style, a total of 
twenty-six choral organizations gave a modal figure which ranked 
Monophonic choral music as. first in frequency of use. Forty-five 
organizations also revealed a modal figure which gave Polyphonic 
choral rnu.sic a frequency rank of one. Thirty-fiv e organizations had 
a Mod·e of second rank in frequency of use, while twenty-five 
organizations had a modal frequency rank of three. Ranks of 
frequency ranged from one, which indicated the greatest frequency, 
to four which was the lowest frequency. 
Rank* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
Mode 
.Mono-
phonic 
14 
4 
5 
3 
26 
1 
TABLE XXIX 
STYLE AND TEXT OF CHORAL LITERATURE RANKED BY 
FREQUENCY OF USE 
S.tyle Rank* Text 
Poly- Chorale Poly- English Latin German 
phonic choric - -
23 9 1 1 48 1 
19 14 4 2 1 37 2 
3 8 15 3 2 13 
4 5 4 
5 1 2 
45 35 25 Total 49 41 17 
1 2 3 Mode 1 2 3 
*Greatest frequency md1cated by numeral 1; lesser frequenc1es follow. 
Italian French 
1 4 
8 5 
4 
9 13 
4 4 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: As regards choral style; fourteen colleges gave rank one 
to Monophonic music; similarly ranked were twenty-three colleges favoring Polyphonic music, nine Chorale, 
and one Polychoric. As rega rds text; forty-eight colleges ranked English as most frequently used; one college 
ranked Latin similarly. This table was based on data from forty-nine colleges. 
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Additional influences upon music selection are shown in 
Table XXX. The extent of suggested influences was me'asured by 
the following terms: "Alw~ys," "Frequently, n 110ccasionally, rr 
and "Never. 11 Based upon data from forty-eight colleges the 
following was procured. From a total of forty-two choral directors, 
the modal term of "Occasionally" was derived with regard to the 
extent of influence by a Particular Choral Arranger. From a 
total of forty-five directors, the modal term of rrFrequently 11 was 
found with regard to the influence by Specific Historical Periods. 
"Frequently" was also the modal term indicated with regard to 
the influence of a Particular Choral Group based on a total of 
forty-one directors. Directors influenced by Local Musical 
Taste and Student Preference totaled forty-two for the former 
and forty-three for the latter. 110ccasionallytt was the modal · 
term derived for both. Ironically, bu,t perhaps logically, a total 
of forty-eight directors indicated "Always" as the modal term for 
the Director's Choic.e as being an influence u,pon choral music 
selection. The distribution of choral directors with r egard to 
the extent of each measure of influence is shown in Table XXX. 
Data fou,nd as a result of an inquiry, as to what extent 
compositions by modern and contemporary compositions were 
TABLE XXX 
INFLUENCES UPON CHORAL MUSIC SELECTION 
Influences 
-
Extent of 
Influence 
Particular Specific Particular Works by Local Student Director's 
arranger historical composer other mu_sical preference choice 
period groups taste 
Always 4 1 26 
Frequently 9 2.2 31 14 6 3 21 
Occasionally 25 18 10 22 19 33 1 
Never 8 1 2 5 17 7 
Total 42 45 44 41 42 43 48 
Mode * 0 F F 0 0 0 A 
*Letters indicating Mode represent first letter of words in same column. 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Four colleges were represented as having been influenced 
"Always, " by .specific historical periods in choral music selection; one indicated, similarly, a particular composer; 
and twenty-six directors were reported as "alwaysrr being the influence upon choral music selection. This table 
was based on data from forty-eight colleges. 
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used, are shoWn. in Table XXXI. These data were based upon the 
response.s from fifty-three colleges. The extent of use was 
indicated by the terms "Always, ""Frequently, " "Occasionally, 11 
and "Never." Eight colleges indicated that contemporary or modern 
compositions were "Always•• used; twenty-eight indicated "Fre-
quently;" and seventeen indicated an "Occasional" use of these 
compositions. No colleges indicated that modern and contemporary 
works were "Never" performed. A Mode of "Frequentlyu was 
established. 
In studying the types of accompaniment employed, and the 
frequency of use, Table XXXII shows that at least one of the 
suggested types of accompaniment were used, in varying degrees of 
frequency, by choral groups in all of the~olleges surveyed. Of 
forty-six organizations that used Piano accompaniment, the extent 
of use for seven, indicated ••AJ.w~ys;•• twenty indicated "Frequently;u 
nineteen indicated 110ccasionally11--there were no indications for 
11Never. 11 11Frequently11 was the modal extent of use. Of the forty-
seven organizations using Organ accompaniment, the extent of use 
for one indicated 11Always; 11 fifteen indicated rtFrequently;·r• thirty-
one indicated 11 0ccasionally' 1--there were no indications for 
"Never. 11 A modal extent of use was found to be "Occasionally. 11 
TABLE XXXI 
USE OF MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY WORKS 
Extent of use 
Always 
Frequently 
Occasionally 
Never 
Total 
Mode 
No. of colleges 
8 
28 
17 
53 
I 
Frequently 
NOTE.: This. table should be read as 
follows: Eight colleges "Alwaysrr used 
modern and contemporary works. 
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12:4 
Thirty-three organizations used Orchestral accompaniment. Of 
this number, seven indicated "Frequently;" nineteen indicated 
11 0ccasionally;" seven indicated "Never. 11 ''Occasionally" was 
indicated as the Mode. Twenty-eight organizations used Small 
Instrumental Ensemble accompaniment. Of this number, one 
indicated "Frequently;" twenty-three indicated "Occasionally;" 
four indicated "Never. u ''Occasionally" was derived as the Mode. 
Two organizations used Symphonic Band accompaniment. Both 
indicated "Occasionally" as the extent of u:se. 
In an attempt to gain some insight as to the types of 
choral literature performed by choral organizations in the 
colleges studied, four specific inquiries were made. A list of 
-compositions performed primarily because of college tradition or 
popular demand was requested. Table XXXIII includes all works 
submitted. Where there were duplications, the total number of 
colleges listing the work was given. It was observed that Handel 1s 
Messiah and the Hallelujah Chorus from the same work, were 
listed more frequently than all other. Tenebrae Factae Sunt,, by 
Palestrina; Beautiful Savior, by Christiansen, and God So Loved 
The World, by Stainer, were listed by three colleges, while 
Beethoven's Hallelujah from the Mount of Olives was listed by four. 
TABLE XXXII 
TYPES OF ACCOMPANIMENT EMPLOYED 
AND FREQUENCY OF USE 
Extent Types of Accompaniment 
of Use 
Instrumental 
Piano Organ Orche$tra ensemble 
Always 7 1 
Frequently 20 15 7 1 
Occasionally 19 31 19 23 
Never 7 4 
Total 46 47 33 28 
Mode* F 0 0 0 
*Letters indicating Mode represent first letter of words 
in same column. 
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Band 
2 
2 
0 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Seven colleges 
had choral organizations that "Always" used the piano for accompan-
iment; one "Always" used the organ. 
TABLE XXXIII 
COMPOOITIONS PERFORMED PRIMARILY BECAUSE 
OF TRADITION OR DEMAND 
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Composer Composition No. of 
colleges 
Beethoven 
Borowitz 
Brahms 
Christiansen 
Christiansen 
Drewes (arr.} 
Franck 
Gaul 
Gounod 
Handel 
Handel 
Haydn 
Holst 
Ivanoff 
Luther-Mueller 
Lutkin 
Lutkin 
Manson 
Mendelssohn 
Mozart 
Noble 
Olds 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Pitman 
Poulenc 
Hallelujah, "Mount of Olives" 
Lullaby to the Christ Child 
Liebeslieder Waltzes, Op. 52 
Beautiful Savior 
Lost in the Night 
America the Beautiful 
Psalm 150 
Christ of the Snow 
Sanctus 
Messiah 
Hallelujah Chorus, "Messiah" 
The Heavens are Telling., "Creation" 
Christmas Song 
Bless the Lord 
A Mighty Fortress Is Our God 
Benediction 
The Lord Bless You and Keep You 
Forsake Me Not 
Elijah 
Ave Verum 
Go to Dark Gethsemane 
Let Us Praise God 
Gloria Patria 
Tenebrae Factae Sunt 
Rocka Ma Soul 
Tenebrae Factae Sunt 
(Continued on the following page) 
4 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
12 
15 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
l 
l 
NOTE: This table should be -read as follows: Beethoven's 
Hallelujah was performed by four colleges primarily because of 
tradition or demand. 
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TABLE XXXIII (continued) 
Composer Composition No. of 
colleges 
Ringwald (arr.) Battle Hymn of the Republic 2 
Schreck Advent Motet 1 
Schubert Ave Maria 1 
St:huetky Emitte Spiritum Tuum. 1 
Scott Creation 1 
Shelley 'The King of Love My Shepherd Is 1 
Smith Good News 1 
Spayde Great and Marvelous are Thy 1 
Works 
Spiritual Lord Make Me More Holy 1 
Stainer God So Loved The World 3 
Tchesnokoff-Tkach Come 'Thy Holy Spirit 1 
Thompson Alleluia 2 
Tschaikowsky 0 Praise Ye God 1 
Tschesnokoff Let Thy Holy Presence 1 
Wilson Upon This Rock 1 
Wilson I Love Little Willie 1 
Williams Let There be Music 1 
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Other familiar works were represented by either one or two 
colleges. Table XXXIII includes this listing. 
The second inquiry was made as to a listing of large 
choral works learned and performed from the year 1953 to 1957. 
From the total of ninety-three compositions, Handel's Me.s siah 
was performed by nineteen colleges. Mendelssohn's Elijah was 
performed by eleven colleges, while F a u.re' .s Requiem .Mass, 
J. S. Back ' s Cantata No. 4, and Mozart's Requiem Mass were 
performed by eight colleges. Nine colleges performed Brahm's 
Requiem Mass. Table XXXIV includes the complete list of this 
group. 
A list of ten compositions which represented a sampling 
of typical selections from each college was :requested. Programs 
of choral concerts were also requested. A listing from both 
sources was compiled and placed in Appendix D. The selections 
are alphabetically arranged by composers and listed as they were 
printed on the choral programs. Traditional works, ~·g., folk 
music, unarranged Negro and white spirituals, were categorized 
separately. Instrumental works found on choral programs were 
also listed. 
TABLE XXXN 
LARGE CHORAL WORKS LEARNED AND PERFORMED 
BETWEEN THE YEARS 1953-1957 
Composers 
Bach, J. c. 
Bach 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach · 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Bach 
Beethoven 
Bizet 
Bloc 
Brahms 
Brahms 
Brahms 
Compositions 
Childhood of Christ 
Christmas C.antata 
Be Not Afraid 
Cantata No.. 4 
Cantata No. 79 
Cantata No. 106 
Cantata No. 140 
Cantata No. 142 
Christmas Oratorio 
For Urito Us A Child Is Born 
Jesu Priceless Treasure 
Magnificat 
Mass in B Minor 
Sing Ye To The Lord 
Six Motets 
St. John Passion 
St. Matthew Pas sian 
The Spirit Also Helpth Us 
Mass inC 
Carmen 
Sacred Service 
Liebeslieder Waltzer, Op. 52 
Motet, Op. 29, No. 1 
Motet, Op. 74, No. 1 
(Continued on the following page) 
Number of 
Colleges 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 
3 
6 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
NOTE: This table should be .read as follows: Bach's 
Childhood of Chd~t was a· large cho;ll work learned an:d . 
performedby one college between the years 1953-1957. 
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Composers 
Brahms 
Brahms 
Britten 
Buxtehu.de 
Buxtehude 
Buxtehude 
Caris simi 
Carter 
Charpenter 
Cherubini 
Christiansen 
Clokey 
Debussy 
Dello Joio 
Delio Joio 
Dubois 
E.ffinger 
Ende, von 
Faure 
Fetler 
Gaul 
Gilbert-Sullivan 
Gilbert-Sullivan 
Handel 
Handel 
Handel 
Haydn 
Haydn 
Heiller 
Honegger 
Hulse, van 
Krenek 
Listz 
Lotti 
Mascagni 
TABLE XXXIV (continued) 
Compositions 
Motet, Op. 74, No. 2 
Requiem Mass 
Ceremony of Carols 
Christmas Canatata 
Jesu Mein Freude 
Mis sa Brevis 
Jepthan 
Harmony of Morning 
Mass on French Carols 
Requiem Mass 
Psalm 150 
Canticle of Praise 
Blessed Damsel 
Affirmation of Faith 
Jubilant Eong 
Seven Last Words of Christ 
The Invisible Fire 
Mesquites Under Thunder 
Requiem Mass 
The Earth 
The Holy City 
Patience 
Ruddigore 
Dettingen Te Deum 
Messiah 
Ode To Music 
Creation 
Mass No. 3 
Missa Brevis inC 
King David 
Beatitudes 
The Seasons 
Psalm 137 
Mass in Bb 
Caval1eria Rusticana 
(Continued on the following page) 
Number of 
Colleges 
1 
9 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
19 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Composers 
Me Donald 
Mendelssohn 
Mendelssohn 
Mendelssohn 
Mendelssohn 
Mennin 
Menotti 
Mo.zart 
Mozart 
Pachelbel 
Parrish 
Pergolesi 
Purcell 
Robinson 
Rossini 
Saint-Saens 
Sanders 
Scarlatti 
Schubert 
Schubert 
Schutz 
Schutz 
Stainer 
Thompson 
Verdi 
Vittoria 
Weill 
Williams 
Williams 
Williams 
Williams 
Wilson 
TABLB XXXIV (continued) 
Compositions 
Dirge for Two Veterans 
Elijah 
Hymn of Praise 
Psalm 50 
St. Paul 
The Christmas Story 
Amahl and the Night Visitors 
Coronation Mass 
Requiem Mass 
Magnificat in C 
Magnificat 
Stabat Mater 
My Song Shall Be Alway 
Ballad for Americans 
Stabat Mater 
Christmas Oratorio 
American Psalm 
Te Deum Laudamu.s 
Mass in Eb 
Mass in G 
Seven Last Words 
The Christmas Story 
Crucifixion 
The Peaceable Kingdom 
Requiem Mass 
Passion 
Down In They Valley 
Fantasia on Christmas Carols 
Five Mystical .Songs 
Folk Song of the Four Seasons 
Sine nomine 
Upon This Rock 
Number of 
Colleges 
1 
11 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
8 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
l 
2 
l 
1 
l 
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Budget and facilities. It was found that thirty- eight 
colleges were represented as having choral organizations that had 
budgets ranging from fifty to eighteen-thousand dollars. It was 
necessary tc> exclude the latter because of the effect it had on 
statistical computations. The removal allowed the range to end at 
four-thousand dollars. Centenary College, in Shreveport, 
Louisiana had the eighteen-thousand dollar budget. 
The distribution of thirty-eight budgets were divided into 
two groups for statistical reasons. Group A had budgets from one 
to eight-hundred dollars; Group B had budgets from $801 to 
$4, 000. There were twenty-one colleges in the former group and 
seventeen in the latter. Group A had a Mean of $292, and Group B 
had a Mean of $2, 171. Table XXXV shows the distribution of 
colleges in each group. 
Table XXXVI shows figures regarding twenty colleges 
that did not consider their budgets adequate--figures were stated 
which would be considered satisfactory. Group A represented 
suggested budgets less than one-thousand dollars; Group B includes 
suggested budgets above one-thousand. Twelve colleges were 
included in Group A and a Mean of $392 was found. Eight colleges 
were inch.t.ded in Group B; a Mean of $2, 550 was found here. The 
TABLE XXXV 
CHORAL BUDGETS OF TWO GROUPS: GROUP A, 
WITH BUDGETS FROM ONE TO $800 AND 
GROUP B, WITH BUDGETS FROM $801 
TO $4, 000* 
Choral Budgets 'G-roup A Choral Budgets Group B 
$751-800 1 $3,801-4,000 2 
701-750 3,601-3,800 1 
651-700 3,401-3,600 
601-650 3,201-3,400 
551-600 2 3,001-3,200 
501-550 2,801-3,000 1 
451-500 2 2,601-2,800 
401-450 2,401-2,600 2 
351-400 1 2,201-2,400 
301-350 1 2,001-2,200 2 
251-300 3 1, 801-2, 000 3 
201-250 3 1,601-1,800 2 
151-200 4 1, 401-1, 600 1 
101-150 2 1, 201-1, 400 
51-100 1 1, 001-1, 200 1 
1- 50 1 801-1,000 2 
Total 21 Total 17 
Mean $292 Mean $2, 181 
*Centenary College was not included because of an extreme 
budget of $18, 000. 
13 3 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: One college 
had a budget, in Group A, between $751-800; two colleges had 
budgets, in Group B, between $3, 801-4, 000. This table was based 
on data from a total of thirty-eight colleges. 
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TABLE. XXXVI 
DESIRED CHORAL BUDGETS OF TWO GROUPS: GROUP A, 
WITH BUDGE;TS FROM $200 TO $999 AND 
GROUP B, WITH BUDGETS FROM 
$1, 000 TO $5, 999 
Desired Budgets Group A Desired Budgets Group B 
$900-999 $5, 000-5, 999 1 
800-899 4,000-4,999 
700-799 1 3,000-3,999 3 
600-699 1 2,000-2,999 2 
500-599 1 1, 000-1, 999 2 
400-499 1 
300-399 3 
200-299 5 
Total 12 Total 8 
Mean $392 Mean $2, 550 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: One college 
in Group A desired a choral budget between $700-799; three colleges 
in Group B desired a budget between $3, 000-$3, 999. This table 
was based on data from twenty colleges. 
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distribution of colleges in each group is shown in Table XXXVI. 
Of the twenty colleges with choral organiZ<ations that 
indicated a need for increased budgets~an inquiry as to what use 
would be made of these funds, was made. Table XXXVII shows 
that twenty organizations would purchase additional music; twelve 
would procure choir robes; twelve would use funds for defraying 
tour expenses; and five woulO. spend funds for social functions. For 
each of the following uses, five colleges responded. The uses were: 
cost of soloists; publicity and lighting; piano repair, and record-
ings; staging, royalties, and costumes; transportation; and 
student assistant. 4 
Forty colleges had organizations that indicated the 
percentage of their choral budget that w.as spent for octavo music 
annually. Of this number, a modal figure of ninety-six per cent 
of the total budgets were spent annually for octavo mus.ic. These 
data are shown in Table XXXVIII. 
Significance of determining the percentage of choral 
bedgets spent for octavo music, as compared with Group A, with 
4Randolph-Macon Women's College invited male choral groups 
to join them in mixed performances. The cost of transportation 
was afforded by the former. 
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TABLE XXXVII 
PROPOSED EXPENDITURES FOR INCREASED BUDGETS 
DESIRED BY TWENTY COLLEGES WITH 
UNSATISFACTORY CHORAL BUDGETS 
Expenditures Number of colleges 
Purchase music 20 
Purchase choir robes 12 
Defray tour expenses 12 
Social functions 5 
Cost of soloists 
Publicity and lighting 
Piano repair and recordings 
Staging, royalties, costumes, etc. 1* 
Transportation 
Student assistant 
*Solicited comments from five colleges; namely, Dickinson, 
Millsaps, Mount Union, Philand:e"J.'ooSmith, and Randolph-Macon 
Women's College. 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Twenty coUeges were represented by indicating that funds from 
an increased budget would be used to purchase music. 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
PERCENTAGE OF CHORAL BUDGET SPENT 
FOR OCTAVO MUSIC ANNUALLY 
137 
Percent Number of colleges 
92-100 
83- 91 
74- 82 
65- 73 
56- 64 
47- 55 
38- 46 
29- 37 
20- 28 
11- 19 
2- 10 
Total 
Mode 
Median 
15 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
5 
5 
40 
96 per cent 
52.53 per cent 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Fifteen colleges indicated that between 92-100 per 
cent of their choral budget was spent for octavo 
music annually. 
budgets from one to eight-hundred dollars, and Group B having 
budgets from $80 l to $4, 000, is shown in Table XXXIX. It was 
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found that organizations with budgets less than $80 l spent 78.8 per 
cent of their total budget for octavo music; organizations with budgets 
more than $80 l spent 26. 7 per cent. Centenary College was again 
excluded from these calculations for reasons previously stated. 
There were thirteen colleges that had organizations without 
choral budgets. Other sources of finance were necessary. Table 
XL shows that four of the colleges procured funds from Student 
Activity Fees; t .en colleges had organizations that Requisitioned 
Finances from the college treasury or &imilarly centralized funds. 
Four colleg es procured funds from Performances and/or Subscriptions; 
three from Donations; three from Concessions, Dances, and similar 
sources; three from Organizational Dues, and fiv.e from Offerings 
Taken After Concerts. Two colleges had organizations that Sold 
Recordings and one procured some, or all of their funds from Campus 
Organizations, ~·g., the Student Council. Some of the total thirteen 
colleges, having organizations in this group, used one or more of 
the sources indicated. 
Thirty- seven of the fifty-one colleges that responded, 
indicated that they had adequate storage and filing space for choral 
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TABLE XXXIX 
PERCENTAGE OF BUDGETS SPENT FOR OCTAVO MUSIC FOR 
TWO GROUPS: GROUP A, WITH BUDGltTS FROM ONE 
TO $800 AND GROUP B, FROM $801 TO $4, 000* 
Percents Group A Perq_ents Group B 
91-100 15 91-100 
81- 90 81- 90 1 
71- 8.0 1 71- 80 
61- 70 61- 70 1 
51- 60 51- 60 
4 1- 50 2 41- 50 2 
31- 40 1 31- 40 2 
21- 30 21- 30 1 
11- 20 1 11- 20 6 
1- 10 1 1- 10 4 
Total 21 Total 17 
Mean 78.8 per cent Mean 26.7 per cent 
*Centenary college was not included because of an extreme 
budget of $18, 000. 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Fifteen 
colleges in Group A spent between 91-100 per cent on their choral 
music; none of the colleges in Group B spent a similar percent-
age. This table was based on data from a total of thirty-eight 
colleges. 
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TABLE XL 
SOURCES OF FINANCE FOR CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS 
WITHOUT CHORAL BUDGETS* 
Sources Number of colleges 
Student activities fee 4 
Requisition funds from college 10 
Performance and/ or su_bscriptions 4 
Donations 3 
Concessions, dances, etc. 3 
Organizational dues 3 
Offerings taken after concerts 5 
Sale of organization's recordings 2 
Campus organizations, e. g., Student Council 1 
*There were thirteen such colleges. 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Four 
colleges procured funds from Student Activity Fees. 
music, robes, risers, and similar equipment, fourteen were not so 
furtunate. Two colleges did not respond to this inquiry. Three of 
the fourteen indicated that the lack of ad~quate storage space, etc., 
affected and limited the purchasing of desired new music .and other 
equipment. The eleven remaining colleges were not so affected, 
therefore, no limitation was placed upon this as.pect of their choral 
progress. 
Table XLI shows the findings from fifty-three choral direc-
tors who evaluated the condition of their choral equipment and facil-
ities. These data were based on responses from all colleges partic-
ipating in this study. In the colu.mn entitled 11Total Colleges, 11 all 
totals less than fifty-three indicate that the c:ondition evaluated was 
not afforded or used by the number of colleges making the total less 
than fifty-three. Fo·r example, thirty-four directors rated the 
condition of their organization's attire as "Good, 11 thirteen rated 
"Fair, " and three did not have any particular attire. The remaining 
data are best read from Table XLI. 
The content, as to the number of compositions, of choral 
libraries was found to be significant for this study. From data 
based upon responses from forty-two colleges., it was found that 
the number of compositions ranged from fifty to 2, 049. From this 
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TABLE XLI 
EVALUATION OF CHORAL F AGILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
Facilities Rating given by directors Total 
and t- Colleges 
Equipment Good Fair Poor 
Attire 34 13 3 50 
Podium 27 8 3 38 
Music Folders 30 8 5 43 
Tape Recorder 30 5 5 40 
Phonograph 32 9 2 43 
Recordings 28 13 2 43 
Risers 24 19 4 47 
Rehearsal Room 13 29 11 53 
Location 27 15 11 53 
Size 30 12 11 53 
Acoustics 21 18 14 53 
Lighting 23 16 14 53 
Heating 25 15 13 53 
Ventilation 22 17 17 53 
Chairs 25 12 15 53 
Piano 31 15 7 53 
Organ 15 9 8 32 
Performance Site 28 20 5 53 
Location 44 5 4 53 
Size 42 8 3 53 
Acoustics 32 12 9 53 
Lighting 24 21 8 53 
Heating 31 15 7 53 
Ventilation 23 22 8 53 
Seating 30 15 8 53 
Piano 39 5 3 47 
Organ 25 15 11 51 
Platform Space 24 16 10 50 
. NOTE: Th1s table should be read as follows: From a total 
of fifty colleges, thirty-four directors rated their attire as "Good, 11 
thirteen rated "Fair, 11 and three gave a rating of "Poor. 11 
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range, a Mode of 199.5 was derived, and a Median of 249.5 gave a 
more accurate average. A distribution of the forty-two colleges is 
shown in Table XLII. 
Based upon data from forty-seven colleges, twenty-seven 
did not consider the content of their choral libraries adequate. In 
this case, adequacy was determined by the number of compositions 
in each library. Nineteen of the twenty-seven gave the following 
reasons for the inadequacy. The numbers indicate the number of 
colleges reporting the reason. 
Library recently begun 3 
Financial limitation 6 
More contemporary music needed 3 
Lack of variety because of past 
director's choice 7 
Data from the fifty-three colleges stu.died revealed that 
thirteen maintained a tuitional or membership fee for choral members. 
The remaining forty did not hold to s.uch practice. Eleven of the 
thirteen indicated that such fees were used for, or because of, the 
following: 
General college expenses 3 
Social purposes 2 
TABLE XLII 
CONTENT OF CHORAL LIBRARIES 
No. of Compositions 
1, 150-2, 049 
1, 050-1, 149 
950-1,049 
850-949 
750-849 
650-749 
550-649 
450-549 
350-449 
250-349 
150-249 
50-149 
Total 
Mode 
Median 
No. of Libraries 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
9 
12 
9 
42 
199.5 
249.5 
NOTE_: This table should be read as 
follows: Two choral libraries contained 
between 1, 150-2, 049 compositions. This 
table was based on data from forty-two 
colleges. 
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If taken for credit, a fee was 
charged per hour or aemester* 2 
New music, robes, etc. 2 
Tour expenses 1 
Use unknown 1 
The respondent who indicated that the use of tuitional or membership 
fees was unknow'n 1 gave no explanation. 
I. SUMMARY 
This chapter has given a report of the findings which were 
revealed through an item analysis of inquiries made on a survey 
instrument des.igned to ascertain the Choral Practices and 
Procedures in Methodist Senior Colleges. Data presented in this 
chapter were concerned with the six areas into which the survey 
instrument was divided. The areas. were organized under the 
following sub-titles: { 1) General Information; (2) Organizational 
Purpose; (3) Musical Performance~ (4) Rehearsal Procedure; 
(5) Choral Literature; and (6) Budget and Facilities. Most of 
the data related to these areas were reported by indicating one or 
' 
*Baldwin-Wallace College charged $13.00 per credit hour and 
Lambuth College charged $'9. 00 per semester for the first two 
years o-f membership. 
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more of three measures of central position--Mean, Median, and 
Mode. lti most cases, totals were indicated as opposed to 
percentages which were reserved for analytical and interpretative 
purposes in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
Factual data reported in the preceding chapter has limited 
significance unless an interpretation is given. In an attempt to 
disclose the findings, as well as their implications, every effort 
was taken to eliminate extraneous influences such as attitudes and 
opinions given by many of the respondents to the Inquiry Form. 
The presentation of the material which comprises this 
chapter will be structured principally according to topical divisions. 
The reader should also know that, in most instances, the phrase 
" 
• colleges that had •• , 11 or similar references, will be used 
to indicate responses given by the choral directors in the colleges 
studied. 
General information. There were fifty-three (72. 6 per cent) 
MethodistMrelated senior colleges included in this study. A total of 
seventy-four were listed by the Methodist Board of Education. 
Wesleyan College in Middleton, Connecticut, however, claimed no 
affiliation with the supposed sponsoring agency. Seventy-three 
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educational institutions were then assumed to be the total number for 
this study. Therefore, 72. 6 per cent of this number was the per-
centage upon which much of the analysis and interpretation was 
based. 
Thirty ( 10 per cent) of the thirty-three ~tates in which the 
seventy-three Methodist-related senior colleges were located, were 
distributed primarily over the Southern and North Central areas. 
This was significant only to the extent that most of the total number 
of colleges were located in these areas. It was then assumed that, 
with regard to geographical representation, the data disclosed in 
this study were representative of the majority of colleges and their 
choral practices and procedures. 
A study of the accreditation of the colleges revealed that 
fifty (94. 3 per cent) of the fifty-three colleges held membership 
with, or were accredited by, one or more of twelve agencies. 
Thirty-seven (69. 81 per cent) were members of the American 
Association of Colleges; eighteen (33. 96 per cent) were :members 
of the American Council on Education; nine {16. 9& per cent) were 
members of the Association of American Universities; twenty-two 
(42. 51 per cent) were members of the American Association of 
University Women; and fifty {94. 34 per cent) were accredited by 
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the University Senate of the Methodist Church. Five regional 
accrediting associations were represented; five (9. 43 per cent) 
colleges were accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools; nineteen (35. 85 per cent) were accredited by 
the North Central Association; three (5. 66 per cent) were accredited 
by the Northwest Association; twenty (37. 76 per cent) were 
accredited by the Southern Association; and two (3. 77 per cent) were 
accredited by the Western College Association. Four (7. 55 per 
cent) of the colleges were not accredited, but were approved for the 
preparation of ministers. The National Association of Schools of 
Music gave accreditation to fifteen (28. 30 per cent) colleges. 
It was observed that the University Senate of the Methodist 
Church gave membership to more of the institutions than all other 
agencies. The American Asso.ciation of Colleges held the next 
highest percentage of members; the American Association of 
University Women had the third highest percentage; the American 
Council on Education had the fourth highest percentage; the National 
Association of Schools of Music had the fifth highest percentage, 
while the Association of American Universities held the least 
percentage. 
The percentage of regional agencies of accreditation was 
significant only to the extent that it indicated geographical 
distribution of the majority of the colleges. 
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E,ducational standing of the colleges was of limited signifi-
cance with regard to choral practices and procedures. There was, 
however, little question as to whether the colleges in.cluded in 
this study were of equal standing with other denominational or 
non-denominational schools. 
Fifty-one (96. 2 per cent) of the colleges m ,aintained one of 
the four types of music divis.ion organization. Departmental 
organiz.ation was practiced by the majority of institutions,. Six 
colleges maintained Conservatories of Music, five had Schools of 
Music, and one reported a College of Music. 
Despite the type of music division organization, there 
was no apparent effect upon the maintenance of active choral 
organizations. Indicative of this were Dickinson College and 
Scarritt College--neither maintained one of the organizational 
types, yet both supported two or more choral organizations which 
compared with those in several other colleges. 
An interpretation of comparative nature was impractical 
for data revealed with regard to college enrollment, the number 
of music majors, minors, and non-music majors and minors, and 
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their participation in choral organizations. This was true because 
of the extreme irregularity in data reported by individual choral 
directors. Some figures were left unanswered and others did not 
maintain major or minor programs in music. It was for this 
reason that averages could not be found for each of the columns of 
data in Table IV, page 66. It was hoped that some measure of 
correlation could be found as to the number of music majors, 
minors, and non-music majors and minors, with the total enroll-
ment of the colleges. The same was desired for major and minor 
participants in choral organizations. Therefore, the significance 
of the findings could be interpreted only on the basis of each 
college. From observation only, it was assumed that the size of 
college enrollment had little effect upon the number of music 
majors, minors, and non-music majors and minors participating 
in choral organizations. It then could not be assumed that colleges 
with larger enrollments would have a greater percentage of music 
majors and minors enrolled in choral organizations. 
There were twenty-three (43. 39 per cent) colleges 
represented as having indicated that music majors were required 
to participate in choral organizations. This percentage was 
limited in terms of validity since some directors did not indicate 
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whether participation was required of music majors. The 
percentage, however, was large enough to indicate that almost 
half of the colleges required choral participation of music majors. 
,Seventeen types of choral organizations were maintained. 
Of this number, each college supported one or more of the types. 
There were a majority of Mixed Choirs (52. 83 per cent) main-
tained in the fifty-three colleges studied. Ranld:ng closely were 
Mixed Choruses .(49. 05 per cent) and A Cappella Choirs (47. ll 
per cent). Female Glee Clubs (30. 18 per cent) outnumbered Male 
Glee Clubs (20. 75 per cent) by 9. 43 per cent. This percentage 
wa.s a comparatively small increase, and was less significant, 
s.ince two Fem.ale Glee Clu.bs were included from two colleges for 
women. 
The remaining twelve types of choral organizations did not 
exceed seven in number for either type maintained. In this chapter, 
Madrigal Singers, Male and Female Quartets., Female Sextets, 
Octets, and Selected Groups are categorized as Small Ensembles 
after this primary analysis. Chapel Choirs were represented by 
an extremely small percentage (9. 43 per cent), although under-
standably so, because many institutions maintained organizations 
which served .several functions. Thus, it was impractical to 
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maintain a Chapel Choir. 
There were three Female Choruses, one of which wa.s 
operated in a college for women. One institution maintained an 
Oratorio So.ciety, a second operated a Choral Union which was 
composed of a combination of other choral organizations; a group 
of Carol Singers .and an Opera Chorus were found separately in 
two other colleges. The status. of choral organizations with regard 
to the types maintained was interpreted as follows: Mixed Choirs, 
Choruses, and A cappella Choirs were greater in number and 
often served dual functions. This. was particularly true of Mixed 
and A cappella Choirs since other analysis indicated that Mixed 
Choruses were mor.e often prone to perform large choral works 
which demanded larger choral aggregations. 
C redit given for participation in choral organizations 
yielded a small range of zero to one. This short range was 
broken by .some institutions that granted one;..half credit per 
semester. Mixed Choirs, Chorus.es., and A cappella Choirs gave 
primarily one full credit per semester. There we:r'e five colleges 
that gave, respectively, one-half credit for Mixed Choirs and 
Choruses, while two gave the same for participation in A cappella 
Choir. Ten colleges did not give credit for participation in Mixed 
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Chorus. A majority of the colleges were inclined not to give any 
credit for participation in Male Glee Club, while an equal number 
of colleges granted one credit per semester for participation in 
:r~emale Glee Club. However, five colleges gave one-half credit, 
while five others did not grant credit for participation in Female 
Glee Club. Therefore, a common trend could not be logically 
established for credit offered for the latter. All other organizations 
were maintained without granting more · than one-half credit, althop:gh 
the majority did not give credit. There were two exceptions--two 
colleges did not give credit for Chapel Choir. 
With regard to credit earned and allowed toward a degree, 
it was found that both four and eight credits were more frequently 
granted for Mixed Choir. Four, eight, or no credit were more 
frequently given for Mixed Choir and A cappella Choir. A majority 
of colleges gave no credit for Male Glee Club, whereas a small 
majority of four gave four credits for Female Glee Club. Two 
colleges for women were considered here. All remaining groups 
were inclined not to grant any credit. Exceptions to this were not 
significant enough to influence the apparent trend. 
If credit toward: a degree was desired, twenty-seven 
(50. 94 per cent) of the colleges required regular rehearsal attend-
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ance and participation in concerts and tours. Fourteen (26. 41 
per cent) would allow credit only if liberal arts and major require-
ments were fulfilled. Twelve (22. 64 per cent) colleges indicated 
that if credit was to be earned and applied toward. a degree, the 
singer must have the ability to sing expressively and sight-read 
music moderately well. Four other stipulations with regard to · 
conditions that determined credit applied towards a degree were 
indicated by five colleges. Two required singers to register for 
credit; one allowed degree credit for students other than music 
majors; another gave credit to liberal arts majors only. One 
college allowed credit but stipulated that such depended upon the 
type of degree program carried. Further explanation was not 
given. 
Six types of choral organizations were reported in Table 
VII, page 74, as to size. As was more usually the case, Mixed 
Choruses were larger organizations. The Median of 69.5 varied 
5·. 0 from a Mode of 64. 5, therefore, the Median indicated a more 
accurate average of 69.5 or seventy members. An average of 
fifty-seven members was indicated for A cappella Choirs; 54.5 
or fifty-five for Female Glee Clubs; 31.2 or thirty-one for Male 
Glee Clubs; and 24.5 or twenty-five for Chapel Choirs. Two 
colleges for women had Glee Clubs that were from sixty to sixty-
nine in membership. This factor affected the average found for 
Female Glee Clubs, but not significantly because there were 
fourteen other organizations that ranged from twenty to ninety-
nine in membership. Female Glee Clubs appeared to have been 
greater in popularity and size. Mixed Choirs, Choruses, and A 
cappella Choirs were almost equally popular and a small degree 
of difference was observed regarding size. The distribution of 
Mixed Choruses was far greater than either of the two other 
types--there was a range of thirty to 269 for Mixed Chorus. 
Other types of organizations, namely, Madrigal Groups, 
Specially Selected Organizations, Female Choruses, an Oratorio 
Society, and Choral Union were too few in number to hold 
implications of importance with regard to size. Organizations of 
predetermined size need no discussion here. 
Organizational purpose. The use of the term "purpose 11 
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was more often taken to imply an aim or objective. It was with this 
definition that concern was given to choral organizations in Meth-
odist-related senior colleges. Moreover, this section of the study 
was designed to reveal the function of these organizations. 
Forty-three colleges had organizations that performed for 
Campus Religious Services- -of this number, thirty-two (74. 41 
per ~ent) indicated the same as the most frequent occasions for which 
they performed. Eleven indicated lesser frequencies. Forty-three 
colleges had organizations that gave Campus Concerts. Most 
colleges indicated a second place in frequency of performance. Of 
a total of forty-three colleges, nineteen (44. 11 per cent) was the 
Mode. Concerts given during tours were indicated by forty-seven 
colleges. Seventeen (36. 17 per cent) also gave a second place of 
frequency. Thirteen (30. 23 per cent) gave a frequency rating of 
first and third place respectively. An interpretation of both Campus 
and Tour Concerts were best ranked as second place in frequency 
of performance, but with 5. 94 per cent less given to concerts rendered 
during tours. Twenty-six colleges had organizations that performed 
for their Assemblies; a majority of ten (38. 46 per cent} gave a 
fourth rank of performance frequency. Other frequency ranks were 
less significant but were distributed from second to sixth rank of 
frequency. Twenty-three colleges had organizations that had periodic 
Radio performances; a majority of nine (39. 13 per cent) indicated 
a frequency rank of five. Twenty-eight colleges had organizations 
that rendered Television performances. There was a bimodal 
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distribution here which showed that nine colleges (32. 14 per cent) 
gave fourth and sixth rank respectively to Television. The latter 
was deemed as having greater signifcance because of some 
organizations that gave regular telecasts. Therefore, frequency 
ranks of two, four, and five were more heavily weighted. 
Occasions for which choral organizations participated and 
the frequency of performance were ranked thus: First: Campus 
Religious Services; Secon,d: Concerts on Campus; a second place 
of 5. 94 per cent less than the percentage of Campus Concerts, for 
Concerts during Tours; but for sequential numerical rank, third 
place was assu.med. Fourth place wa.s given to Assemblies; fifth: 
Radio; and sixth: Television. The fact that there were more 
colleges with organizatipns that performed on television than radio 
was interpreted only as a condition of the age--popularity of audio-
visual mechanisms. 
Opera and Oratorio, Recording, and Church Services 
off Campus were recorded as having frequency rank in individual 
college situations. 
Choral directors were represented by 88.67 per cent of 
the colleges included in this study, as attempting to develop 
greater musical interests and appreciations. Much of this was 
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done by achieving some of their cultural objectives by training 
their singers to have a functional knowledge of choral music 
literature of various styles, and of cultural implications associated 
with significant periods in music history. A small percentage of 
ll. 33 made no attempt to achieve this objective. Reasons for this 
were shown in Chapter N, page 85. The investigation of another 
choral objective, as regards desired professional proficiency, 
revealed that 64.58 per cent of forty-eight colleges had choral 
directors who considered this objective to be of cardinal import-
ance. The remaining 35.42 per cent chose to avoid development 
of choral standards comparable to those of professional singing 
aggregations. 
This study assumed that the level of musical interest and 
appreciation upon the part of the public should always be improved. 
The assumption was bas.ed upon the natural inclination and need 
for man to improve his cultural and social well-being. With this 
philosophy, an inquiry as to what extent choral organizations 
chose to contribute to this need revealed . that 74.51 per cent of the 
fifty-one organizations 11always 11 made an effort to achieve the 
same. Three other measures of concern were indicated by the 
terms; "Frequently, n "Occasionally, 11 and "Never. 11 Seven 
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organizations (13. 72 per cent) indicated 11Frequently, 11 three (5. 88 
per cent) indicated 11Never. 11 An apparent majority accepted and 
practiced the previously mentioned philosophy. 
Over a period of year;:;, choral organizations have achieved 
their objectives in various ways. They have made themselves known 
primarily by performing good music with technical skill and an 
emotional element which could be rendered only by musically 
sensitive individuals. Even with these fine points it was necessary 
to give publicity to that which was good. This was made evident by 
forty-three (81. 18 per cent) of all participating colleges that gave 
some form of publicity to their choral organizations. A small 
percentage {18. 86 per cent) did not publicize their organizations. 
Benefits derived or functions of publicity were primarily 
that of student recruitment and increased college and choral 
prestige. Both were in an equal majority of 37 ~ 20 per cent. Seven 
( 13.21 per cent) indicated an increased usability of organizations. 
An even smaller number of organizations received other benefits as 
were shown in Table XIII, page 90. The benefits are given here in 
order of greatest frequency- -the last three were indicated by three 
different colleges. ( l) Student Recruitment; (2) Increase College 
and Choral Prestige; (3) Increase Usability of Organizations; 
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(4} Motivation of Organizations; (5) Increase Attendance at 
Performances; (6) Increase Financial Status; (7) Increase Ticket 
Sales; (8) Development of Community Cooperation; and (9} 
Inform Audience of Performances. Five directors were uncertain 
of, or did not receive any apparent benefit from publicity. 
Choral groups in institutions of higher learning were 
rarely considered as profit making organizations. Such was not 
of concern in this. study, however, an inquiry was made as to 
what use was made of funds procured from performances. From 
fifty-one colleges, thirty-eight (74. 51 per cent) used this income 
to defray the expenses of the organization; ~·g., cost o£ transportation, 
music repair, etc. No more than five colleges reported the use of 
any one or the four remaining uses. They were given here in 
order of frequency. (1} Establish and/or Maintain Scholarships; 
(2} Increase Institution.al Funds; (3) Increase Departmental 
Budget; and (4) Pay Fees of Visiting Soloists. 
Musical performance. In determining the number of 
public appearances made annually by choral organizations, a Median 
of 11. 87 was calculated for forty-four colleges that had choral 
organizations performing during Tours sponsored by Church-related 
agencies. Twelve appearances annually had more numerical 
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meaning for this analysis than the unrou.nded figure of 11. 87. This 
number represented the majority in terms of appearances, there-
fore, performances on Tours with Church-related sponsors were 
most frequent. Next in order of decreasing frequency were Tours 
with Non-Church-related sponsors. Social or professional groups 
were placed in this category. A Median of 8. 21 or eight appearances 
annually was found here. 
Appearances sponsored by individual colleges or music 
departments gave a Median of 6. 25 or six appearances annually. 
Church-related sponsors in each college community or city 
averaged five annual concerts--a Median of 5. 33 was found. An 
average of five performances with Non-Church-related sponsors in 
each college location was also found. However, a Median of 5. 14 
indicated a statistical difference of • 19 between Church-related and 
Non-Church related community sponsorship. Radio . and Television 
sponsorship averaged two appearances annually. The fractional 
difference (.57) between the Median of 2. 81 for the former and 
2. 24 for the latter held little significance. 
It was observed that appearances made during tours, 
Church and non-Church-related, were significantly more than 
those made with other sponsoring groups. 
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It was also revealed that six college organizations had 
performed outside of the United States between 1947-1957. Four 
groups were sponsored by the respective colleges and/ or Methodist 
Churches. The two remaining college organizations were 
sponsored by the United States Army and the United States Foreign 
Service. The significance of these data can be summarized by 
stating that, although a small percentage of college choral 
organizations were represented, countries other than the United 
States had experienced the musical wealth representative of highly 
rated Methodist colleges in the United States. 
Upon occasions, large choral works requiring soloists 
were performed. Some of the colleges took pride in having 
students who were capable of rendering solo parts of the work; 
others, either of necessity or choice, employed professional 
soloists. Three descriptive terms, of measurement were used; 
"Always, 11 "Frequently, 11 and "Occasionally," Of the twenty 
college organizations employing soloists, a majority of seventy 
per cent indicated an ''Occasional" use; twenty per cent indicated 
.a ''Frequent11 use; ten per cent indicated "Always." 
The titne of choral tours for forty (75. 47 per cent} 
colleges was the Spring season. This percentage was under-
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standabl y large because many organi zations prepared new works 
during the Fall and Winter months. Smaller percentages were 
found for other seasons and periods of the year. None, however, 
were significant enough to influence the established Spring touring 
season. Fall was elected by ten ( 18. 87 per cent) colleges while 
none of the other periods indicated registered more than seven 
colleges. Other periods indicated were: Winter; Summer; 
Week-ends; Mid-semester; Between Semesters; and Holidays. 
In most instances, traveling choral groups were absent 
from classes. To avoid a loss in academic standing, institutions 
established policies governing the same. This study found that 
50. 94 per cent of the institutions studied maintained a policy 
whereby an official excuse was g:ranted, yet work missed must 
be made up. Twelve (22. 64 per cent} colleges granted an official 
excuse, but made no stipulation regarding work missed during an 
absence. Other policies, numbering five, were represented with 
no more than three colleges, while another choral organization 
managed to travel dur ing periods when classes were not missed. 
The five policies were: (1) Absence excused; {2) Special Assign-
ments; {3) Tutors employed during tour; {4) Absence allowed 
(without apparent question); (5) Excuse granted to students with 
a grade index of C or better. 
Rehearsal procedure. Musical accomplishment during 
rehearsal periods were often determined by the number of 
compositions learned and how well they were rendered during 
performance. This concept contained a mere fragment of what 
a supposedly complete rehearsal should present. The analysis 
and interpretation of data found in this section is an attempt to 
show what was of primary importance as regards rehearsal 
procedure in Methodist .. related senior colleges. 
So far in this chapter, A cappella Choirs have been 
placed in the upper percentage levels and averages of all data 
analyzed. In determining the average number of compositions 
learned annually, A cappella Choirs disclosed a Median of 29. 88, 
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or for interpretative purposes , thirty compositions. Mixed and 
Chapel Choris revealed a Median of 27. 38, or twenty-seven com-
positions learned annually. The Mode (13) showed little compar-
ison with the Median here, for there was a difference of fourteen 
compositions. The Median, then, was a more accurate average 
because of the distribution ranging above the Mode. Table XX, page 
101, illustrates this point. Male Glee Clubs registered the next 
lowest average of seventeen works learned annually. The 
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Mode of eighteen was significantly comparable. Female Glee Clubs 
yielded a Median of 15. 5, or sixteen compositions learned annually; 
Small Ensembles had a Median of 11.75, or twelve compositions 
learned annually. A Mode of eight was not an acceptable average 
because of the eight colleges with $mall ensembles which extended 
above the modal interval. The Median, then, was the acceptable 
average. Mixed Choruses learn.ed fewer works annually. This was 
an acceptable factor since organizations of this type often perform 
large choral works only. A Median of 10. 5, or eleven composi-
tions annually were learned- -the Mode was three. The Mode would 
normally be rejected, however, this study chose to accept the 
Mode in preference to the Median because a significant number of 
colleges maintained a single choral organization entitled Mixed 
Chorus. In this instance, a repertoire of both large and small 
choral works were learned, which in turn did not allow the 
organizational title to carry its true meaning. 
Findings regarding the fulfillment of the musical needs 
of the choral singers, audiences, and colleges required little 
analysis. Eighty-six per cent of the fifty-one directors who 
responded, indicated that efforts were made to adequately meet 
this need. The remaining fourteen per cent indicated the need 
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for certain changes or additions in their choral programs if this 
need was to be provided for. Suggested changes were given in the 
preceding chapter, however, they are repeated here. 
1. More experience with opera and oratorio 
2. Increase opportunities to sing more secular music 
3. Additional rehearsal time 
4. Opportunities for musical comedy .and light stage 
productions. 
The development of certain knowledges and musical skills 
was assumed to be a part of every rehearsal. Five specific 
skills and knowledges were given to which the majority of choral 
directors favorably responded. A positive response of 96.21 per 
cent came from fifty-one directors who attempted to develop pitch 
.accuracy--two (3. 79 per cent) responded negatively here. The 
same percentages were found for directors who sought to achieve 
proper voice production and interpretation. Fifty (93. 34 per 
cent) directors taught a knowledge of choral styles, while an 
insignificantly s_mall percentage of 5. 66 made no apparent attempt 
to develop this knowledge. Forty-eight {90. 57 per cent) taught, 
to some extent, the skill of mus.ic-reading. The remaining 9. 43 
per cent did not teach this skill. 
Scheduling rehearsals in terms of the number per week 
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and the number of hours per rehearsal, might well compare with 
those found in most college bulletins. Averages given as single 
unit figures were derived from Medians (rounded) calculated for 
this purpose. The organizational types and calculations are given 
here in order of greatest number of rehearsals per week, to the 
least number of rehearsals per week. These data represent what 
was then existent as opposed to th.e following discussion of what 
choral directors wanted in terms of rehearsal time. (1) A 
cappella Choir: three rehearsals per week, one hour per 
rehearsal;; (2) Mixed and Chapel Ghoir: two rehearsals per week, 
one hour per rehearsal; (3) Female Glee Club: two rehearsals 
per week, one hour per rehearsal; (4) Small Ensembles: two 
rehearsals per week, one hour per rehearsal; (5) Male Glee 
Club: two rehearsals per week, one hour per rehearsal. 
Twenty-eight (52. 82 per cent) of the choral directors 
indicated a desire for increased rehearsal time. The following 
data may be compared with that previously given. ( 1) A 
cappella Choir: five rehearsals per week, one hour per rehearsal ; 
(2) Mixed Choir: three rehearsals per week, two hours per 
rehearsal; (3) Female Glee Club: three rehearsals per week, 
two hours per rehearsal; (4) Small Ensembles: three 
rehearsals per week, one hour per rehearsal; (5) Male Glee 
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Club: two rehearsals per week, two hours per rehearsal; (6) 
Mixed Chorus: two rehearsals per week, two hours per rehearsal. 
There was a desired increase of one additional rehearsal 
per week for all o.rganizational type$ except A cappella Choirs. 
Five rehearsals per weekwere desired as opposed to two. Male 
Glee Clu,b directors desired no increase of rehearsals per week, 
but were desirous of having two hours per rehearsal as opposed 
to one. An additional hour per rehearsal was desired by fourteen 
Mixed Choir directors. 
The average hour of day for rehearsals waa determined 
entirely by the Mode. There were no hours, ranging from nine 
A. M. to nine P. M., in which at least one organizational type 
was not represented. The following represent averages of widely 
distributed data. SuC'h was understandable because of the 
individual nature of scheduling and frequent class conflicts. The 
averages were: (l) Mixed Choir, 4-5 P.M.; (2) A cappella 
Choir, 4-5 P. M.; (3) Female Glee Club, 4-5 P.M.; (4) Small 
Ensembles, 4-5 P. M.; (5) Male Glee Club, 6-7 P. M.; (6) 
Mixed Chorus, 7-8 P. M. 
The adequacy of the rehear.sal hours was reported as 
being preferable for students by thirty-nine directors (78. 00 per 
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cent). Twenty-two per cent did not find this so because of olass 
conflicts, irregularity of hours, or other reasons. The directors 
were less responsive as to their own preference, for only thirty-
eight responded at all. Twenty-six considered the rehearsal hours 
satisfactory, twelve did not. 
As regards part-arrangements used by choral organiza-
tions, an expected result occurred. There were no significant 
changes; under Mixed arrangements, forty-six organizations 
reported the use of SA TB, thirty indicated SSAA TTBB; a .Mode of 
SATB was apparent. Male Arrangements were chosen by fifteen 
organizations that used TTBB, only one chose TBB. An obvious 
Mode was TTBB. Female organizations indicated the choice of 
SSAA arrangements for eleven groups, fourteen chose SSA, four 
selected SAA, and one chose SA. SSA was found to be the 
arrangement most frequently used. Female colleges were reported 
separately--one chose SSAA, the other, SSA. 
Entrance requirements to choral organizations were 
judged as average in terms of difficulty. Rigid examinations were 
not indicated by any of the respondents, however, it was indicated 
that eleven (20. 75 per cent) of the colleges were represented as 
having directors who required participation in preparatory choral 
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ensembles. Such groups were usually open to freshmen students 
for the purpose of preparing them for entrance into other organiza-
ations. Twenty-one (39. 62 per cent) required choral experience 
prior to college entrance. Such experience was usually gained at 
high school or in church choirs. The level of this experience 
unquestionably varied and was often debatable as to its value upon 
college entrance. Vocal practices formed during this period often 
conflicted with those of the college director; then again, the college 
director may be extremely fortunate in having some of the excel-
lently trained high school students. Formal musical training was 
required by a small number of directors. Four required vocal 
training, one required at least one year of piano study, and two 
indicated theoretical study. The nature of the latter was not 
indicated, however, it was assumed that sight- singing and ear-
training might be a logical requirement. 
Sight-reading ability was required by fortyone (7-7. 26 
per cent) choral directors. Levels of difficulty were: "Easy'' 
56. 10 per cent); "Medium" (41. 39 per cent); and "Difficult" 
(2. 51 per cent). Thus, the level at which sight-reading mater-
ials were most frequently chosen was judged as "Easy. 11 
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Choral literature. The choice of music literature was 
determined by factors of varying degrees--factors which often 
varied according to the choral director. Works selected were 
usually heard by audiences of varying musical interests. It was 
for this reason that certain works were assumed to have what this 
study termed "public appeal." There are melodic, rhythmic, and 
stylistic features about certain works which make them favorably 
received by listeners. This study has shown that from a total 
of fifty choral directors, a majority of this number were 
"Occasionally" influenced by assumed public appeal observed in 
compositions when literature was being programmed or pur-
chased. This majority was represented by twenty-nine {58. 00 
per cent) choral directors. Fourteen (28. 00 per cent) indicated 
a "Frequent" influence; four (8. 00 per cent) were "Always 11 
influenced; artd three (6. 00 per cent) indicated that they were 
"Never" influenced by public appeal held by choral literature. 
The percentage of 58.00 was interpreted as being representative 
of the group. 
A second influential factor concerning music selection 
was the religious philosophie$ of the Methodist Church. 
Institutional policies were also regarded as possible factors of 
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influence. A gratifying discovery was that there was no 
appreciable degree of influ_ence wielded by either of the assumed 
influences. From a total of fifty-one choral directors, thirteen 
(21. 49 per cent) reported that they were influenced by one or both 
factors, thirty-eight (74. 51 per cent) were not. From a total of 
thirty-six directors, ten {27. 78 per cent) were influenced to the 
extent that choral works of secular nature were restricted, 
twenty- six (72. 22 per cent) were not affected to this extent. From 
a total of twenty-five directors, four (16. 00 per cent) objected to 
such restriction, twenty-one (84. 00 per cent) did not. Unsolicited 
comments were often found concerning the fact that if such 
philosophies and/or policies restricted the selection or performance 
of works to sacred text and style.S, there would be no significant 
objection. The reason given was that the better choral works were 
of sacred nature. 
From an analysis of seven other influences upon choral 
mu_sic selection, the following are presented here in rank of 
importance. The four measures of extent were: "Always, rr 
"Frequently," "Occasionally, 11 and "Never. n Director's Choice 
established a Mode of "Always. 11 It was found that "Always" 
did not indicate the sole deciding factor, but was interpreted as 
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meaning, with other influences, that the final decision was made by 
the director. From a total of forty-five directors , "Frequently" 
was modally indicated for the influence of specific historical 
periods in music. Much of this was made apparent by observing 
the arrangement of choral programs rendered by several organiza-
tions. The same observation was made of the strong influence held 
by particular composers. Concerts given in celebJ;ation of the 
birth or death of specific composers were also disclosed. 
Particular composers were "Frequently" influencing factors for 
forty-four directors. The term "Frequently" was the modal 
indication for the number of directors previously mentioned. From a 
total of forty-three directors, the musical preference of students 
revealed a modal influence of "Occasionally. 11 Arrangers were 
found to be another influence upon music selection. Forty-two 
directors gave a modal indication of "Occasionally" as being the 
extent of influence. Local musical interest revealed the same 
degree of influence by an equal number of directors. This 
influence included campus and community residents or others 
who served as audiences. From a total of forty-one directors, 
11 0ccasionally" was modally indicated for the influence of works 
performed by professional or other groups. 
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With regard to style and text of choral literature, it was 
found that all musical types were adequately distributed so as to 
allow sufficient representation of available choral music. 
Polyphonic vocal forms were more often performed than the 
remaining three styles. Co:m:positions in Choral style were indicated 
as being second in terms of frequency of use, yet, Monophonic works 
revealed a Mode of one (l) which appeared to have indicated a second 
position to Polyphonic styles. This study chose to rank the former 
as third because fewer directors were inclined to. use this style. If 
judged by the number of respondents, Monophonic works should be 
ranked as third in frequency of use. Such wa.s the interpretation 
given. Therefore, Polychoric works were given fourth position. 
Five languages were represented in the types of texts 
used. Both Italian and French had a Mode of fourth rank. F ·rench 
texts were selected by more directors 'than Italian, therefore, the 
former was assumed to have a stronger fourth position. Therefore, 
Italian text.s were placed last here for logical interpretative 
reas.ons. Given in frequency of use, text languages weree (l) 
English; (2) Latin; (3) German; (4) French; and (5) Italian. This 
study deemed it strange that one college should be represented 
as having Latin rec.orded as first in frequency of use, since 
English was the language of the Methodist denomination. An 
explanation of this deviation was not disclosed. 
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It has already been established that most choral styles and 
texts were sufficiently represented in the repertoires of the choral 
organizations. An investigation of choral programs submitted by 
directors indicated more than adequate use of literature from the 
sixteenth to the nineteenth century. More concrete evidence was 
desired as to the extent to which modern and contemporary works 
were used. It was found that in the fifty-three colleges studied, 
eight (15. 09 per cent) directors stated that they rtalwaysrt used 
modern and contemporary works. . This. study accepted 11always 11 
to mean that modern and contemporary works were always performed 
or included in choral presentations. Twenty-eight (52. 83 per cent) 
indicated a 11frequentt• use of the works, seventeen (32. 08 per cent) 
indicated an "occasional•• use. The modal description of 11 Fre-
quently11 was established and accepted here as being representative 
of the majority. 
With regard to types of accompaniment employed and the 
frequency of use, this study found that Piano, Organ, Orchestra, 
Small Instrumental E,nsemble, and Band were the types used. Piano 
accompaniment was found to be most frequently used. Other types 
were given here in order of frequency: (1) Piano; (2) Organ; 
(3} Orchestra; (4} Instrumental Ensemble; and (5) Band. The 
last mentioned was indicated by two directors. 
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Little was given here in terms of analysis or interpreta-
tion to compositions performed primarily because of tradition or 
popular demand. A review of Table XXXIII, page 126, revealed a 
collection of forty-four choral works which directors listed as 
compositions that were more frequently performed becau.se of 
college tradition or popular demand. It was apparent that many 
selections held popularity in a single c.ollege situation only. 
E.xceptions to this were such works as Handel's Messiah and the 
Hallelujah Chorus from the same work. Specific works often 
acquired a position of popularity as a result of superior perform-
ance. Strong melodic and rhythmic impact was also found to be 
responsible for creating within a work those elements to which 
human emotions consistently respond. The list shown in this 
study characterized well such elements. 
Ninety-one works were compiled as being representative 
of large choral forms. These works were performed between the 
years 1953-1957 by choral organizations in the colleges surveyed. 
A four year time interval was given so as to ascertain, to some 
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extent, a sampling of works performed without excessive repetition. 
This was done with the assumption that large works were more 
often repeated in four-year intervals. so as to provide a variety of 
listening experiences for singers and student audiences during the 
four year period of undergraduate study. The Messiah was judged 
as an ·exception, since it had by tradition become a work which 
often received annual performance. It was also observed that 
large contemporary works were performed. Britten's Ceremony 
of Carols, Della Joio's Affirmation o£ Faith and Jubilant Song, 
and Peter Mennin'.S. Christmas Story were representative of this 
period. Mention should be made here that The Invisible Fire, an 
oratorio by Cecil Effinger, was premiered during the year of 
this study; (December 31, 1957). · The work was the result of a 
joint interest of organizations: The National Methodist Student 
Movement and the Department of Worship and the Arts of the 
National Council of Churches. It was performed during the 
National Methodist Student Confer.ence at Lawrence, Kansas, 
with the Mount Union College Choir and Kansas City Philharmonic 
Orchestra conducted by Thor Johnson 
Budget and facilities. A statistical analysis of figures 
given as budgets for choral operation revealed a range of fifty to 
four-thousand dollars. Because of a distinct division of 
institutions with budgets within the hundreds bracket and those in 
the thousands, averages were calculated separately. Group A 
included budgets ranging from fifty to eight-hundred dollars. 
Group B included budgets ranging from $801 to $4, 000. Group A 
had a Mean of $292, Group B had a Mean of $2, 181. Had Groups 
A and B been studied as a single unit, . averages would have been 
less meaningful, for a bimodal distribution would have occurred. 
In observing the distribution of budgets in Group A, 
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there were twenty-one colleges with choral budgets between fifty 
and eight-hundred dollars. When compared with twelve colleges 
that indicated unsatisfactory budgets, it was found that the former 
preferred having an average budget increase of $392--a figure of 
exactly one-hundred dollars greater than the $292 average. Group 
B, which was comprised of seventeen colleges, revealed a similar 
condition. E.ight of the seventeen colleges had choral budgets with 
which their directors we·re not satisfied. As opposed to the Mean 
of $2, 181 for seventeen colleges, these eight colleges indicated a 
Mean of $2, 550; a figure of exactly $369 increase. The desired 
increase for both groups was considered significantly necessary, 
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particularly when a small number of colleges had budgets as low 
as fifty or one - hundred dollars. It was amazing to observe that 
so much was being done with so little. On the other hand, other 
colleges appeared to have not utilized their larger budgets to 
their greatest extent. 
If desired increases of budgets were given, twenty 
directors chose to allocate their increase for new music. 
Twelve directors chose to purchase choir robes and an equal 
number chose to defray tour exp.enses. Five directo.rs chose 
to utilize additional funds to hire soloists when major works 
were performed. Publicity, lighting, piano repair, :recording, 
staging, :royalties, costumes, and transportation costs of other 
groups were also listed as proposed expenditu.res if budgets 
were increased. 
Since a majority of directors chose to spend funds from 
a desired in.c:reased budget for new mu.s.ic, it was interesting to 
observe that a budget percentage of 52.53 was spent for octavo 
music annually. This figure :represented percentages given by 
forty directors. Twenty-one directors comprised Group A, 
with bu.dgets which ranged from fifty to eight-hundred dollars; 
and seventeen directors who comprised Group B., with budgets 
which ranged from $801 to $4, 000. A Mode of 96 per cent was 
established, however, this number wp.s represented by fifteen of 
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the forty directors who spent from ninety-two to one-hundred per 
cent of their budget. Therefore, this study found that directors with 
smaller budgets were in this category. 
The average percentage of 52. 53 was accepted as a 
representative figure for the total group of forty respondents. 
Average percentages were also found for the separate groups. 
Group A, with twenty-one respondents, had an average percentage 
of 78.8 or seventy-nine; Group B, with seventeen respondents, had 
an average percentage of 26.7 or twenty-seven. These percentages 
indicated that organizations. in Group A, with smaller budgets, spent 
52. l percent more of their budgets than. those in Group B. It was 
apparent that Group A needed an increase in budget far more than 
Group B. These figures were interpreted in this manner only as they 
related to percentages of budgets spent for octavo music. 
There were thirteen colleges that maintained choral 
organizations without providing specific choral budgets. It was 
obviou.s that there should be some source of finance--nine sources 
were given. They were, in order of frequency: ( 1) Requisition 
funds from college treasury; {2) Offerings taken after concerts; 
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(3) Student activity fees; (4) Performance and/or subscriptions; 
(5) Donations; (6) Concessions, dances, etc.; (7) Organi!2<a-
tional dues; (8) Sale of organization1 s recordings; and (9) 
Campus organizations that gave funds for student benefit, ~· ~·, 
Student Council. 
Thirty-seven (72. 54 per cent) of the fifty-one colleges 
provided adequate storage and filing space for choral music and 
other equipment. A sufficient percentage (27. 46 per cent) of 
those colleges that did not make this provision was not great 
enough to establish negative reactions. It would be naturally 
desirable for all colleges to provide adequate facilities for their 
choral departments. Three of the fourteen directors who 
indicated that they did not have adequate storage and filing space 
considered this condition as a limitation with regard to 
purchasing new equipment and music. From an evaluation of 
choral facilities, the following analysis is given. The items 
given here were listed in the same order of the form of inquiry 
used in this study. Ratings given here were derived by using the 
Arithmetic Mean. 
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Attire Fair 
Podium Fair 
Music Folders Fair 
Tape Recorder Fair 
Phonograph Fair 
Recordings Fair 
Risers Fair 
Rehearsal Room Poor 
Location Fair 
Size Fair 
Acoustics Fair 
Lighting Fair 
Heating Fair 
V en_tilation Fair--Poor 
Chairs Poor 
Piano Fair 
Organ Fair 
Performance Site Fair 
Location Fair--Good 
Size Fair--Good 
Acouatics Fair 
Lighting Fair 
Heating Fair 
Ventilation Fair 
Seating Fair 
Piano Fair 
Organ Fair 
Platform Spac-e Fair 
Chor.al libraries in forty-two colleges had an average of 
250 (Median 249. 5) compositions. This figure was derived from 
a range of fifty to 2, 049 compositions. There were only three 
colleges that had more than one-thousand works--a Mode of 199.5 
(two-hundred) was found. Nineteen (70. 37 per cent) of the twenty-
seven directors who did not consider their libraries adequate 
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gave four relatively logical reasons for the inadequacy. These 
reasons were given here in order of frequency. 
Reasons No. of Directors 
Lack of variety because of past 
conductor's choice 
Financial limitation 
Library recently begun 
More contemporary music needed 
7 
6 
3 
3 
This study chose to accept the first reason because five 
of the seven respondents assumed the position of choral director 
during the year in which the study was begun. Ordinarily, such 
would be considered an invalid excuse unless finances <t:ould not 
be procured to remedy the condition. The remaining reasons were 
less questionable. 
Tuitional or membership fees £or choral members were 
relatively unpopular. Thirteen (24. 53 per cent) of the colleges 
studied had choral organizations that main.tained this practice. 
Three colleges took such fees into what was reported as a general 
college fund and used for college expenses. Such practice was 
assumed to be undesirable. Other organizations used such fees 
for social purposes, ~· .[•, choir parties, teas, etc. New music, 
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robes and tour expenses were other uses. Two colleges charged a 
fee on a semester or student activities basis. Baldwin-Wallace 
College charged a General Fee of $13.00 per quarter for full-
time students. This fee supported ". • • campus musical and 
forensic organizations •••• nl Lambuth College, in Jackson, 
Tennessee, charged $9.00 per semester for the first two years of 
choral membership. No explanation was given for the latter. 
I. SUMMARY 
This chapter has attempted to analyze and interpret 
factual data related to the findings of this study. Effo·rts were 
made to organize the presentation of these findings whereby 
apparent trends, based upon the 'majority of the population, would 
be evident. In most instances the trends were presented with 
regard to the practices and procedures ranging from those most 
often advocated to those of lesser frequency. The significance of 
the data were discussed in terms of thel.r effect upon, or their 
relationship to related findings. Data considered unimportant 
1Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea, Ohio, Bulletin, Vol. 41, 
No. 6, November, 1956, p. 14. 
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were dis.cussed only to the extent to which they reflected 
practices and procedures which were either d~lining in 
practicality or whose merit had not been fully realiz;ed and 
accepted by choral directors and col,lege administrators. Data 
discussed in this chapter were based upon a total of fifty-three 
:responses from Methodist senior colleges. Data based on totals 
less than fifty-three were indic.ated. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONGL USIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to (1) survey the practices 
and procedures of choral organizations in Methodist senior colleges; 
(2) to ascertain the function of choral organizations in the colleges; 
(3) to compile an inventory of conditions peculiar to the colleges; 
(4} to draw from practices in choral literature selection, methods 
of organization, and other areas of choral development, suggestions 
for the improvement of conditions which need modification; (5) to 
present suggested criteria, based upon the findings of this study, 
which will assist in establishing a more clearly definetl approach 
to the development of choral organizations in Methodist senior 
colleges. 
Fifty-three colleges repre.sented the population from which -
most of the data were procured. These colleges were 72.6 per cent 
of the total number of seventy-three institutions listed by the Meth-
odist Board of Education as being Methodist-related senior colleges. 1 
1The Methodist Board of Education listed seventy-four colleges, 
however, Wesleyan College in Middleton, Connecituct, chose not to 
be affiliated with the Methodist Church. Therefore, this study 
accepted seventy-three as the total number of Methodist senior 
colleges. 
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The term 11 senior college'' was taken to mean a college having at 
least a four-year degree program. The percentage given 
indicated the number of colleges represented and the response of 
the director of choral music employed in each. 
Data were procured primarily from an Inquiry Form which 
was composed of fifty-four items. In general, the items were 
compiled from literature whic;h gave suggested areas requiring 
investigation. They were categorized by six topical areas, 
namely, (1) General Information; (2) Organizational Purpose; 
(3) Musical Performance; (4) Rehearsal Procedure; (5) Choral 
Literature; and (6) Budget and Facilities. E x position, analy.zation, 
and interpretation of this study was done primarily with three 
measures of central position--Mean, Median, and Mode. Findings 
were indicated by percentages and :rounded only wh~n the nature of 
the data made it feasible. 
I. SUMMARY 
It was interesting to find that the year 1812 was the 
earliest founding date of a Methodist-related senior college and 
1954 the latest. The first date was given to Lycoming College, 
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Appleton, Wisconsin, the latter to Pfeiffer College, Misenheimer, 
North Carolina. It should be said of the latter that the college 
had existed several years before a~ a junior college but was 
founded as a senior college irt the year given. 2 
Thirty states were represented in the distribution of 
fifty-three colleges. This representation was located primarily 
in the Southern and North Central areas of the United States. 
There were three states in which Methodist senior colleges 
were located that were not represented: Nebraska, Oklahoma, 
and Washington. 0£ the number of colleges included in this 
study, fifty-one were coeducational institutions; the two remain-
ing were colleges for women. 
Educational standing of the colleges was shown by the 
following percentages. Fifty (94. 3 per cent} of the colleges 
were members of, or accredited by, one or more of twelve 
agencies. The agencies were the : American Association of 
Colleges, 69.81 per cent; American Council on Education, 
33.96 per cent; Association of American Universities, 
16.98 per cent; American Association of University Women, 
2 Pfeiffer College, Misenheimer, North Carolina, Bulletin, 
Vol. 25, January, 1957, p. 14. 
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41. 51 per cent; University Senate of the Methodist Church, 
94. 34 per cent; arid the Natiortal Association of Schools of Music, 
28. 30 per cent. Regional accreditation wa.s as follows: Middle 
States Association, 9. 43 per cent; North Central Association, 
38. 85 per cent; Northwest Association, 5. 66 per cent; Southern 
Association, 37.76 per cent; and the Western Association, 3. 77 
per cent. Four {7. 55 per cent) of the colleges were not 
accredited but were approved for the preparation of ministers. 
The contribution which the Methodist Church made to 
education in America began with John Wesley and his religious 
ventures in this country. The year 1735 was given as the 
date for Wesley's arrival in America. From this date to 
1779--the founding date of the first Methodist college- -much 
took place with regard to the establishment of Methodist and 
higher education in America. 
Frontier institutions were established in the Southern 
and Mid- Western areas primarily because the people who 
lived there were extremely poor--far too poor to send their 
sons to college in. the East. Therefore, education was brought 
to them. The historic.al Christmas Conference of 1784 
brought a proposal for the founding of a college for the 
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advancement of religion in America. Under the name of Cokes-
bury College the institution operated for eight years; it was 
during the eighth year that the single building which housed the 
college burned. After three attempts to maintain a college, many 
clergymen became convinced that efforts should be concentrated 
upon the development of religious enthusiasm p.mong the 
country 1.S citizens. 
Methodism in America gained new strength during the 
eighteenth century which brought about an increase in member-
ship and spirit. With this strength, the 1824 meeting of the 
General Conference of the Methodist .E;piscopal Church recog-
nized the need for Christian colleges. It was recommended 
that seminaries of learning be establif;!hed by each Annual 
Conference. Such was attempted; and with success as well as 
failure, Methodist institutions of higher education became 
firmly established. Allegheny College in Meadville, Pennsyl-
vania, and Dickinson College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, were 
representative of early surviving institutions. 
The philosophy and purpose of Methodist senior 
colleges suggested that education must be founded upon 
Christian principles which allowed opportunities for students 
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to develop their mental resources and character. Through such 
development, students would become familiar with, and make 
use of, the implements of learning which would make their social, 
physical, mental, and spiritual life beneficial to mankind. 
It was through such philosophy that Methodist colleges 
were able to establish and maintain stable curriculums which 
embraced all necessary areas which would provide students with 
desirable and meaningful learning experiences. It was the area 
of choral music with which this study dealt. 
It was hoped that this study would provide, for choral 
directors, administrators, and in general, educators, a source 
of information relative to choral practices :and procedures in 
one specific group of colleges--Methodist senior colleges. 
Music research in higher education provided little in terms of 
criteria by which directors of choral musie or deans of instruc-
tion could organize, maintain, and develop their choral 
departments. It was the National Association of Schools of 
Music that first contributed significantly to the standardization 
and accreditation of music in higher education. 
Choral practices and procedures in the fifty-three 
Methodist senior colleges studied held much in common with 
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each other, namely, a need to unearth and expose those common 
elements which were deemed significant. This study sought to 
examine in detail some of these considerations. 
General information. Fifty-one colleges had one of four 
types of music division organization. Departmental organization 
was maintained by 76.47 per cent of the colleges. The remaining 
types were: Conservatories of Music, 11.76 per cent; Schools 
of Music, 9. 80 per cent; and Colleges of Music, 1. 95 per cent. 
General enrollment of the fifty-three colleges ranged 
from 270 to 2, 050. Irregularity of data reported made it 
impractical to give averages as to the number of music majors 
and minors; the number of music majors ahd minors participat-
ing in choral organizations; the number of non-music majors 
and minors participating in choral organizations; and the 
extent to which choral participation was required of music 
majors. With regard to the latter, 43. 39 per cent of the 
colleges required choral participation of music majors. The 
validity of this percentage was questionable because it did not 
represent a calculation based upon the total population. 
Twenty-three colleges were represented here. It was 
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assumed that the size of college enrollment had little effect 
upon the number of mus.ic majors, minors, and non-music 
majors and minors who participated in choral organizations. 
There were seventeen types of choral organizations; 
each college maintained one or more of the types. .In order of 
frequency of occurrence, these organizations were: (1} Mixed 
Choir, 52.83 per cent; (2) Mixed Chorus, 49.05 per cent; 
(3) A cappella Choir, 47. 11 per cent; (4) Female Glee Club, 
30.18 per cent; and (5) · Male Glee Club, 20.75 per cent. Of 
the remaining twelve types of organizations, no more than seven 
o:£ each type were recorded. They were: Madrigal Singers, 
seven; Chapel Choirs, five; Male Quartets, four; Female 
Quartets, two; Female Sextets, three; Octets, two; Female 
Choruses, three; Selected Groups, six; 3 Oratorio Society, one; 
Choral Union, one; Carol Singers, one; and Opera Chorus, one. 
As an average, one credit per semester was granted 
for participation in Mixed Choir, Chorus, and A cappella 
3Selected Groups were taken to mean choral groups which 
were composed of singers with superior voices and musician-
ship. Such groups were often chosen for touring and special 
concern purposes. The Lycoming College Singers and Lawrence 
College Singers were examples of this organizational type. 
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Choir. Five colleges gave one-half credit for Mixed Choir 
and Mixed Chorus; two colleges also gave the same for A capp.ella 
Choir. A majority of colleges did not give any credit for Male 
Glee Club, while one credit was often given to Female Glee Clubs. 
Five colleges gave one-half credit for Female Glee Club, five 
others did not give any. All other organizations, except two, 
gave no more than one-hal£ credit--the majority gave no credit. 
The exceptions gave one credit for Chapel Choir. 
Four or eight credits were found to be more frequently 
given to participants in Mixed Choirs who chose to apply the 
credit toward a degree. A total of fou.r, eight, or no credit 
was given for Male Glee Club participation; and, with few 
exception.s, other types of organizations did not allow credit 
toward a degree. 
Conditions governing whether credit received from 
participation in choral orgai:dzations could be applied toward 
a degree were as follows: (I) Regular rehearsal attendance 
and participation in all performances; (2) Liberal arts and 
major requirements must be fulfilled; (3) Ability to sing 
expressively and sight-read moderately well; (4) Register 
for credit; (5) Credit given to non-music majors only; (6) 
Credit given to liberal arts majors only. 
With regard to the size of choral membership, Mixed 
Choruses were the largest; a membership of seventy was the 
average. Other averages were: A cappella Choir, fifty-seven; 
F emale Glee Club, fifty-five; Male Glee Club, thirty-one; and 
Chapel Choir, twenty-five. The Female Glee Club average was 
affected by two organizations that had from sixty to sixty-nine 
members. These organizations were maintained in the two 
colleges for women. Regardless of this. slight deviation, this 
study chose to state that these five orgartizational types were 
greater in popularity and size. Other types of organizations 
were too few to establish averages of significance. Organiza-
tions of predetermirted size, !:.·g., quartets, sextets, etc., 
were not reported here for obvious reasons. 
Organizational purpose. Of a total of forty-three 
colleges, 74.41 per cent indicated that they performed more 
frequently for Campus Religious Services. Campus Religious 
Services and eight other occasions for which choral 
organizations performed, were listed here with percents and 
positions of rank given for each. The numerical rank "1", 
represented by the term "First" indicated the greatest rank 
of frequency. The occasions were: Campus Religious Services 
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(74. 41 per cent), First; Concerts Given on Campus (44. 11 per 
cent), Second; Concerts Given During Tours (36. 17 per cent), 
Third; Assemblies (38. 46 per cent), Fourth; Radio (39. 13 per 
cent), Fifth; Televi$ion (32. 14 per cent), Sixth. The rank of 
frequency was of significance here as opposed to the varying 
percentages. Church services held off campus, opera, 
oratorio, and recording were listed as occasions and given 
rank of frequency by individual college situations. 
A percentage of 88.67 choral directors gave positive 
indication of having made an attempt to have their cultural 
objectives in their choral organization& center around the 
development of a knowledge of music literature of various 
styles and historical periods which would provide opportun-
ities for increased appreciations and musical interests. A 
percentage of 11. 33 directors did not give concern to this 
objective. Reasons given for the latter were: 
(1) Objectives based upon good choral singing only. 
(2) Music selected and performed for musical value 
only; music performed in terms of musicianship 
with objectives founded upon the same. 
(3) Objectives were cente~ed around balanced 
concert content--appreciation would be 
inherent. 
(4) Spiritual concepts were desired for the singer 
and listerter. 
(5) Choral organizations were considered a function 
of public relations which influenced music 
choice and objectives. 
(6) Objectives of choral organizations were founded 
upon an educational experience for all. 
Individual cultivation of cultural interests were 
not stressed. 
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A percentage of 64. 58 choral directors chose to develop 
within their organizations choral E!tandards comparable to 
organizations of professional status. This objective was 
negatively responded to by the remaining 35.42 per cent. 
A third objective to which directors of choral muE!ic 
responded was the extent to which they were concerned with 
improving public musical interest. Four measures of concern 
were indicated; 74.51 per cent of fifty-one directors indicated 
that they were "Always 11 concerned; 13.72 per cent indicated 
"Frequently;" 5. 88 per cent indicated "Occasionally;" and 
5. 88 per cent indicated "Never. 11 
Forty-three (81. 13 per cent) colleges gave their choral 
organizations some degree of publicity; 18.86 per cent did not 
publicize their organizations. Of the percentage that did, the 
following benefits were derived: (1) Student Recruitment; (2) 
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College and Choral Prestige; (3) Usability of Organizations; 
{4) Motivation of Organizations; (5) Attendance at Performances; 
(6) Financial Status Increased; {7) Ticket Sales Increased; {8) 
Development of Community Cooperation; and (9) Inform Audience 
of Performances. 
While chor.al organizations irt the colleges studied were 
not profit making groups, choral performances often served as 
a meanE! of procuring funds for causes of subs.tantial mer:it. 
Thirty-eight (74. 51 per cent) colleges allowed these finances to 
be used to defray the expenses of their organizations. Five 
colleges, or less, indicated the following uses given here in 
order of frequency: (1) Establish and/or maintain Scholarships; 
(2) Increase Institutional Funds; (3) Increase Departmental 
Budget; and (4} Pay Fees for Visiting Soloists. 
Musical performance. In determining the average 
number of annual appearances made by choral organizations, 
it was established that the fo.llowing sponsoring agencies were 
represented in the order of frequency given here: (1) Tours: 
Church-Related Sponsorship, 11. 87 per cent or twelve 
appearances; (2} Tours: Non-Church-Related sponsorship, 
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8. 21 per cent or eight appearances; (3) Individual Colleges or 
Music Department, 6. 25 per cent or six appearances; (4) Local 
Community Church-Related Sponsorship, 5. 33 per cent or five 
appearances; (5) Local Community Non-Church-Related Sponsor-
ship, 5.14 per cent or five appearances; (6) Radio, 2.81 per cent 
or two appearances; and (7) Television, 2. 24 per cent or two 
appearances. 
Six colleges had choral organizations that performed 
outside the United States during the years 1947-1957. These 
schools were: Centenary College, De Pauw University, Florida 
Southern College, Kansas Wesleyan College, Lycoming College, 
and Wiley College. Areas which were toured were the Far 
East, Europe--England specifically in the case of Lycoming 
College--Mexico, and Canada. Four of the colleges were 
sponsored by their respective colleges and/ or Methodist 
Churches; two were sponsored by the United States Army and the 
United States Foreign Service. 
Large choral works were performed which often 
required soloists. Twenty colleges were found to occasionally 
employ soloists. A majority of seventy per cent indicated an 
"Occasional" use of soloists; twenty per cent indicated a 
"Frequent" use; and ten per cent indicated that they 11Always" 
used professional soloists when needed. 
With regard to the time of the year when organizations 
toured, 75.26 per cent of the colleges indicated that their 
organizations toured in the Spring. other times were: Fall, 
18.87 per cent; Between Semesters, 13.21 per cent; Winter, 
11.32 per cent; Week-end, 9. 43 per cent; Mid-Semester, 7. 55 
per cent; Summer, 1. 89 per cent; and Holidays, 1. 89 per cent. 
There was one college that did not have a preferable time for 
choral tours. 
Fifty-one colleges maintained one of seven policies 
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which governed conditions regarding absence from classes during 
chorp.l tours. Of this number, 50.94 per cent of the colleges 
granted an official excuse, however, work must be made up; 22.64 
per cent gJ;".anted an official excuse but maintained no regulation 
concerning work being made up. Other policies maintained by 
five colleges or less were: (1) Absence unexcused; (2) Special 
assignments; (3) Tutors employed during tour; (4) Absence 
allowed; (5) Excuse granted to choral members with grade index 
of C or better. 
Rehearsal procedure. In an analysis of data regarding 
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the average number of compositions learned annually, it was found 
that A cappella Choirs averaged thirty compositions. Averages 
for other organizational types were: Mixed and Chapel Choir, 
twenty-seven compositions; Male Glee Club, seventeen compo-
sitions; Female Glee Club, sixteen compositions; Small Ensembles, 
twelve compositions; Mixed Chorus, eleven compositions. The 
modal average was three for the latter as opposed to the Median--
10. 5. This study accepted the Mode because a substantial 
number of colleges had only one choral organization; the organiza-
tion was called a nMixed Choir. 11 The organizational title then 
lost its real meaning, for large and small choral works were 
performed. The Mode of three then had more significance for 
the organization designed to render large choral works--Mixed 
Chorus. 
Eighty- six per cent of fifty-one choral directors in-
dicated that during rehearsals as well as performances, efforts 
were made to provide a repertoire which would fulfill the 
musical needs of their singers, audience, and college. Four-
teen per cent did not feel that this need was being met and gave 
suggestions which would allow for improvement of the condition. 
The suggestions were: (1) More experience with opera and 
oratorio; (2) Opportunities to sing more secular music; (3) 
Additional rehearsal time; and (4) Opportunities for musical 
comedy and light stage productions. 
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The development of five designated musical skills and 
knowledges were favorably achieved by a majority of choral 
directors. The skills and knowledges were; (1) Pitch accuracy, 
96.21 per cent; (2) Proper voice prodirction, 96.21 per cent; 
(3) Interpretation, 96. 21 per cent (4) Knowledge of choral styles, 
94.34 per cent; and (5) Music reading, 90.57 per cent. 
With regard to rehearsal schedules, it was found that, 
as an average, the following organizational types maintained 
these practices: (1) A cappella Choir: three rehearsals per 
week, one hour per rehearsal ; {2) Mixed and Chapel Choir: two 
rehearsals per week, one hour per rehearsal; (3) Female Glee 
Club: two rehearsals per week, one hour per rehearsal; (4) 
Small Ensembles; two rehearsal~ per week, one hour per 
rehearsal; (5) Male Glee Club: two rehearsals per week, one 
hour per rehearsal. 
More than half (52. 83 per cent) of the choral directors 
indicated a desired increase in either the number of rehearsals 
per week or hours per rehearsal. The desired changes were: 
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(1) A cappella Choir: five rehearsals per week, one ·hour per 
rehearsal; (2) Mixed Choir: three rehearsals per week, two hours 
per rehearsal; {3) Female Glee Club: three rehearsals per week, 
two hours per rehearsal; (4) Small Ensembles: three rehearsals 
per week, one hour per rehearsal; (5) Male Glee Club: two 
rehearsals per week, two hours per rehearsal; and (6) Mixed 
Chorus: two rehearsals per week, two hours per rehearsal. 
The average hour of the day for rehearsals were: ( 1) 
Mixed Choir, 4-5 P . . M.; {2) A cappella Choir, 4-5 P. M.; (3) 
Female Glee Club, 4-5 P. M.; (4) Small Ensembles, 4-5 P. M.; 
(5) Male Glee Club, 6-7 P. M.; and (6) Mixed Chorus, 7-8 P. M. 
The adequacy of the rehearsal hours indicated were deemed 
satisfactory for students by thirty-nine (78. 00 per cent) directors, 
however, 31. 58 per cent of the directors preferred a different 
rehearsal hour. 
Part-arrangements of choral literature were given in 
terms of frequency of use. For Mixed voices, SATB arrange-
ments were chosen over SSAATTBB; Male voices: TTBB were 
chosen over TBB, TTB, and TB; Female voices: SSA were 
chosen over SSAA, SAA, and SA. Of the two female colleges, 
one chose SSAA, the other, SSA. 
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With regard to entrance requireme:nts to choral 
organizations, 20.75 per cent o£ the colleges had directors who 
required potential choral members to participate in preparatory 
choral ensembles; 39. 6.2 pel," cent required choral experience prior 
to college entrance. Seven directors re·quired one of three types 
of formal musical preparation; four required vocal study, one 
required at least one year of piano, and two required theoretical 
study. Forty-one (77. 36 per cent) directors required sight-read-
ing ability; 56. 10 per cent required reading of easy materials; 
41.39 per cent indicated reading material$ of medium difficulty; 
and 2. 51 per cent required reading of difficult materials. The 
majority gave materials which were classified as easy. 
Choral literature. The selection of choral music was 
found to be influ_enced, in varying degrees, by what this study 
called "public appeal. 11 It was found that 58.00 per cent of the 
choral directors were 11 0cca!:1ionally" influenced by the assumed 
public appeal held by certain compositions. This percentage 
represented the majority, however, 28.00 per cent reported a 
"Frequent" influence; 8. 00 per cent reported that they were 
"Always" influenced in the selection of works; and 6. 00 per cent 
indicated that they were "Never" influenced by this factor. 
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Religious philosophies of the Methodist Church and 
institutional p~licies were found not to influence, to a significant 
extent, the choice of choral literature. A small percentage of 
22.78 were affected by this influence to an extent whereby the 
selection of secular music was restricted, however, 72.22 per 
cent were not affected nor would they have objected if such 
restriction were apparent. 
Seven additional influences upon choral music selection 
were measured by four degrees of extent. Terms chosen for 
the degrees were: ''Always," ··•Frequently, 11 "Occasionally, 11 
and "Never. 11 · The seven influences are given here with the 
average measurement of extent. (1) Director's Choice: "Always; 11 
(2) Specific Historical Periods in Music History: "Frequently; 11 
(3) Specific Composers: "Frequently;" (4) Musical Preference 
of Students: "Occasionally; 11 (5) Particular Arranger: 
"Occasionally;" (6) Local Musical Interest: ''Occasionally;" and 
(7) Works Performed by Professional and/or Other Groups: 
"Occasionally." 
Preference as to choral styles were given numerical 
ranks of frequency. These styles and ranks were: First: 
Polyphonic; Second: Chorale; Third: Monophonic; and Fourth: 
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Pol ychoric .• 
With regard to the texts of choral works, five languages 
were represented. They are given here in order of frequency of 
use: (1) English; (2) Latin; (3) German; (4) French; and (5) 
Italian. 
Modern and contemporary compositions were found to 
hold a significant place in the choral repertoire of the majority 
of colleges. Of the fifty-three colieges that responded, 15.09 
per cent were represented as having choral organizations that 
"Always" included works of this period in their performances. 
Twenty-eight (52. 83 per cent) organizations indicated that they 
"Frequently" performed these works; 32.08 per cent indicated 
an ''Occasional" use of the s .ame. The term "Frequently" 
typified the majority. 
For organizations other than A cappella Choirs, types 
of accompaniment were indicated in order of frequency of use. 
The order was: (1) Piano; (2) Organ; (3) Orchestra; (4) 
Instrumental Ensemble ; and (5) Band. Two directors reported 
the last mentioned. 
Many of the colleges gave a list of choral works which 
were performed primarily because of tradition or popular 
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demand. Aside from frequent indications of the college Alma 
Mater, forty-four additional works. were listed. These works 
were of sacred and secular nature which possessed melodic, 
rhythmic, and other communicative qualities which often 
characterized the elements which made musical works popular. 
Handel's Messiah was. the work most frequently listed, however, 
many works were traditional and/ or popular in specific colleges. 
Large choral works performed during the years 1953-1957 were 
also listed. The more commonly performed works were indicated 
as well as those of the modern and contemporary period. Ninety-
one works were included in this list and may be examined in 
Table XXXN, page 129. The list of works performed primarily 
because of tradition or popular demand was shown in Table 
XXXIII, page 126. Appendix D includes an index of more than 
one-thousand choral works. which were given as; typical selections 
performed by organizations in the colleges studied. 
Budget and facilities. Thirty-eight colleges maintained 
choral organizations that operated on a budget system. Their 
total budgets ranged from fifty to $4, 000. For more accurate 
analytical purposes, this range was divided into two groups--
Group A had budgets which ranged from fifty to eight-hundred 
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dollars; Group B had budgets which ranged from $801 to $4, 000. 
Group A revealed an average of $292 and Group B averaged 
$2, 181. Twelve colleges in Group A had choral budgets that 
were unsatisfactory; eight colleges in Group B regarded their 
budgets similarly. From suggested budget increases, Group A 
desired an average budget of $393--an increase of one-hundred 
dollars. Group B desired an average budget of $2, 550--an 
increase of $369. 
Twenty choral directors indicated that if increased 
budgets were given, funds would be spent for the following: New 
music, Choir robes, Tour expenses, Professional soloists; 
Publicity, Lighting, Piano repair, Recording, Staging, 
Royalties, Costumes, and Trartsportation of visiting choral 
groups. 
Choral organiz.ations in both budget groups indicated 
various percentages of their budgets. which were spent for 
octavo music only. As an average, 52.53 per cent of the 
budget was spent for this purpose. Average percentages were 
also found for the two groups. Group A spent 78.8 per cent 
for octavo music, Group B, 26.7 per cent. For the thirteen 
(34. 16 per cent) colleges that did not provide budgets for their 
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choral organizations, the following methods of procuring funds 
were given: ( l) Requisid.on funds from college treasury; (2) 
Offerings taken after concerts; (3) Student activity fees; (4) Per-
formance and/or subscriptions; {5) Donations; (6) Concessions, 
dances, etc.; (7) Organiz.ational dues; .(8) Sale of organization's 
recordings; and (9) Campus organizations that gave funds for 
student benefit, ~· ~·, . Btmdent Council. 
Adequate storage and filing space was provided by 
thirty-seven (72. 54 per cent) of the fifty-one colleges that 
responded. Of the 27. 46 per cent that were not so fortunate, 
few choral directors were affected by this condition to the 
extent that the purchasing of new music and equipment was re-
stricted. 
In an attempt to evaluate the choral facilities and 
equipment of the colleges, the terms 'iGood," "Fair," and 
"Poor" were u.sed. Average ratings were: 
Attire Fair 
Podium Fair 
Music Folders Fair 
Tape Recorder Fair 
Phonograph Fair 
Recbrdings Fair 
Risers Fair 
Rehearsal Room Poor 
Location Fair 
Size 
Acoustics 
Lighting 
Ventilation 
Chairs 
Piano 
Organ 
Performance Site 
Location 
Size 
Acoustics 
Lighting 
Heating 
Ventilation 
Seating 
Piano 
Organ 
Platform Space 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair--Poor 
Poor 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair--Good 
Fair--Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
Fair 
An average of 250 compositions was found to be the 
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figure indicating the number of works in choral libraries. This 
average was computed from a range of fifty to 2, 049 compositions. 
Twenty- seven directors did n .ot consider their libraries adequate, 
however, 70. 37 per cent of this number gave the following reasons 
for the inadequacy: {1) Lack of variety because of past con-
duct or's choice; (2) Financial limitation; {3) Library r ec entl y 
begun; and (4) More contemporary music needed. 
Tuitional or membership fees for choral organizations 
were maintained by few colleges. There were two colleges that 
charged substantial fees; Baldwin-Wallace College charged a 
General Fee of $13. 00 which supported musical and other activities; 
Lambuth College charged $9.00 per semester for the first two 
years of choral membership. Small fees were often used for 
social pl.lrpos es. 
II. C ONCL US IONS 
Based upon the findings of this study, the following 
conclusions were made: 
( l) E .ducational standing of Methodist-related senior 
colleges was unquestionably of high standard- -deemed so by 
twelve accrediting agencies which included five regional 
associations. The National Association of Schools of Music 
accredited fifteen colleges (28. 30 per cent). Of the fifty-three 
colleges studied, many were financially unable to maintain 
departments o£ music that would meet the standards of the 
association. 
(2) Despite the fact that fifty-one schools maintained 
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one of the four types of music division organiz.ation, there was 
little or no influence upon the calibre or types of choral organ-
izations. Seventeen organizational types were represented as 
being capable of performing compositions with varying degrees 
1 of difficulty. The performance of good choral literature was not 
confined to Conservatories, Colleges;, or Schools of Music. An 
organization in a small college might well perform the Mozart 
Requiem Mass as weU as an organization in what would appear to 
be a better equipped school with a larger enrollment. 
(3) Much of the data revealed in this study was compiled 
from a wide range of responses which represented varied 
practices. In .some instances the range was so broad that valid 
positions of central tendency were difficult to establish. As an 
example, it appeared that choral directors, persons responsible 
for curricUlum construction, and other persons with related 
positions were not cogni:l;ant of choral practices and procedures 
in other colleg.es. Credit earned and applied towards a degree 
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for participation in choral organizations varied greatly between 
colleges; conditions governing whether credit earned from partici-
pation in choral organizations could be applied toward a degree 
were not always adequately based upon logical reasoning of 
academic worth. 
(4} Religious philosophies and institutional policies had 
little effect upon choral departments and their operation. 
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It was apparent that the educational objectives of Methodist-related 
senior colleges were broad enough in scope to alter earlier concepts 
associated with the denomination to influ:ence the choice of choral 
literature. An index of more than one-thousand compositions com-
piled from programs given by Methodist choral organizations could 
not be identified with any specific Protestant or state supported group 
of educational institutions. Compositions with Latin texts or settings 
of the Mass were performed as being works with musical and 
educational worth. The first Methodist college--Cokesbury College--
would not have yielded to such broadness of philosophy. Such a 
practice as previously stated would then have reflected a broadness 
of philosophy. It has now become a philosophy based upon a realiza-
tion of religious values coupled with educational development. 
The selection of choral literature was influenced by sev-
eral factors. It was found that few of these factors had little 
influence over the other. Influences such as public appeal, 
composers, arrangers, or historical significance, etc., served 
as guides to choral directors whereby, in rn:ost instances, 
superior literature was chosen. A variety of styles, languages, 
and sources were represented in the choice of literature. 
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Modern and contemporary musical influence was sufficiently 
apparent whereby this study was able to conclude that students of 
the present generation were not deprived of the products of 
twentieth-century musical genius. 
(5) Financial status of choral departments was deemed 
unsatisfactory. From thirty-eight colleges, twenty (52. 63 per 
.cent) directors indicated a desire and an obvious need for 
additional funds. This need was manifested particularly by 
twelve colleges with choral budgets which ranged from fifty to 
eight-hundred dollars. Bight of these twelve colleges had 
budgets of fifty to two-hundred dollars annually. There was 
little doubt as to the limited amount that could be done, even in 
some of the .smaller colleges, with such small budgets. The 
fact that seventeen colleges with small budgets spent an average 
of 78.8 per cent of their budgets for octavo music alone 
indicated that there was little left for other purposes. 
(6) Facilities and equipment were generally judged as. 
average. While many choral organizations had excellent 
equipment, there were those whose rehearsal and performance 
facilities were poor. Proper musical environment becomes 
incomplete when the artistic is housed in an inartistic atmos-
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phere. Rehearsal rooms should be as acoustically perfect as 
sites of performance. Proper ventilation, lighting, heating, and 
seating facilities are as vital to the development of good choral 
organizations as excellent musicianship of choral members • 
.Instruments for accompaniment should be kept properly tuned; 
recordings, phonographs, and recorders should be available for 
teaching and. illustrative purposes. Without adequate physical 
facilities, choral growth often falls short of its maximum 
development. 
(7) Choral organizations in Methodist-related senior 
colleges sought to meet the musical, social, and spiritual needs 
of society. They gave pleasure to listerners in the United 
States and foreign countries; they provided worthy use of leisure 
time for students and prepared them with experiences which 
contributed to the development of better character. Self-
reliance, cooperation, respect for authority, and leadership 
are all outcomes which should be derived from both passive and 
active participation in choral organizations .• 
Prospective students were often attracted to the 
college as a result of hearing organizations perform. Institu-
tional and choral prestige were also increased by organizations 
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which rendered with excellence programs of auperior merit. This 
study chose to assume that each organization strove to achieve 
this objective. 
(8) Finally, it was concluded that the results of this 
study held implications for other colleges that were not related to 
the Methodiat Church. Practices and procedures in inatitutions 
of higher learning had almost ceased to adhere to philosophies 
which were peculiar to Specific faith or denominational groups. 
State supported colleges also had much in common with privately 
supported institutions. Therefore, regardless of institutional 
type, other colleges can investigate the findings o£ this study for 
comparative purposes. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the introductory statement of this chapter, five 
purposes upon which this study was based were given. Two of 
the purposes were: (l) To draw from practices in choral 
literature selection, methods of organization, and other areas 
of choral development, suggestions for the improvement of 
conditions which need modification or changing; and {2} To 
present suggested criteria, based upon the findings of this study, 
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which will assist in establishing a more clearly defined approach 
to the development of choral organizations in Methodist senior 
colleges. It was from these purposes that the following recommend-
ations were made: 
(1) At least one Methodist senior college, in every state 
where these colleges were located, become a member of and 
accredited by the National Association of Schools of Music. 
Colleges which are unable to meet the a-ccreditation requirements 
should adhere as closely as possible to the requirements until 
conditions which prevent accreditation are satisfactorily 
remedied. 
(2) That credit offered for participation in choral 
organizations per semester (or quarter) be founded upon recommend-
ations made by the National Association of Schools of Music. 
(3) All colleges organize an evaluation committee com-
posed of the Director of Choral Music, Dean of Instruction, 
Registrar, Treasurer, Representatives from the Methodist Board 
of Education, and the National Association of Schools of Music to 
investigate the status of their choral department so as to deter-
mine the contribution and needs of the same. 
(4) Colleges which have choral departments with unsat-
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isfactory budgets should allocate funds for an increase in budget 
based upon the :n,eeds found by the evaluation committee. This 
allocation should cover the cost and replacement of music, attire, 
purchase and repair of facilities and equipment, and other 
necessary item~. 
(5) All colleges without specific sources of finance 
for choral organizations should establish a budget system or 
allocate a definite Sum for their operation. 
(6) Colleges should refrain from using the perform-
ance of choral organizations as a source of finance for 
institutional use. These groups cease to serve as a medium of 
musical and educational growth when singers are deprived of the 
opportunity to sing for the love and pleasure gained from perform-
ing choral masterpieces. They are often deprived of this oppor-
tunity if singers are consciously or unconsciously harnessed by 
financial reins. 
(7) A study of choral practices and procedures be made 
in institutions of higher learning regardless of denomination or 
source of support. This should be done for comparative purposes 
and to achieve a gr.e.ater degree of standardization of policy. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLEGES 
Colleges and Locations Foulided Coed Female 
Adrian College 1845 X 
Adrian, Michigan 
Albion College 1835 X 
Albion, Michigan 
Allegheny College 1815 X 
Meadville, Pennsylvania 
Baker University 1858 X 
Baldwin, Kalis a~ 
Baldwin-Wallace College 1845 X 
Berea, Ohio 
Bethune-Cookrnan College 1904 X 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
California Western University 1924 X 
San Diego, California 
Celitinary College of Louisiana 1825 X 
Shreveport, Louisiatla 
Central College 1854 X 
Fayette, Missouri 
College of the Pacific 1851 X 
Stockton, California 
(Continued on the following page) 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Adrian College, located in Adrial1, Michigan, was founded in 
1845, and was a coeducational institution. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLEGES 
(continued) 
Colleges and Locations 
Columbia College 
Columbia, South Carolina 
Cornell College 
Mount Vernon, Iowa 
Dakota Wesleyan University 
Mitchell, South Dakota 
De Pauw University 
Greencastle, Indiana 
Dickinson College 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 
Drew University 
Madison, New Jersey 
Emory and Henry College 
Emory, Virginia 
Florida Southern College 
Lakeland, Florida 
Greensboro College 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
Hamline University 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 
High Point College 
High Point, North Ca_rolina 
Founded Coed 
1854 
1853 X 
1885 X 
1837 X 
1773 X 
1867 X 
1836 X 
1885 X 
1838 X 
1854 X 
1924 X 
(Continued on the following page) 
Female 
X 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLEGES 
(continued) 
Colleges and Locations 
Huntingdon College 
Montgomery, Alabama 
Huston- Tillotson College 
Austin, Texas. 
illinois Wesleyan University 
Bloomington, illinois 
Iowa Wesleyan College 
Mount Pleasant, Iowa 
Kansas Wesleyan ·College 
Salina, Kansas 
Kentucky Wesleyan College 
Owensboro, Kentucky 
La Grange College 
La Grange, Georgia 
Lambuth Coll~ge 
Jackson, Tennessee 
Lawrence College 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
Lycoming College 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
Mac Murray College 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Founded 
1854 
1952 
1850 
1842 
1886 
1860 
1831 
1924 
1847 
1812 
1846 
Coed 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(Continued on the following page} 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLEGES 
(continued) 
Colleges and Locations 
Me Kendree College 
Lebanon, illinois 
Me Murray College 
Abilene, Texas 
Millsaps College 
Jackson, Mississippi 
Morningside College 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Mount Union 
Alliance, Ohio 
Ohio Northern University 
Ada, Ohio 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
Delaware, Ohio 
Pfeiffer College 
Mese:nhimer, North Carolina 
Randolph-Macon College 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
Rocky Mountain College 
Billings, Montana 
Founded 
1834 
1923 
1892 
1899 
1846 
1871 
1842 
1954* 
1891 
1947* 
Coed 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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X 
*Founded under present name with senior college status. 
(Continued on the following page) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLEGES 
(continued) 
Colleges and Locations Founded 
Scarritt College 1924 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Simpson College 1860 
Indianola, Iowa 
s :outhwestern College 1885 
Winfield, Kansas 
Southwestern University 1840 
Georgetown, Texas 
Union College 1879 
Barbourville, Kentucky 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 1890 
Buckhannon, West Virginia 
Western Maryland College 1868 
Westminster, Maryland 
Westminster College 1875 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Wiley College 1873 
Marshall, Texas 
Willamette University 1842 
Salem, Oregon 
Coed 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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APPENDIX B 
ACCREDITATION OF FIFTY-THREE METHODIST-
RELATED SENIOR COLLEGES 
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN 
APPENDIX B 
A. A. C. - American Association of Colleges 
A. C. E .• - American Council on Education 
A. A. U. -Association of American Universities 
A. U. W. -American Association of University Women 
U. - University Senate of the Methodist Church 
M. S. - Middle States Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools 
N. C. -North Central Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools 
N. W. -Northwest Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools 
S. - Southern Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools 
W. - Western College Association 
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D. - Not accredited but approved :for training of ministers 
under Par. 323, Methodist Discipline, 1952 edition. 
N.A.S. M.- National Association of Schools of Music 
ACCREDITATION OF FIFTY-THREE METHODIST-RELATED SENIOR COLLEGES 
~ ~ ~ ~ > > > > > > > > (!) (!) (!) (!) C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 
s s s s C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 () C1 C1 . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 o' o' o' o' o' o' o' o' 0 1-+\ 1-+\ 1-+\ "<l "<l '< "<l '< "<l "<l "<l 1-+\ 
M- M- M- c:: ~ 2: 2: tl.l ~ tj 2: Name of college M- P"' P"' P"' P"' . . .... . . 
(!) (!) (!) (!) 00 
> > > > tl.l () ~ C1 > ..... . . . 
'g. . () > c:: > ..... til . . 1::1 . 
() M c:: ~ (!) ~ . 
Adrian X 
Albion X X X X X 
Allegheny X X X X 
Baker X X X X X X 
Baldwin .. WaUac e X X X X X 
Bethu.ne-Cookman X X 
California Western X X 
Centenary X X X X 
Central X X 
College of the Pacific X X X X 
Columbia X X X X 
Cornell X X X X X 
Dakota Wesleyan X X X 
DePauw X X X X X X 
Dickinson X X X X X 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: Albion College was a member of the Association of American 
Universities and the American Association of University Women. Accreditation was given by the University N 
Senate of the Methodist Church, the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the w 00 
National Association of Schools of Music. 
ACCREDITATION OF FIFTY-THREE METHODIST-RE.LATED SENIOR COLLEGES (continued) 
~ ~ ~ ~ > > > > > > > > (1) (1) (1) (1) () () () () () () () () 
s s s s () () () () () () () () . . . . . . . . 
. . . . 
0 0 0 0 C"' C"' C"' C"' C"' C"' C"' C"' 
Name of college '"" '"" '"" '"" '<! '<! '<! '<! '<: 
'<: - '<! '<I 
c-t- c-t- c-t- c-t- c ~ z z Cll ~ tJ z P" P" P" P" . (1) (1) (1) (1) . . . . .... . OJ > > > > > t:ll n ~ () .... . . . . . 
'g. til > () > c .... ~ . . . t:! () tr.1 c ~ (1) 
• 
Drew X X 
Emory and Henry X X X X 
Florida Southern X X X X 
Greensboro X X X X X 
Hamline X X X X X 
High Point X X X 
Huntingdon X X X X X 
Huston- Tillotson X X 
lllinois Wesleyan X X X X X X 
Iowa Wesleyan X X X 
Kansas Wesleyan X X 
Kentu.cky Wesleyan X X X X 
La Grange X X X X 
Lambuth X X X 
Lawrence X X X 
Lycoming X X 
Mac Murray X X X X X 
N 
ltJ 
...0 
ACCREDITATION OF FIFTY-THREE ME.THODIST-RELATED SENIOR COLLEGES (continued) 
~ ~ ~ ~ > > > > > > > > (') (') (') (') (') (') (') (') (!) (!) (!) (!) (') (') (') (') (') (') (') (') s s s s . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 cr' d cr' cr' cr' o' cr' cr' Name of college 
'"" '"" '"" '"" 
'< '1:1 ' '-<1 '< '< -...:: '<t '<t 
rot- rot- rot- rot- q ~ z z en ~ tJ z P"' P"' P"' P"' . ~- . (!) (!) (!) (!) . :Cil > 
> > (') ~ (') > r til ~- . . . >g. tn 
> (') > q ~· ~ . . . . ::I (') t?:l q ~ (!) 
McKendree X X 
McMurray X X X 
Millsaps X X X X X 
Morningside X X X 
Mount Union X X X X X X X 
Ohio Northern* X X 
Ohio Wesleyan X X X X X 
Pfeiffer X X 
Philander Smith X X X X 
Randolph-Macon X X X 
Rocky Mountain X X X 
Scarritt X X X 
Simpson X X X X X X X 
Southwestern (Kansas) X X X X X 
Southwestern (Texas) X X X X X 
Union X X X 
West Virginia Wesleyan X X X X X 
*Maintained an accredited School of Law, Pharmacy, and Engineering. N ~ 
0 
ACCREDITATION OF FIFTY-THREE METHODIST-RELATED SENIOR COLLEGES (continue d) 
~ ~ ~ ~ > > > > > > > > (1) (1) (1) (1) () () () () () () () () 
s g s s () () () () () () () () . . . . . . . . 
Name of college cr' cr' cr' cr' cr' CT' cr' cr' 0 0 0 0 0...::: 
'"" '"" '"" '"" 
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> > > > '(ll () ~ () . ...... (ll . . ~ > () > c:: ...... ~ . . l:S () tr.l c:: ~ (1) 
Western Maryland X X X X 
Westminster X X X x · 
Wiley X X X 
Willamette X X X X X 
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DISTRIBUTION, 'BY STATES, OF METHODIST -
RELATED SENIOR C OLLEGE.S 
CLEAR TYPE 
TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OI'F. 
STATE OUTLINE 
UNITED STATES 
Sca le of Miles 
100 200 
MAP NO. 119 
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APPENDIX D 
CHORAL AND INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIONS 
PROGRAMMED BY COLLEGES STUDIED 
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CHORAL COMPOSITIONS PROGRAMMED BY COLLEGES STUDIED 
Composer 
Abbey 
Abbey 
Abbey 
Abuu-Ades 
Ades 
Alcock, G. 
Anderson 
Ander son- Blanc hong 
Arcadelt, J. 
Arcadelt, J. 
Arcadelt, J. 
Arcadelt, J. 
Ar khang el sky 
Arlen-Harburg 
Arnold 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach-Gounod 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Ba&h, J. s. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach .· J. s. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
B.ach, J. s. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J. s. 
Composition 
Johnny, Bring the Pine Tree In 
Sleep, Sweet Jesus Sleep 
Susan Belle 
Tico Tico 
I Believe 
Celestial Voices 
Come, I Pray Thee 
The Syncopated Clock 
Ave Maria 
E .cco D'Oro L'Eia 
Hear My Prayer, 0 Lord 
Hear Thou My Prayer 
The Day of Judgement 
The Wizard of Oz 
A Child This Day 
Al.l Breathing Life 
Also Hat Gott Welt Geliebt, i•Cantata 68 11 
Ave Maria 
Bless 'dAre They Who In Jesus L_ive 
Blessing, Glory and Wisdom and Thanks 
Beside Thy CJ:".adle 
Break Forth, 0 Beauteous Heavenly Light 
Cantata 196 
Christ Lay By Death Enshrouded, 
"Cantata No. 4 11 
Christ Lay In Death's Dark Prison 
Come, Spirits, • Tis His Day 
Crucifixus, "Mass In B Minor" 
Death I Do Defy Thee 
For Us A Child Is Born 
Four Chorals 
Glory To God 
How Bright Appears The Morning Star 
If By His Spirit 
Jesu, Priceless Treasure 
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Composer 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J. S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J. S. 
Bailey, P. 
Baldwin, R. 
Bantock, G. 
Bantock, G. 
Bantock, G. 
Barber, S. 
Barber, s. 
Barber, s. 
Barber, s. 
Barlow 
Baron 
Bartholomew, M., Arr. 
Bartholomew, Arr. 
Bartholomew, Arr . 
Bartholomew, M. 
Bartok, B. 
Bartok, B. 
Bas-Quercy 
Beethoven, L. van. 
Beethoven, L. van 
Beethoven, L. van 
Composition 
Magnificat 
Now Let All The Heavens Adore Thee 
Oh Jesus Lord My Light 
0 Jesu So Sweet 
Peace Be Unto You 
Planets, Stars, and Airs of Space 
Psalms 149 and 150 
Quia Fecit Mihi Magna, 11Magnificat'' 
Sanctus, "Cantata No. 4" in G Major 
Sheep May Safely Graze 
Sing Y e To The Lord 
St. Matthew Passion 
Suscepit Israel 
To Shepherds, As They Watched By Night 
Prayer 
Three Ships of Christmas 
0 Can Ye Sew Cushions ? 
0 What A Lovely Magic Hath Been Here 
Requiem 
Anthony 0 Daly 
Let Down The Bars, 0 Death 
Mary Hynes 
The Coolin' 
Madrigal For A Bright Morning 
In The Silent Night 
Animals 
Hoodah Day 
I Got Shoes 
Keep In The Middle Of The Road 
Don't Leave Me 
Hussar 
The Annunciation 
Choral Fantasia 
Hallelujah 
Mass In. C. Major 
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Composer 
Beethoven, L. van 
Bell, L., Arr. 
Bell, L., Arr. 
Bell, L., Arr. 
Benjamin, A. 
Bennett, J. 
Berger 
Berger 
Berger 
Berlin-Ringwald 
Berlin, I. 
Berlinski, H. 
Berlioz 
Be sly 
Billings, W. 
Billings 
Billings 
Billings 
Billings 
Billups, Arr. 
Billups 
Bingham, S. 
Bitgood 
Bizet 
Bizet 
Black, Arr. 
Black, Arr. 
Bleakeslee-Scott 
Bloch, E. 
Bohnhorst, F. 
Bohnhorst, Arr. 
Bohnhorst 
Bohnhorst, Arr. 
Bohnhorst 
Bohnhorst 
Composition 
The Heavens Are Telling 
Let Us Break Bread Together 
Lolly Toodum 
Rock-A Ma Soul 
Sir Chrif!tmas 
Thyrsis, Sleepest Thou? 
Alleluia 
Glory Be To God 
Thy Kingdom Come 
Give Me Your Tired 
It's A Lovely Day Tomorrow 
I Sought Him 
Thou Must Leave Thy Lowly Dwelling 
The Shepherds Had An Angel 
A Virgin Unspotted 
Kittery 
The Lord Is Risen Indeed 
The Shepherd's Carol 
When Je.sus Wept 
My Soul Is A Witness 
Every Time I Feel The Spirit 
Witch Teasing 
Prayer Is The Soul's Sincere Desire 
Carmen 
Habanera, ''Carmen'' 
Deck The Halls 
Let Carols Ring 
Ants 
Sacred Service 
And Death Shall Have No Dominion 
Blind Man 
General William Booth Enters Into Heaven 
Pretty Little Miss 
Salutation Carol 
Song of Liberty 
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Composer 
Bohnhorst 
Boland-Simeone, Arr. 
Boland- Waring, Arr. 
Bolau 
Borniansky, D. 
Bornschein, F., Arr. 
Borowicz, Arr. 
Borowicz, . Arr. 
Bowlus, Arr. 
Bowlus, 
Boughton-Deis, Arr. 
Brahe 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms;: J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms,- Gibb 
Brahms - .Stoessel 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Composition 
Song of Praise 
Holiday 
Ho1iday 
Holiday 
CheJ,"ubim Song 
Nobody Knows The Trouble I See 
Lullaby 
Gaudeamus Igitur 
Coventry Carol 
Ma.sters In This Hall 
The Holly and The Ivy 
Bless This House 
Bird In Air Will Stray Afar 
Cradle Song of The Virgin 
Five Love Songs 
German Requiem 
Greetings 
How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place 
How Sad Flow The Streams 
I'd Enter Your Garden 
In Silent Night 
Liebeslieder Waltz.es 
Longing At Rest 
Lord Make Me To Know 
Magdalena 
Make Me, 0 Lord God, Pure In Heart 
Motet, Op. 29, No. 2 
Motet, Op. 74, No. 1 
0 Heart Subdued With Grieving 
OKuhl 
0 Saving Health To Us Is Brought 
0 Savior, Rend The Skies ln Twain 
0 Savior, Throw The Heavens Wide 
Psalm 13 
Psalm 51 
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Composer 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brant, G. 
Bratton- O'Hara- Wilson 
Breydert 
Britten, B. 
Britten, B. 
Britten, B. 
Britten, B. 
Brodsky 
Bruckner, A. 
Bryan, C., Arr. 
Bryan, C. 
Bryan, C., Arr. 
Bryan, C., Arr. 
Bryan, C., Arr. 
Buchanan, A., Arr. 
Buchanan, A., Arr. 
Buck 
Buebendorf 
Burke-Davis 
Burleigh, H.' Arr. 
Burleigh, H.' Arr. 
Burleigh, H.' Arr. 
Burleigh, H., Arr. 
Burleigh, H., Arr. 
Burleigh, H., Arr. 
Burns-Gain 
Buskirk, c. 
Buxtehude, D. 
Buxtehude, D. 
Buxtehude, D. 
Composition 
Rhapsodie, Op. 53 
Six Folk Tunes 
Song From Ossian's Fingal 
Suabian Folksong 
The Fiddler 
The Hunter 
Adoramus Te Christe 
One World 
Vox In Rama 
A Ceremony of Carols 
A Hymn to The Virgin 
Hodie Christus Natu.s Est 
Hymn To Saint Cecilia 
I'll Walk With God 
Ave Maria 
Charlottown 
Geometry 
1 Have A Mother In The Heavens 
Old Shoe-Boots and Leggin's 
Turtle Dove A-Callin' 
Garden Hymn 
Wondrous Love 
My Reedemer And My Lord 
The Babe In Bethlehem's Manger Laid 
Carolina Moon 
Deep River 
De Gospel Train 
Exekiel Saw The Wheel 
Joshua Fit De Battle of Jerico 
My Lord What A Morning 
Were You There 
Flow Gently Sweet Afton 
Lost (Carl Sandburg) 
In Dulci Jubilo 
Missa Brevis 
Rejoice, Beloved Christians 
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1 
Byrd, w. 
Byrd, w. 
Byrd, w. 
Byrd, w. 
Byrd, w. 
Byrd, w. 
Gain, N.' Arr. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Gain, N. 
Cain, N. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Cain, N. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Cain, N. 
Cain, N. 
Cain, N. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Cain, N.' Arr. 
Caldwell, Arr. 
Caldwell, Arr. 
Campbell, J. 
Candlyn 
Carmichael-Ringwald 
Carpenter, R., Arr. 
Cassler, H. 
Cassler, H. 
Chaplin-Simeone 
Charles, Arr. 
Charles, W. 
Charpentier, M. 
Chase 
Chopin-Ringwald 
Christiansen, F. 
Ave Verum Corj:ms 
Be Unto Me, 0 Lord A Tower of Strength 
Christ Ril:!ing Again 
I Have Longed For Thy Saving Health 
Lullaby 
0 Christ Who Art The Light And Day 
Climbing Up The Mountain 
Deep River 
Ezekiel· Saw De Wheel 
Flow Gently Sweet Afton 
How Do I Love Thee 
In The Night Christ Came Walking 
Joshua Fit de Battle ob Jerico 
Let Not Your Song End 
Ole Ark's A-Moverin' 
On This Good Christmas Morn 
Roll Chariot 
Say Thou Lovest Me 
So's I Can Write My Name 
Swinga Low Chariot 
Carol of The Lonely Shepherd 
Tell Us, Shepherds Mai.d 
Unto The Hills Around 
Thee We Adore 
Rockin' Chair 
I couldn't Hear Nobody Pray 
Heritage of Freedom 
Love and Springtime 
Open Your Heart To Spring 
Jingle Bells 
The Green-Eyed Dragon 
Midnight Mass For Christmas 
God Be In My Head 
A Hymn To Music 
A Christmas Symbol 
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Composer 
Christians en, F. 
Christiansen, F. 
Christiansen, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christiansen, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christiansen, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christiansen, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christiansen, F. 
Christians en, ·F. 
Ghri stians en, F. 
Christians en, F. 
Christians en, P. 
Davies 
Davies-Edwards 
Davies, H. 
Davis, K. 
Davis 
Davis, K., Arr. 
Davis, K. 
Davis, Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w.' Arr. 
Dawson, w., Arr. 
Compositions 
Aspiration 
Beautiful Savior 
Built On A. Rock 
From Heaven Above 
Glorification 
Hosanna 
How Fair The Church of Christ Shall 
Stand 
Lost In The Night 
Lullaby On Christmas Eve 
0 Beautiful Yuletide 
0 Bread of Life 
Praise To The Lord 
The Spirits Yearning 
Today There is Ringing 
Wake, Awake 
When Curtained Darkness Falls 
Wondrous Love 
Bread of Tears 
God Be In My Head 
Great God of Wonders 
The Blessed Birth 
Carol : o£ the Drum 
Our God is A Rock 
Pat-A-Pan 
Poor Mary 
The Silver Moon is Shining 
Ain 1a That Good News . 
Behold The Star 
Every Time I Feel de Spirit 
Exekiel Saw De Wheel 
Hail Mary 
I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray 
Jesus Walked This Lonesome Valley 
Let Us Break Bread To"gether 
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Dawson, w., Arr. 
Dawson, w.' Arr. 
Dawson, w.' Arr. 
Dawson, W., Arr. 
Dawson, W., Arr. 
Debussy, , C. 
Debussy, , C. 
Debussy, C. 
DeCoster 
Dering, R. 
DeVaux, J., Arr. 
Diamond, D. 
Dickihson, c.' 
Dickinson, c.' 
Dickinson, c.' 
Dickinson, c.' 
DiLasso, o. 
DiLasso, 0. 
DiLasso, o. 
DiL.asso, 0. 
DiLasso, o. 
DiLasso, o. 
DiLasso, o. 
DiLasso, o. 
Donato, A. 
Douglas, w. 
Dowland 
Dowland 
Dressler, G. 
Dufay, G. 
Dumas, L. 
Dungan 
Dunhill, T. 
Dunn 
Durante, F. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Mary Had A Baby 
My Lord What A Mourning 
Soon-Ah- Will Be Done 
Talk About A Child 
There is A Balm In Gilead 
At Evening 
The Blessed Damosel 
Trois Chan~:~ons 
How Sweet The Na:me 
Say 0 Shepherds, Whom Saw Ye? 
Rock-A My Soul 
Young Joseph 
A Christmas Carol From Lapland 
A Virgin Unspotted 
List to the Lark 
The Shepherd 1.s Story 
Echo Song 
Matona Lovely Maiden 
0 Eyes of My Beloved 
0 Lord of Heaven 
Surrexit Pastor Bonus 
The Silver Swan 
Un Jour Vis Un Foulon 
Valley, Deep Valley 
The Last Supper 
0 God, Thou Faithful God 
Come Again Sweet Love 
Flow, My Tears 
Let All The Peoples Praise The Lord 
Magnificat 
La Chanson DeL 1 Amour 
Eternal Life 
A Christmas Carol 
Song of The Night 
Misericordias . Do:mini 
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Composer 
Dvorak, A. 
Dvorak, 
Dykes, J. 
Eccard 
Edmundson 
Edwards, B. 
Elliot 
Elmore 
Emery, D. 
Enders, Arr. 
Fain 
Far:t'ant 
Faure, G. 
Faure, G. 
Faure, G. 
Faure, G. 
Faure, G. 
Fax, Arr. 
Fetler, P. 
Fetler, P. 
Fetler, P. 
Fetler, P. 
Fine, I. 
Fisher, Arr . 
Fisher, Arr. 
Finzi, G. 
Finzi, G. 
Foltz 
Forrest, H., Arr. 
Forsyth 
Foss, L. 
Foss, L. 
Foster-Ades 
Foster-Cain 
Composition 
Songs o£ Nature 
Sophormoric Philosophy 
Lead Kindly Light 
Sweet Mary to the Temple Fares 
At Thy Feet 
Restoration 
Give Me A Song To Sing 
The Prodigal Son 
The Little Blaoc:k Lamb 
Ain't Got Time To Die 
Love Is A Many Splendered Thing 
Call To Rememberanc e 
· Agnus Dei, 11Requiem11 
Ave Verum Corpus 
Libera Me 
Requiem 
Tantum Ergo 
Go Tell It On The Mountain 
All Day I Hear 
In Peace and Joy I Now Depart 
Madman 1 s Song 
Wild Swans 
Alice hi Wonderland, (selections) 
All Through The Night 
Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones 
In Terra Pax 
Magnificat 
hi The Beginning God 
He ' s Got The Whole World In His Hands 
The Bell-Man 
Behold I Build A House 
Cool Prayers 
My Journey's End 
0 Susanna 
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Composer 
F o ster-Frangkiser 
Foster-MacKinnon 
Franck 
Franck 
Franck 
Franck 
Fraser-Simpson 
Franz 
Friedman 
Friml-Simeone 
Gallus, J. 
Gallus, J. 
Gardner, 
Gardner, 
Gatwood, 
Gaul, H.' 
Gaul, H. p 
Gaul, H., 
Gaul, H.' 
Gaul, H., 
Gaul, H., 
Gaul, H. 
Gearhart 
Gearhart 
Gearhart 
Geer, E. 
M.' Arr. 
M. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Geer, E., Arr. 
George, E. 
GershW.in,G. 
Gesius-Bach 
Gevaert 
Gevaert 
Gibbons, o. 
Gibbons, o. 
Gibbons, o. 
Composition 
0 Susanna 
Camptown Races 
0 Lord, Most Holy 
Panis Angelicus 
Psalm 150 
The Lord's Prayer 
Christopher Robin is Saying His Prayers 
·Dedif:ation 
All Ye That Cleave Unto The Lord 
Open Your Heart To Spring 
Pueri, Concinite 
Resonet In Laudibus 
Early One Morning 
Pizzicato Polka 
Old Ship Of Zion 
And The Trees Do Moan 
B.ulgarian Straw Carol 
Praise God, Extol Him 
Russian Easter Carol of the 
Star Lead Us Ever On. 
The Christ of The Snow 
The March of The Wise Men 
Dry Bones 
This Is My Country 
Where In The World 
He Is Sleeping in a Manger 
Polish Christmas Carols 
Songs of Innocenee 
Trees 
Summertime, "Porgy and Bess'' . 
1n Dulci Jibilo 
· A Joyous Christmas Song 
Slumber Song of the Infant Jesus 
Almighty and Everlasting God 
Hosanna to the Son of David 
Palm Sunday Greeting 
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Gibbons, 0. 
Gilbert 
Gilday, E., Arr. 
Gilliam, Arr. 
Gillum, Arr. 
Glarum 
Glarum 
Glarum 
Goldbeck-Brenner 
Goodell, W., Arr. 
Gounod-Roegger 
Gounod, C. 
Gounod, C. 
Grainger 
Grainger 
Grant 
Green, M. 
Gregor-Margetson 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Gretchaninov, A. 
Grieg, E. -Juergens, Arr. 
Guilmant 
Guion 
Hageman 
Hairston, J., Arr. 
Hairston, J., Arr. 
Hair $, ton, J., Arr. 
Hall, F., Arr. 
Hall, F. 
Halter, C. 
Hammerstein, 0. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
The Silver Swan 
A Canticle For Communion 
0 My Deir Hert 
0 Won•t You Sit Down 
Roll, Jordan Roll 
I Will Extol Thee 
The Beatitudes 
To A Virgin Meek and Mild 
Angelic Choir 
Deep River 
Nazareth 
Sanctus 
Waltz, "Faust 11 
Christmas Day In The Morning 
Irish Tune 
A Pennsylvania Dutch Tale 
0 Sing Unto The Lord 
Hosanna, Blessed is He That Comes 
Credo 
Hail, Thou Gladdening Light 
Litany of Supplication 
0 Be Joyful in The Lord 
0 Gladsome Light 
Our Father 
Praise Thou the Lord, 0 My Soul 
The Cherubic Hymn 
To Thee, 0 Lord, I Cry 
Return to the Mountain Home 
Noel 
Carry Me. Home 
Christ Went Up Into The Hills 
Dis Train 
Elijah Rock 
Poor Man Lazrus 
Steal Away 
The Crucifixion 
He Was Oppressed 
You•ll Never Walk Alone 
Hallelujah, "Mes siah11 
Hallelujah Amen, 11Judas Maccabaeus•• 
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Composer 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, •G .• F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handel, G. F. 
Handl, F. 
Handl, F. 
Handl, J. 
Handy-Johnson 
Hanson, H. 
Harris, R. 
Harris, R. 
Harris, R. 
Harris, R. 
Harris, V., Arr. 
Hassler, H. 
Hassler, H. 
Hassler, H. 
Hassler, H. 
Haydn, F. J. 
Haydn, F. J. 
Haydn, F. J. 
Haydn, F.J. 
Haydn, F. J. 
Haydn, F. J. 
Heckenlively 
Rely-Hutchinson 
Henry, King VIII 
Composition 
Haste Thee Nymph 
Hear Me! Ye Winds and Waves, "Scipio" 
Joy To The World 
Let Their Celestial Gonce rts All 
Unite 
Messiah 
Nightengale Song, "Solomon" 
Ode On St. Cecilia 1 s Day 
Rejoice Greatly, "Messiah'' 
The Shepherds 
Thou Shalt Bring Them In 
Regnum Mundi 
Repleti Sunt 
Alleluia I We Sing With Joy 
St. Louis Blues 
How Excellent is Thy Name 
A Redbird in a Green Tree 
Cindy 
Tarye No Longer 
Year That Trembled 
La Chanson J oyeus e 
Agnus Dei 
Angelus Ad Pastores 
Cantate 
Tanzen und Springen 
Come, Gentle Spring 
Creation 
Evensong to God 
Maiden Fair Oh Deign To Tell 
Song of Thanksgiving 
The Heavens Are Telling, "Creation'i 
Gloria In Excelsis Deo 
Old Mother Hubbard 
0 My Heart 
' 
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composer 
Herbert, v. 
Higgins, Arr. 
Hindemith, P. 
Hindemith, P. 
Hindemith, P. 
Hindemith, P. 
Hindemith, P. 
Hindemith, P. 
Hokanson, Arr. 
Holst, G.' Arr. 
Holst, G.' Arr. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G.' Arr. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G.' Arr. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G. 
Holst, G.' Arr. 
Holst, G. 
Hoht, G. 
Holst, G., Arr. 
Honegger, A. 
Honegger, A. 
Hopkins J. -Geer 
Horn 
Howorth, W., Arr. 
Hughes-Jon~s 
Humperdinck, E. 
Hunter, R. · 
Huntly, F., Arr. 
Ingegneri ... Christians en 
Ippolitov- Ivanov 
Composition 
Italian Street Song 
Joshua Fit De Battle of Jerico 
Lament 
One Household 
Six Chansons 
Song of Musk 
The Devil A Monk Would Be 
Two Madrigals 
A Joyous Christmas Song 
Christmas Day 
Christmas Song 
Dirge For Two Veterans 
I Love My Love 
Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence 
Lord, Who Hast Made Us For Thine O.Vn 
Lullay My Liking 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John 
Of One That Is So Fair And Bright 
Savitri 
The Coming of Christ 
There Was A Tree 
To The Unknown God 
Turn Back 0 Man 
Wassail Song 
Cantique De Paque s 
King David 
We Three Kings Of Orient Are 
I've Been Roaming 
Soon-A .. Will Be Done 
Songs of Praises 
Hansel and Grete 1 
Five Nursery Rhymes 
01 1 Grey Robe 
Tenebrae Factae Sunt 
Bless The Lord, 0 My Soul 
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Composer 
Ives, C. 
Ives, C. 
Ives, C. 
Jackson, G., Arr. 
Jacobs 
Jacobs, Arr. 
Jacobson, B. 
James, W. 
James, W. 
James, w. 
James, w. 
James, w. 
James, w. 
James, W. 
Jenkins, Arr. 
Jennings 
Jessye 
Johnstone, Arr. 
Joio, N. 
Joio, N. 
Joio, N. 
Joio, N. 
Johnson, 
Johnson, 
Johnson, 
Johnson, 
Johnson, 
Johnson, 
Johnson, 
H.' Arr. 
H.' Arr. 
H.' Arr. 
H.' Arr. 
H. 
H.' Arr. 
H. 
Johnson, H., Arr. 
Jones, D., Arr. 
Jones, D., Arr. 
Jones, S. 
Jones, S. 
Jungst, H. 
Composition 
Christmas Carol 
Psalms 67 
Turn Ye, Turn Ye 
Poor Wayfaring Stranger 
This Is My Country 
The Ash Grove 
A Carroll · 
Almighty God of Our Fathers 
Hear My Prayer 
Jesus, Our Lord We Adore Thee 
Negro Bell Carol 
Our Prayer Ascends to Thee 
Roun• de Glory Manger 
Sing and Rejoice 
Jenny Jenkins 
Springs In The Desert 
Simon 
Anni.e Laurie 
A Jubilant Song 
Song qf The Open Road 
Sweet Sunny 
The Mystic Trumpeter 
Ain•t Got Time To Die 
Fix Me 
His Name So Sweet 
Jive Been 11 Buked 
Lord•s Prayer 
Ride On, King Jesus 
The Triumphant Christ 
When I was Sinking Down 
God Is A Spirit 
Old Black Joe 
Peace! It Is I! 
Thy Word Is A Lamp Unto My Feet 
While By My Sheep 
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Composer 
Jungst , H. 
Kalinniko££, B. 
Katalsky 
Katalsky 
Kay, U. 
Kemmer , Arr. 
Kern, J. 
Kern, J. 
Kirby, G. 
Kits en 
Klein, J. 
Kleinsinger, G. 
Kleinainger, G. 
Kodaly, z. 
Kodaly, Z. 
Kopylov 
Kopylov 
Kopylov 
Kosma-Reed 
Kountz, Arr. 
Kountz 
Kountz 
Kountz 
Kountz 
Kountz 
Kramer-Ringwald 
Kramer, W. 
Krenek, E. 
Kricka, J., Arr. 
Krone, Arr. 
Kubik, G., Arr. 
Kubik, G. 
Kubik, G.' Arr. 
Kubik, G.' Arr. 
Kubik, G. 
Composition 
While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks 
Agnus Dei 
God Is With Us 
0 Gladsome Light 
A New Song 
I Want Jesus To Walk With Me ' 
All the Things You Are 
Old Man River, "Show Boat" 
0 Jesu, Look 
Jesu Grant Me This 
Four Whitman Sketches 
Brooklyn Baseball Cantata 
There ' s a Man Goin' Roun Takin Names 
A Birthday Greeting 
Jesus and The Traders 
Alleluia, Christ is Risen 
Hear _· My Cry, 0 God 
Heavenly Light 
Autumn Leaves 
Carol o£ the Heavenly Hosts 
0 God, Ol.r Great Jehovah 
Prayer 
Rise Up E-ar ly 
The Sleigh 
The Song of Man 
No Man Is An Island 
The Crystal Gazer 
The Seasons 
Czech Christmas Carols 
Pat-A-Pan 
As I Went A-Walking 
Choral Scherzo 
Creep Along Moses 
He's Goin t ' Away 
Little Bird 
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Composer 
Kubik, G., Arr. 
Kubik, G., Arr. 
Kuhnau, J. 
Kuken,dall, F. , Arr. 
Lambert 
Lambert 
Lambert 
Lang 
Lapo 
Lapo 
Larson, Arr. 
Larson, E., Arr. 
Las sus 
Latham, W. 
Laverty 
Lawlor-Blake-Moulton 
Lawrence 
Lawrence, Arr. 
Lee, c. 
Lefebvre, Arr. 
Lefebvre, Arr. 
L .ehmann, Liza 
Leis ring, v. 
Leis ring, v. 
Leis ring, v. 
Lekberg, s. 
Leo 
Leontovich 
Lewis 
Liszt-Dykema 
Lockwood, N. 
Lockwood, 
Lockwood, 
Lockwood, 
Lockwood, 
N., 
N., 
N., 
N., 
Arr. 
Arr, 
Arr. 
Arr, 
Composition 
Oh Dear, What Can The Matter Be. 
Polly- Wolly-Doodle 
Tristus Est Anima Mea 
New Born Again 
Stowaway 
What Makes A Good American 
When Johnny Comes 
Christ The Lord Hath Risen 
Built On A Roch 
Christmas Meditation 
Oh, Vreneli 
Song of The Trail 
Matona Lovely Maiden 
Flow, 0 My Tears 
Psalm One Hundred 
Sidewalks of New York 
A Lover's Calendar 
Let Us Break Bread Together On Our 
Knees 
The Face of Moses Shone 
Deck the Halls 
Here We Come A-Wassailing 
No Candle Was There and No Fire 
Let All The Nations Praise The Lord 
Lift Up Your Heads, Ye Mighty Gates 
0 Fillii et Filiae 
It Lies Not on The Sunlit Hill 
Consider The Lilies 
Ring Christmas Bells 
Breathe On Me Breath of God 
Preludes to Eternity 
Dirge For Two Veterans 
Dixie 
Mary Wore Three Links of Chain 
Shout for Joy 
The Birth of Moses 
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Composer 
Lockwood, N~, Arr. 
Loesser-Stickles 
Loesser-Ades 
Loewe 
Lotti, A. 
Lotti, A. 
Lourie, A. 
Lovelace 
Lovelace 
L .ovelace 
Lovelace · 
Lundquist, Arr. 
Lundquist, Arr. 
Luther-Mueller 
Lutkin, P. 
Lutkin, P. 
Lutkin, P. 
Lutkin, P. 
Lutkin. P. 
Luvaas, Arr. 
Luvaas, M. 
Lu.vaas, M. 
Luvaas, M. 
Lvovsky-Krone 
Lynn, G. , Arr. 
Lynn~ G. 
Lynn, G. , Arr. 
Maesch, L. 
Mahler, G. 
Maker-Larson 
Malin, D. • Arr. 
Malin, D. 
Malin, D., Ar:r. 
Malin, D.' Ar r. 
Malin, D.' Arr. 
Composition 
The Lord Reigneth 
Standing on the Corner 
Wonderful Copenhagen 
My Fidr Lady, (selections) 
Crucifixus 
Miserere Mei 
Lament 
How Long Wilt Thou Forget Me 
, Let The Beauty of the Lord 
Through All The Changing Scenes of 
Life 
What Shall I Render To My God 
Children of the Heavenly Father 
Of The Father 1 s Love Begotten 
A Mighty Fortress Is Our God 
Benediction and Amen 
0 Master, Let Me Walk With Thee 
Our Father 
The Ea rth Is. The Lord 1 s 
The Lord Bless You and Keep You 
Christchild .So Fair 
Hark Now, 0 Shepherds 
Sweetly Angel Choirs Are Singing 
The Cry of God 
Hospodi Pomilui 
I Want Jesu.s To Walk With Me 
Lonesom.e Valley 
0 Magnify The Lord With Me 
Dese Bones Shall Rise Again 
Bell Chorus, 11 Third Symphonyu 
Dear Lord And Father of Mankind 
A Babe Is Born 
As Joseph Was A-Walking 
Carol of the Birds 
I Saw Three Ships 
There Is A City 
t 
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Composer 
Malin, D. 
Malotte 
Manney, Arr. 
Mansfield, P., Arr. 
Marcello 
Marr yott, R. 
Marryott, R. 
Martinu, B. 
Massenet 
Matthews 
Mattullath-Kopyloff 
McCormick, C. 
McDonald, H. 
McGimsey 
McGimsey 
McGimsey 
McGimsey-Lee 
McGimsey 
Mead, Arr. 
Means 
Means, Arr. 
Mellers, W. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mendelssohn, F. 
Mennin, P. 
Mennin, P. 
Mere er-Carmichael 
Merritt, Arr. 
Meyerowitz, J. 
Composition 
What Sweeter Music 
The Lord's Prayer 
Czecho-slavakian Dance Song 
The Campbells Are Comin' 
Psalm XIX 
Come, Shepherds Come 
E .a ster Alleluia 
Geese on the Water 
Scene and Gavotte, "Manon" 
Nite Song 
Heavenly Light 
By The Waters of Babylon 
Dirge For Two Veterans 
Egg-A-Bread 
Peace on E-c.rth 
Shadrack-Meshack-Abednego 
Sweet Little Jesus Boy 
Whistling Numbers 
Down In The Valley 
Puer Natus 
Sus.sex Carol 
Lullaby 
Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord, 
"Elijah" 
Elijah 
Hark, The Herald Angels Sing 
He That Shall Endure To The End, "Elijah" 
He Watching Over Israel, "Elijah" 
I Waited For The Lord 
Judge Me, 0 God 
The Lord Is A Mighty God 
Crossing The Han River 
The Gdd Threaded Robe 
Lazy Bones 
He's Got The Whole World In His Hands 
Two Litanies 
~ 
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Composer 
Milhaud, D. 
Milhaud, D. 
Milkey, Arr. 
Moeller, F. 
,. 
Monson 
Mopper, Irving 
Moravian ... Luvaas 
Morgan 
Mo:r· l~y, Thoma$ 
Morley, Thomas 
Morley, Thomas 
Morley, Thomas 
Mozart, w. 
Mozart, w. 
Mozart, w. 
Mozart, w. 
Mozart, w. 
Mozart, w. 
Mueller, c .. J .Arr. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. J Arr. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. 
Mueller, c. 
Murray 
Murray, Lynn 
Needharn-Simeone 
Nikolaki 
Niles, .J. J Arr. 
Niles, J. J Ar'r. 
Niles, J. J Arr. 
Composition 
Babylon 
Quatrains Valaisans 
Christmas Is Corning 
The Happy Wanderer 
Forsake Me Not 
The Mountain 
Hark Now, Oh Shepherds 
Bow Down Thine Ear, 0 Lord 
Dainty Fine Sweet Nymph 
AprU Is In My Mistress• Face 
Sing We and Chant It 
My Bonnie L .ass She Smileth 
Ave Verum Corpus 
Glorl.a, "Twelth Mass" 
Lacrymosa 
Requiem 
The Abduction From The Seraglio 
The Magic Flute 
Come, Thou Almighty King 
Laud.amus Te 
Lo God Is Here 
Now Thank We All Our God 
0 God, Our Help In ,Ages Past 
Salutation To The Dawn 
Seek Him That Maketh The Seven Stars 
We All Believe In One True God 
We Are The Music Makers 
When Thou Prayest 
Madame Jeanette 
Peace Come To Me 
The Donavan,s 
The Earth Is The Lord 1 s 
Black Is The Color Of My True Love 1 s Hair 
Carol of The Polish Grenadiers 
Go 1Way From My Window 
l 
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Composer 
Niles, J.' Arr. 
Niles-Ambrose 
Niles, J. 
Niles, J. 
Niles, J.' Arr. 
Niles, J.) Arr. 
Niles, J.' Arr. 
Niles, J.' Arr. 
Niles, J.' Arr. 
Noble, T. 
Noble, T. 
Nolan, R.- Wilson 
Norden-Nikolsky 
Norden, N., Arr. 
Odom 
Ogdon, W. 
OlHara, G. 
O'Hara, G. 
O'Hara- Touchette 
Oldroyd, G. 
Oldroyd, Q. 
Ol.ds 
Olive-Arnaud 
Olson 
Overby, Arr. 
Pachel bel, J. 
Pachelbel, J. 
Pachelbel, J. 
Paladilhe, E .• 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Composition 
I Wonder As I Wander 
Jesus, Rest Your Head 
Jesus Was A Weary Wanderer 
Never Was A Child So Lovely 
No Room In The Hotel 
Sing We The Virgin Mary 
The Black Oak Tree 
The Little Lyking 
When Jesus Lived In Galilee 
Go To Dark Geths ernane 
Souls of the Righteous 
Cool Water 
Praise Ye The Name of the Lord 
Who Is Like Thee? 
Golden Gate Medley 
Statements for Chorus 
I Walked Today Where Jesus Walked 
One World 
This Train 
Prayer To Jesus 
Song of the Passion 
Prayer of Saint Francis 
Scalp Song 
Who Did? 
My God How Wonderful Thou Art 
Jauchzet, Dem Herrin 
Magnificat 
Psalm 90 
Benedictus 
Adoramus Te, Christe 
Bread of the World 
Come, l-Ioly Ghost 
Exultate Deo 
Gloria Patria 
0 Bone Jesu 
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Composer 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Palestrina 
Panchenko-Wilhousky 
Paolo, G. 
Parker 
Parker, Arr. 
Parker, Arr. 
Parker-Shaw 
Parrish, c. 
Parrish, c. 
Passereau 
Paul, A. 
Peeters, F. 
Pergolesi 
Persichetti, v. 
Persichetti, v. 
Pfautsch, L.' Arr. 
Pfautsch, L., Arr. 
Pfautsch, L.' Arr. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. I Arr. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L.' Arr. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Composition 
0 Holy Father 
Praise Be To Thee 
Sicut Cervus 
Tenebrae Factae Sunt 
The Promises 
Save Me, 0 God 
Now Sinks The Sun 
Psalm 124 
So Blessed A Sight 
The Cherry Tree Carol 
Magnificat 
Sing For Joy 
He Is Good and Handsome 
The Word of God 
Missa In Honorem Sanctae Lutgarois 
Glory To God In The Highest 
Heaven's Light 
Our Father 
Balulalow 
Beautiful Yet Truthful 
Common Bill 
Five Narrative Carols 
How Far Is It To Bethlehem? 
I Ascend Unto My Father 
I Sing of a Maiden 
Kindergossip 
Nowell, New Prince 
0 Lord How Long? 
On Hearing A Symphony of Beethoven 
Puer Nobis 
Rejoice In Bethlehem 
Sing In Excelsis Gloria · 
Songs Mein G:rossmama Gesungen 
The Oxen 
The Poor Working Girl 
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Composer 
Pfautsch, L., Arr. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L. 
Pfautsch, L., Arr. 
Pfautsch, L., Arr. 
. Phelps, Arr. 
Phillips, Burrill 
Pilkington, F. 
Pitfield, T. 
Pi toni 
Pooler, M., Arr. 
Pooler, M. 
Porter- Warnick 
Porter 
Poteat, E. 
Poul enc, F'. 
Poulenc, F. 
Poulenc, F. 
Poulenc, F. 
Powell, J. , Arr. 
Powell, J. , Arr. 
Powell, J., Arr. 
Praetorius, M. 
Praetorius, M. 
Praetorius, M. 
Praetorius, M. 
Praetorius, M. 
Preus 
Pritchard 
Puccini, G. 
Purcell 
Purcell 
Purcell 
Purcell 
Purcell 
Composition 
There•s A Little Wheel 
The Temptation of Christ 
Three Craw 
What Child Is This? 
When Christ Was Born of Mary Free 
Lullaby of the Christ Child 
The Age of Song 
0 Softly Singing Lute 
Divertissements 
Cantata Domino 
Cal vary • s Mountain 
Hans Haugen 
Blow Gabriel Blow 
In The Still of The Night 
Indifference 
Bodie Christus Natus Est 
Petites Voix 
Sanctus 
Timor Et Tremor 
Come Thou Fount 
Soldier, Soldier 
The Deaf Woman 
Lo, How A Rose 
Praise The Lord Our God 
Sie Ist Mir Lieb 
To Us Is Born Emmanuel 
While Shepherds Watched 
Kari 
All Holy Father 
Madam Butterfly, selections 
Choral Excerpts, "Dido and Aeneas 11 
In These Delightful Pleasant Groves 
Passing By 
No, No, Resistance Is But Vain 
Soul of the World 
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Composer 
Purcell 
Purvis, Arr. 
Purvis, Arr. 
Pyle, F. 
Pyle, F., Arr. 
Pyle, F. 
Rachmaninoff, S. 
Rachmaninoff, S. 
Rachmaninoff, S. 
Rachmaninoff-Ringwald 
Raphling 
Raselius 
Read 
Read, Arr. 
Redman 
Redner 
Reger 
Rene 
Repper 
Rhea 
Rhea 
Rhea 
Richards, Arr. 
Richter 
Riddel, Arr. 
Riddel, Arr. 
Riegger 
Riegger, Arr. 
Riegger, Wallingford 
Rimsky-Korsakoff 
Ringwald, R., Arr. 
Ringwald, R., Arr. 
Ringwald, R. , Arr. 
Ringwald, R. Arr. 
Composition 
Thou Knowest Lord The Secrets of Our 
Hearts 
Greensleeves 
What Strangers Are These 
Breath of Ivy 
Children of The Heave!ily Father 
I Hear No Voice 
Bessed Is The Man 
Glory Be To God 
Glory To The Trinity 
Prelude of The Bells 
Sayings, The People Yes! 
Hosanna to the Son of David 
Sherburne 
Jesous Ahatonhis 
Thou Wilt Keep Him In Perfect Peace 
0 Little Town of Bethlehem 
Christmas Eve, 1914 
Exurgat neu.s 
Candle Lights of Christmas 
0 Lord, Most Glorious 
Souls of Men 
These Things Shall Be 
Great God of Wonders 
The Creation 
Camptown R a ces 
Comin~ Round The Mountain 
They C:rucified My Lord 
Rock-AMah Soul 
From Some Far Shore 
Glory 
Comin 1 Thru The Rye 
Deep River 
Ole Moses Put Pharoah In His Place 
Paul Revere ' s Ride, "Song of America" 
L-68 
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Composer 
Ringwald, 
Ringwald, 
Ringwald, 
Ringwald, 
Roberton 
Roberton 
Roberton, Arr. 
Robert on 
Roberton 
Roberts 
Robinson 
R . , 
R.' 
R .. , 
R.' 
Roff 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers, R. 
Rogers , R. 
Rogoff 
Roider- Wilson 
R01nberg, s. 
Rosenmueller, 
Rossini, G. 
Rossini, G. 
Rossini, G. 
Rothans 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
J. 
Rowley 
Rubinstein- Gaines 
Sacco 
Sacco 
Samuelson, Arr. 
Sa nders, R. 
Sanders, R. 
Composition 
Shenandoah 
There Are Such Things 
This Is My Father's World 
Were You There? 
All In The April Evening 
An Eriskay Love Lilt 
Ay Waukin' 0 
Celtic Hymn 
Nightfall In Skye 
Dona Nobis Pacem 
Ballad For Americans 
Accept My Heart This Day 
If I Loved You 
It's A Grand Night For Singing 
Lover 
Manhatten 
People Will Say We're In Love 
South Pacific 
The King And I, (selections) 
With A Song In My Heart 
Hallelu Avdo Adonoi 
Ridin' Down The Trail 
Wanting You 
Welt Doe 
La Danza 
Stabat Mater 
The Tarantella 
Winter 
Jig For Voices 
Seraphic Song 
Brother Will, Brother John 
God's Time 
Jingle Bells 
An American Psalm 
Out Of The Cradle 
• 
• 
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Composer 
Sarti-Malipiero 
Sateren, L. 
Sateren, L. 
Sateren, L. 
Scandello, A. 
Scarlatti 
Schackley, Ar'r. 
Schimmerling 
Schroete'r, L. 
sc:~ubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schubert, F. 
Schuetky 
Schuman, w. 
Schuman, w. 
Schuman, w. 
Schuman, w. 
Schumann, G. 
Schumann, R. , Arr. 
Schumann, R. 
Schumann-Churchill 
Schumann, R. 
Schumann, R. 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Compos ition 
Madrigale 
His Compassions Fall Not 
Seek Not Afar Fo'r Beauty 
We Praise Thee 0 God 
The Little White Hen 
E:xultate Deo 
Jonah 
Holy Infant, Son of Mary 
Rejoi ce, ReJoice, Ye Christians 
An Die Fr eunde 
Ave Ma'ria 
De:r Atlas 
Der Erlkonig 
Du Bist Die Ruh 
Good It Is To Thank Jehovah 
La Pastorella 
Mass In. G 
Serenade 
Twenty- Third Psalm 
Send Out Thy Spirit 
Four Canonic Choruses 
P'relude For Voices 
Questions 
Te Deum 
Chri stmas Cradle Song 
Patagan 
Rattlin', Roarinl Willie 
Songs of Robert Schumann 
The Dream 
When The Saints Go Marching In. 
Christ To Thee Be Glory 
Die Mit Tranen Saen 
Four Psalms 
He Who With Weeping, Soweth 
No Man Liveth Unto Himself 
.. 
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Composer 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Schutz, H. 
Schvedov 
Schvedov 
S ~cott, T. 
Scott, T., Arr. 
Scott, T.' Arr. 
Scott, T. 
Scott, T., Arr. 
Scott, T.~ Arr. 
Scott, T. 
Scott, T. 
Scott, T. 
Scott-Alms tead 
Senfl, L . 
Senfl, L. 
Senfl-Howerton 
Service, Arr. 
Shaw 
.Shaw 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shaw, Arr, 
Shaw-Stewart 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shaw, Arr. 
Composition 
0 Praise Ye The Lord 
Psalm 100 
The Christmas Story 
The Severt Words of Christ on the 
Cross 
Sing Praise to God 
To Thee We Sing 
Bugle Song 
Careless Love 
Erie Canal 
Go Down Death 
Let My People Go 
Norah 
Salangdov 
The Creation 
This Is My Country 
What Child Is This 
Da Jakob Nu Das Kleid Ansah 
The Bells At Speyer 
The Ringing of the Bells 
Bring A Torch, Jeanette, Isabella 
Fanfare For Christmas Day 
As Joseph Was A-Walking 
Aura Lee 
Burgundian Carol 
Do-Don't Touch-A My Garment 
Fum, Fum, Fum 
Good Christian Men Rejoice 
Hacia Belen 
Here, Mid The Ass and Oxen Mild 
How Far Is It To Bethlehem? 
Masters .In This Hall 
On Easter Morn 
0 Tannenbaum 
Polly Wally Doodle 
• 
.. 
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Composer 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shaw 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw-Parker 
Shaw 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shaw, Arr. 
Shelley, H. 
Shepherd 
Shepperd 
Siegmeister, Arr. 
Sikorski, Arr. 
Sikorski, Arr. 
Sikorski, Arr. 
Simeone, H. , Arr. 
Simeone, H. , Arr. 
Simeone, H.' Arr. 
Skinner 
Smith, 
Smith, 
Smith, 
Smith, 
Smith, 
Smith, 
Smith, 
w. , 
w. , 
w. 
w., 
w., 
w. 
w. , 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Smith, W. , Arr. 
Smith-Aschenbrenner 
Sowerby, L. 
Sowerby, L. 
Spayde 
Spencer, J. 
Spross 
Stainer 
Stainer 
Stanton, Arr. 
Composition 
Praise To The Lord 
Sing We Merrily Unto God 
So Blest A Sight 
What Child Is This 
With A Voice Of Singing 
Ya Viene La Vieja 
Set Down Servant 
The King of Love My Shepherd Is 
Jolly Wat 
Corne All You Fair And Tender Ladies 
You Better Mind 
Twelve Days of Christmas 
V enl. Immanuel 
Ye Watchers and Ye Hold Ones 
Comin1 Through The Rye 
Country Style 
Exekiel Saw De Wheel 
The Christ Child Lay on Mary ' s Lap 
Children Don1t Get Weary 
Every Time I Feel The Spirit 
Good News 
Go Tell It On The Mountain 
I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pr9-y 
Love Came Down At Christmas 
Plenty Good Room 
Ride The Chariot 
The Kola 
Now There Lightens Upon Us 
0 Light From Age To Age The Same 
Great and Marvelous Are Thy Works 
Liturgical Music 
Let All My Life Be Misic 
God So Loved The World 
G:ri-eve Not The Holy Spirit of God 
Ride The Chari ot 
• 
• 
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Composer 
Stevenson 
Stewart, C., Arr. 
Stone 
Strauss 
Strauss 
Stravinsky, I. 
Strickland, L. 
Sullivan-Churchill 
Sweelinck, J. 
Sweelinck, J. 
Sweelinck, J. 
Sweelinck, J. 
Talley-Cunkle 
Tallis, T. 
Tallis, T. 
Tallis, T. 
Tallis, T. 
Talma, L. 
Taylor, D. 
Tchesnokoff- Tkach 
Tchesnokoff, P. 
Tche snokoff, P. 
Tche snokoff, P. 
Tche snokoff, P. 
Tche snokoff, P. 
Tchesnokoff, P. 
Tche snokoff, P. 
Tchesnokoff, P. 
Tchesnokoff, P. 
Tchesnokoff, P. 
Tche snokoff, P. 
Telesco, M. 
Tellep 
Termer 
Terry, R. 
Composition 
Incline Thine Ear 
Burden Down 
Fog 
My Hero, "Chocolate Soldier" 
Fledermaus Fantasy 
Ave Maria 
Mah Lindy Lou 
The Lost Chord 
.Born Today 
0 Lord God 
Psalm 96 
Psalm 134 
Behold That .Star 
If Ye Love Me, Keep My Commandments 
Jesus Speaks To His Disciples 
0 Born of Light 
0 Lord Give Thy Holy Spirit 
La Corona 
Waters Ripple and Flow 
Come Thou, Holy Spirit 
Gloria 
Let Thy Blessed Spirit 
Let Thy Holy Presence 
Nunc Dimmittis 
0 Lord God 
Salvation Belongeth to Our God 
Sal yation Is Created 
Sing and Rejoice 
The Angel 1 s Song 
The Thief on The Cross 
Thou Life Of Life 
Naomi And Ruth 
Calypso Carol 
When Children Pray 
Jesus Was Born Long Ago 
• 
• 
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Composer 
T e rry, R. 
Thiman, E. 
Thiman, E. 
Thiman, E. 
Thomas, C. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson., R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, R. 
Thompson, V. 
Titcomb, E_. 
Titcomb, E .. 
Titcomb, E. 
Tkach, Arr. 
Tkach, Arr. 
Toch, E. 
Toch, E. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
T .schaikowsky, P. 
Composition 
Richard de Castre's Prayer To Jesus 
A Hymn Of Praise 
Go, Lovely Rose 
Hymn of Freedom 
0 Men From The Fields 
Alleluia 
Americana 
Loveli-lines 
May Every Tongue, "The American Mercury" 
Rosmary 
Softly and Tenderly 
Solomon And Balkis 
The Last Words of David 
The Paper Reeds By The Brooks, "The 
The Peaceable Kingdom I Peaceable Kingdom" 
The Testament of Freedom 
Seven Choruses From The Medea of 
Euripides 
Blessed Are Thou. 
0 Love, How Deep 
Our Christ Is Born 
Three Carpathian Carols 
To Thee We Sing 
Cui Bono? 
Have You Not Heard His Silent Steps 
Cherubim Song 
Christ When A Child 
Forever Worthy Is Thy Lamb 
How Blest Are They 
Hymn of Praise 
Lo, How A Rose 
Lord God Of Hosts 
Nutcracker Suite 
0 Praise Ye God 
Praise The Name 
• 
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Composer 
Tschaikowsky, P. 
Tye , C. 
Ultan, L. 
Van-der-Stucken 
Vautour, T. 
Vecchi, 0. 
Vecchi, 0. 
Verdi, G. 
Verdi, G. 
Verdi, G. 
Verdi, G. 
Villa-Lobos, H. 
Vittoria- Talmadge 
Vittoria, T. 
Vittoria, T. 
Vittoria, T. 
Vivaldi 
Wagner, G. 
Walther, J. 
Walton, W. 
Walton, W. 
Warlock, P. 
Warlock, P. 
Warlock, P. 
Warlock, P. 
Warner 
Warrell, A. , Arr. 
Warren-Almstead 
Warren 
Warren 
Watts- Weight 
Webster, Arr. 
Weelkes, T. 
Weelkes, T. 
Weill, K. 
Composition 
Song of the Reapers, "Eugen Onegin" 
Father of All 
Blow, Blow, Thou Winter Wind 
Laughing Song 
Mother, I Will Have A Husband 
Fa Una Canzone 
Let Every Heart Be Merry 
Finale To Act II, "La Traviata'·' 
Laudi, Alla Vergine Maria 
Requiem 
Te Deum 
Mass of Saint Sebastian 
Gaudent in Caelis 
0 Magnum .Mysterium 
0 Vos Ornnes 
The Day of Pentecost 
Christmas Legend 
Blessing, Glory and Wisdom 
Arise, Arise, This Day Rejoice 
Belshazzar 1 s Feast 
Set Me As A Seal Upon Thine Heart 
Balulalow 
Bethlehem, Town 
The First Mercy 
Tyrely- Tyrelow 
The Spruce Tree Carol 
The Keys of My Heart 
Christmas Candle 
God of Our Fathers 
Lullaby of Broadway 
Blue Are Her Eyes 
Jerico 
The Nightengale 
Welcome, Sweet Pleasure 
Speak Low 
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Composer 
Wells, E. 
Wells, E. 
Wells, T. 
Weston-Howard 
Whear, P. 
Whear, P. 
Whear, P. 
Whiting- Harling- Ringwald 
Whitney-Kramer 
Wilbye, J. 
Wilder-Ringwald 
Wilhousky, P., Arr. 
Wilhousky, P. 
Wilhousky, P. 
Wilhousky, P. 
Willan, H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H., Arr. 
Will an; H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H. 
Will an, H. 
Williams, D. 
Williams, M. 
Williams, R. V. 
Williams, R. V. 
Williams, R. V. 
Williams, R. V. 
Williams, R. V. 
Williams -Shaw 
Williams , R. V., Arr. 
Composition 
A Joyous Carol 
Christmas Introit 
He Came, 0, So Still 
Gandy Dancers Ball 
Forever Thy Word 
Hosanna 
Summer 
Beyond The Blue Horizon 
No Man Is An lsl and 
Adieu, Sweet Amarillis 
While We're Young 
Battle Hymn of The Republic 
Carol-Noel 
Carol of the Bells 
In Solemn Silence 
A Christmas Lullaby 
Apostrophe to the Heavenly 
Christ Whose Glory Fills The Sky 
Bodie Christut Natus Est 
How They So Sweetly Rest 
In The Name of Our God 
L o, In The Time Appointed 
Make We Merry 
0 King All Glorious 
Rise Up My Love 
The Three Kings 
The Savior Now Is Born 
The Stork 
Alleluia 
Ca' The Yowes 
Fantasia On Christmas Carols 
Folk Songs 
Folk Songs of the Four Seasons 
For All The Saints 
Greensleeves 
J> 
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Compo.ser 
Williams , R. v . 
Williams , R. v .. 
Willia ms , R . v. 
Williams , R. v. , 
Williams , R. v. 
Williams , R. v. 
Williams , R. v. 
Williams, R. v. 
Williams, R. v .. 
Williams , R . v. 
Williams, R. v. ' 
Willaisms, R. v. 
Williams , R. v. 
Williams, R. v ., 
Willis 
Winslow, R. 
Winstead 
·wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H.' Ar r . 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H . 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wilson, H. 
Wolf, H. 
Wolf, H. 
Wood, c. 
Wood, c. 
Wood, c. 
Work, J.' Arr. 
Arr . 
:. . 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Arr. 
Composition 
F e stiv al Te Deum 
Just As The Tide Was Flowing 
Let The re Be Music 
Linden Lea 
Magnificat 
0 Taste and See 
Psalm 100 
Roots a n d L e aves 
The Dark Eyed Sailor 
The Souls of the Righteous 
The Truth From Above 
The Turtle Dove 
Twenty- Third Psalm 
Wassail Song 
It Came Upon A Midnight Clear 
Huswifery 
Sugar and Spice 
A Phanton of Delight 
A thing of Beauty 
Cindy 
Danny Downbeat 
Give Us Faith For Today 
Jacob's Ladder 
Melodic Caravan 
0 Mary, Don't You Weep 
Peace Must Come Like A Troubadour 
Roc kin 1 All Night 
The Lord's Prayer 
Upon This Rock 
Epiphanias 
To An Ancient Picture 
An Easter Carol 
Father All Holy 
Hail Gladdening Light 
Go T ell It On T h e Mountain 
• 
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Composer 
Work, J. 
Wright, M. 
Wright, M . 
Yon 
York, C. 
Youmans-Wilson 
Youse 
Zeisl, E .• 
Zingarelli 
Composition 
Rickin' Jerusalem 
I Feel A Song Comin' On 
The Prayer of Saint Francis 
Gesu Bambino 
Sing We All Noel 
Vincent Youmans Medley 
Life Is A Lovely Thing 
Four Songs For Wordless Chorus 
Go Not Far From Me, 0 God 
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STUDIED 
Composer 
American 
American 
American 
American 
American 
Appalachian 
Basque Carol 
Benedictine Plainsong 
Bohemian Carol 
Burgundian 
Burgundian 
Canadian 
Children's Carol -. 
English 
English 
Fourteenth Century 
French 
Fr.ench 
French 
French 
French 
French 
French 
German 
German 
German 
German 
Italian 
Italian 
Medieval ~elody 
Negro 
Negro 
Negro 
Negro 
N:ormandy 
Composition 
I'M On1 y Nineteen 
Little Children, Can You Tell? 
Lonesome Dove 
Poor Wayfaring Stranger 
We Three Kings 
Jesus, Jesus, Rest Your Head 
Happy Bethlehem 
Humbly I Adore Thee 
Be Ye Joyful E _arth and Sky 
Noel Nouvelet 
Willie Take Your Drum 
Mary The Virgin Sings This Song 
How F a r Is It To Bethlehem? 
I Saw Three Ships ' 
The Coventry Carol 
Susanni 
Although You Are So Tiny 
Bring A Torch, Jeanette, Isabella 
Come Marie, Elisabette 
Here Mid The Ass and Oxen Mild 
March of the Kings 
Masters In This Hall 
Three Kings 
Christmas Nightengale 
Good Christian Men Rejoice 
How Vain The Cruel Herod's Fear 
While By My Sheep 
How Unto Bethlehem 
Sleep, 0 Holy Child 
The Adoration of the Wise Men 
0, Religion Is A Fortune 
Set Down Servant 
Wait 1 iTill I Gin On My Robe 
Were You There? 
0 Bienheureuse Nuit 
• 
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STUDIED 
Composer Composition 
Norwegian J'eg er Saa Glad 
Old English Lute Melody Greensleeves 
Portugese Hymn 0 Come All Ye Faithful 
Russian Russian Easter 
Scotch Carol What Strangers Are These? 
S e a Chantey Low Landa 
Spanish Fum, Fum, Fum 
Spanish In Joseph's Lovely Garden 
Spiritual Didn't My Lor d Deliver Daniel 
Thirteenth Century He Is Born 
Traditional Green Grow The Rushes Oh 
Traditional My Dancing Day 
Traditional Railroad Chant 
Twelfth Century The Friendly Beasts 
Ukranian Ring, Christmas B ells 
Welsh Aire Deck The Hall 
Welsh Laudamus 
White Spiritual Wondrous Love 
• 
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CODE FOR INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIONS 
BQ Brass Quarte t 
CH ORCH Chamber Orche stra 
H Harpsichord 
0 Organ 
ORCH Orch estra 
p Piano 
P&O Piano and Orchestra 
v Violin 
V & ORCH -Violin & Orche stra 
V&P Violin & Piano 
WE Woodwind Ensemble 
WQ Woodwind Quintet 
2P Two Pianos 
• 
• 
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STUDIED 
Alain, J. 
Anderson 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach~ J.S. 
Bach, J. s. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach, J.S. 
Bach-Schein 
Bartok, B. 
Bartok, B. 
Beers, R. 
Beethoven, L. v. 
Beethoven, L. v. 
Beethoven, L.v. 
Benoit 
Boellmarl.n, E_. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Brahms, J. 
Buxtehude 
Buxtehude 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
Chopin, F. 
First Chorale (0) 
Jazz Pizzicato {ORCH} 
Adagio In A Minor {0) . 
Cone erto In E Major (V & ORCH) 
Fantasie In C Minor (0) 
Fugue In D Minor (0) 
I Call To Thee, Lord Jesus Christ (O) 
Jesu, J oy Of Man's Desiring (0) 
0 Thou Of G o d The Fathe r (0) 
Prelude And Fugue InD Minor (0) 
Sheep May Safely Graze (0) 
Siciliano (P) 
Vom Himmel Hoch 
Allegro Barbaro, (P) 
Hungarian Folk Songs (P) 
Scherzo Antique (V) 
Choral Fantasia (P} 
Overture To "Cariolian" (ORCH) 
String Quartet In G Major, op. 18, no. 2 
Elevation N o . 21 {0) 
:toccata In C Minor (O) 
Allegretto , "2nd Symphony" 
Ballade , "Edward" (P) 
Intermezzo in Bb, op. 119 # 1 (P) 
Rhapsodie in B Minor , op. · 79 #1 (P) 
Rhapsody in G Minor (P) 
A Mighty Fortress Is Our God (0) 
Toccatta in F (0) 
Etude op. 10 , N o .3 (P) 
Etude In C Minor (P) 
Etude, op. 10 , No. 12 , (P) 
Fantasie Impromptu (P) 
Nocturne In E Minor, Op. 72 , No. 1 (P) 
P ol onaise In A Flat , op. 53, (P) 
Prelude In E Minor, (P) 
Prelude In Bb Minor, (P) 
• 
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Chopin, F . 
Chopin, F. 
Clokey 
Clokey 
Couperin 
D'Awqin- Waters 
Debussy, C. 
Debussy, C. 
Debussy, C. 
Debussy, C. 
Debussy, C. 
Dello Joio 
Derorest 
Dethier, G. 
Dupre, M. 
Gearhart 
Gershwin, G.- Warnick 
Glazounof 
Griffes, C. 
Haines, E. 
Handel, G. 
Handel, G. 
Handel, G. 
Hanson, H. 
Hervig, Arr. 
Jongen 
Kabalevsky, D. 
Karg-Elert 
Karg-Elert 
.Khatchaturian 
Lemaigre 
Liszt 
Mendelssohn 
Messiaen, 0. 
Milkey, E. 
Moszkowski 
Mozart 
STUDIED 
Prelude, op. 28, No. 15 (P) 
Waltz in E minor {P} 
Ballade In D 
Two Kings (BQ} 
Benedictus (0) 
· Variations On A Noel 
Beau Soir (V) 
Hommage A Rameau (P) 
Ondine (P) 
The Gate of Wine (P) 
The Isle Of Joy (P) 
.Sonata No 3 (P) 
In Retrospect (0) 
Variations On An Ancient Christmas 
Carol (0) 
Cortege And Litany (0) 
Baby Boogey (2P) 
Rhapsodie In Blue (P) 
Melodie (V & P) 
Sonata (P) 
Suite For Organ (0) 
Adagio & Allegro, "Concerto in D" (0) 
Aria, "Concerto In D" (0) 
The Water Music Suite (CH ORCH) 
Symphony No. 2 (ORCH) 
American Folk Suite (WE) 
Houte on pau (WQ) 
Two Prelude s (P) 
From Heaven Above To Ea:rt hI Came (0) 
Rejof ce Greatly {0) 
Toccata (P) 
Stabat Mater Dolorosa (0} 
Etude In D Flat (P) 
Grave, "Sonata, No. 2" (0) 
Celestial Banquet (0) 
.Suite For Spring (ORC H ) 
Etude In F Major (P} 
Concerto For Thre e Pianos (K. 242) 
•• 
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STUDIED 
M o zart 
M o zart 
M ozart 
M o zart 
Peete rs , 
P e e ters , 
P e ete rs , 
Pee ters , 
Pepping , 
Phillips, 
Poulenc , 
Purcell 
Purcell 
Purvis 
F . 
F. 
F. 
F. 
E. 
B. 
F. 
Rachmaninoff, 
Ravel 
R e g e r 
Rheinbe rge r 
Scarlatti, A. 
Scarlatti, A . 
Scott , C. 
s. 
Strauss 
Tche repnine , A. 
Tede sco , M. 
Titcomb, E . 
Tschaikovsky, P. 
Warren-Gearhart 
Whitlock 
Widor 
Wieniawski, H. 
Williams , R . 
Sonata In A Minor (P & 0) 
S onata In D Maj o r (2P) 
Symphony N o. 29 (ORCH) 
We dding Procession, 11 The Marriage 
o£ Figaro 11 (0) 
Aria (O) 
Now Thank We All Our Go d (O) 
Prelude & Fugue In Lydian Mode (0) 
Prelude & Fugue In Mixolydian Mode (O) 
Two C h orale Prelude s (0) 
Dance Overtur e (ORCH) 
Two Nocturnes (P) 
Trumpet V oluntary, (O) 
Trumpet Voluntary, (P & ORCH} 
Gr e ensleeves (0) 
T ears (2P) 
Valley 0£ The B ells (P) 
B e n e dictus (0) 
Grave and Allegro (O) 
Sonata No. 357 In c Minor (H) 
Sonata No. 387 In G Major (H) 
Tallahassee Suite (V) 
Etude , Op. 9, No . . 4 (P) 
Two Bagatelles (P) 
A Film Study-Charlie Chaplin (P) 
Puer Natus Est (0) 
Concerto, op. 35 , (V) 
God o£ Our Fathers (2P- 3 T} 
Preamble, " Seven Sketches For Organ" 
Toccata , " Fifth Symphony" (0) 
Romance , Second Conc e rto (V & P) 
The Shepherd 1 s Story (BQ) 
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(Not to be reproduced) Gerald W. Johnson 
30 Bay State Road 
Apartment 806 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
A STUDY OF CHORAL PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES 
IN METHODIST SENIOR COLLEGES 
INQUIRY FORM 
Please answer all questions as directed. If your choral organizations present any unusual circum-
stances, please indicate them in the section provided for comments. 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. N arne of respondent 
2. Address 
3. N arne of institution . .. .. . . . . . .. ....... ... ...... .... . ... .. . 
4. Current enrollment..... ...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ... .. . ... .... .. .... ...... ....... ... .. . 
5. Is a Music School, College, Conservatory, or Department maintained? 
Yes.. No.. (Underline one of the above) 
6. Number of music majors minors .. 
7. Number of music majors participating in choral organization(s) ... . . .. . 
8. Number of music minors participating in choral organization(s) . 
9. Number of non-music majors or minors participating 
10. Is choral participation required of all music majors? Yes ....... .. No 
11. Indicate the types of choral organizations available. 
Organizations 
(Check) 
a. Mixed choir . 
b. Mixed chorus 
c. A cappella choir 
d. Male glee club . 
e. Female glee club 
f. Other (Describe) 
Amont of credit 
per semester 
Size of 
each 
12. How many total credit hours may choral members 
condition, if any, by which credit is granted. 
earn toward graduation? Indicate special 
(Indicate credit for each) (Condition) 
a. Mixed choir . . 
b. Mixed chorus . 
c. A cappella choir 
d. Male' glee club . 
e. Female glee club 
f. Other (Describe) 
II. ORGANIZATIONAL PURPOSE 
13. Indicate the occasions for which your choral groups sing. 
(Rank in order of frequency using 1, 2, 3, etc., 1 indicating greatest frequency) 
(Frequency) 
a. Campus religious services 
b. Concerts: 
1) On Campus 
2) Tours 
c. Assemblies 
d. Radio 
e. Television . 
f. Other (Describe) 
14. Are the cultural objectives of your choral organization(s) centered around developing a 
knowledge of music literature of various styles and historical periods which will afford in-
creased appreciations and interests musically? Yes .. No 
Comments . .... ....... .. ...... .. ... ... ... .... .. ..... .. .. .. . 
15. Is professional proficiency of paramount importance with your choral organization(s) 
Yes ..... .... ... No ... .. ...... . 
16. To what extent are you concerned with improving public musical taste? 
(Check one) 
a. Always . . 
b. Frequently 
c. Occasionally 
d. Never 
17. Is special publicity given to your choral organization(s) through brochures, alumni bulletins, 
music magazines, etc.? Yes .......... No . ... .... . . 
18. What significant benefits are derived from publicity given to your choral organization(s)? .. 
····· ·· ····· ·· ·· ··· ·· . .... .. ... .......... ............. ··· ···· ················· ·· ····· 
19. Do choral performances often serve as a means of securing funds which are used primarily to: 
(Check) 
a. Increase departmental budget . . . . . . 
b. Defray expenses of organization (tours, etc.) . 
c. Increase institutional funds . . . . . . 
d. Establish and/or maintain scholarships 
----......----e.- Financ-e- other -Ghol'al- projee-tS- (-Deseribe) - ----
·· ······ ···· ····· ········· ········· ··· ················· ···· ······························ ················· 
....... .. ..... .. ....... ..... .................. .. .. ... ... ... . ..... ... ......... ..... .. .. ..... .. ..... . . 
III. MUSICAL PERFORMANCE 
20. How many public appearances ar e made annually? 
Sponsor Number 
a. Local community organizations: 
1) Church related . . . . . 
2) Non-church related . . . 
b. College or music department . 
c. Tours: 
1) Church related . . 
2) Non-church related 
d. Radio . . . . 
e. Television . . . 
f. Other (Describe) 
Yes.... No .. 
Yes .. No 
Yes .. ........ No ... .. .... . . 
Yes ... No ... . 
21. Has your choral organization performed outside of the United States within the last t en 
years? Yes ... . No If so, 
where? . ........ . ........ ....... .... Sponsored by . 
22. Are professional soloists ever employed to 
Yes ..... ... No ......... ... If so, to what extent? 
participate with your choral organization(s)? 
_____ {Check o.~n'-=e-4-----
a. Always .. ... ... . 
b. Frequently . . . .. ..... .... . 
c. Occasionally . . . . 
23. At what time of the year are tours usually taken? 
···· ····· ·· ··· · ··· · ···················· ··· ·· ···· 
If taken during the acad~mi~ year wh~.t p~ii~i~~ -- ~~~ .. ~~i~~tained gov~~ning ~bsence from 
classes? ... ......... ... ......... .... .... .................... ' ............ . 
IV. REHEARSAL PROCEDURE 
24. App~oximately how many compositions ar e learned annually? 
(Indicate number :for each organization) 
(Number) 
a. Mixed choir 
b. Mixed chorus . . 
c. A cappella choir . 
d. Male glee club . 
e. Female glee club 
f. Other (Descr ibe) 
1 
25. Does the repertoire of the above organizations meet the musical needs of your singers, audi-
ence and institution? Yes .... .... .... No ..... ..... . . 
If no, please list ~uggestions which would improve the condition. 
·· ····· ···· ··· ···· .. ...... ... .. ... ... .. ........... . ····· ··· ··· ···· ·· ····· ··· 
26. Do your rehearsals include 'the development of musical skills such as: 
a. Music reading . . . . . . 
b. Pitch accuracy . . . . . 
c. Proper voice production . 
d. Knowledge of choral styles 
e. Interpretation . 
f. Other (Describe) 
(Qualify answer if 
(Check) necessary) 
Yes ... 
. Yes .. 
. Yes 
. Yes 
. Yes 
No .... 
No 
No .. 
No ....... . 
No .. ... . 
27. Number of rehearsals per week: Number of hours per rehearsal: 
(Number) . (Number) 
a. Mixed choir . . 
b. Mixed chorus . 
c. A cappella choir 
d. Male glee club . 
e. Female glee club 
f . Other (Describe) 
28. Is the amount of rehearsal time adequate? Yes No .. .. ........ If not, please indicate the 
desired number of rehearsals per week and the number of hours per rehearsal. 
(Desired no. per week) (Desired hrs. per rehea!'sal) 
a. Mixed choir . . 
b. Mixed chorus . 
c. A cappella choir 
d. Male glee club . .. . ' . : ... . ~ · ' . 
e. Female glee club 
f. Other (Describe) 
29. At what hours are regular rehearsals scheduled? 
(Indicate time each day) 
Mon. Tue. Wed Thu. Fri. Sat. Sun. 
a. Mixed choir 
b. Mixed chorus 
c. A cappella choir . 
d. Male glee club 
e. Female glee club 
f. Other (Describe) 
········ ·· ······ 
···· · ········· ·· ··· 
30. Are these hours preferable for students? Yes .... . ...... No. for director? Yes 
No ... . ...... If not, indicate desired changes. 
Mon. Tue. Wed Thu. Fri. Sat. Sun. 
a. Mixed choir 
b. Mixed chorus 
c. A cappella choir . 
d. Male glee club . 
e. Female glee club 
f. Other (Describe) 
I I I 
-I I 
I J I I 
I I J 
F=t I l I J I t----l -L I I I 
- ·---- ----
3L Indicate voice-part arrang~ments most frequently used. 
a. Mixed: b. Male: 
1) SATB 1) TB 
2) SAB 2) TTB 
3) SSAATTBB 3) TBB 
. 4) TTBB 
32. Upon entrance to choral organizations, do you require: 
(Check) 
c. Female: 
1) SA 
2) SAA 
3) SSA 
4) SSAA 
(Check) 
(Qualify answer if 
necessary) 
a. Choral experience prior to college entrance . . Yes . . No ... .. ....... ..... ... ...... .. . 
b. Participation in preparatory ensemble (Freshmen) Yes.. No ........... .... . .. ... ... . 
c. Formal musical training Yes No .... ............... .. ... .. ....... . 
1) Vocal . . . . . Yes No ...... .. ....... .......... ..... .... .... .... . . 
2) Instrumental . . Yes .. . No .... ...... ......... ....... .. ... . . 
3) Theoretical . . . Yes .. .. No .... .. ... .. ........ .. ...... . .... .. 
d. Sight-reading ability Yes....... .. No .. .. ... .. ...................... .. .. .. . 
1) Easy . Yes ........... No ..... .... ! ... .... .. .. .. ... .. . .... ..... .. 
2) Medium . Yes No ..... ... . .... ... ......... .. ..... .. ... . 
3) Difficult . Yes No. .. ....... .. ....... .. 
V. CHORAL LITERATURE 
33. To what extent is the selection of choral works influenced by the assumed amount of public 
appeal held by the compositions selected? 
(Check one) 
a. Always 
b. Frequently . 
c. Occasionally 
d . Never . . . 
34. Is the selection of choral works greatly influenced by the religious philosophies of the Metho-
dist Church or other institutional policies? Yes . No.... . .... . If so, is the influence 
strong enough to :restrict your selection to a majority of sacred compositions? Yes . 
No .. If so, do you object to the restrictions? Yes .. No Comments: .. 
35. Into which of the following categories does most of your · choral music fall? (Rank in order 
of frequency, using 1, 2, 3, etc., 1 indicating greatest frequency.) 
Style: Text: 
a. Monophonic a. English 
b. Polyphonic b. Latin . 
c. Chorale . . c. German 
d. Polychoric . d. Italian 
e. French . . . 
f. Other (Describe) 
36. Is the selection of your choral music influenced by: 
(Circle one for each item) 
A-Always; F-Fr equently; 0-0ccasionally; N-Never 
a. Particular arran ger 
b. Specific historical period 
c. Particular composer . 
d. Compositions performed by professional and other choral groups . 
e. Local musical taste 
f. Student preference 
g. Director's choiee 
h. Other (Describe) 
..... ...... ... 
37. To what extent ar e works by modern and contemporary composers used? 
(Check one) 
a. Always .. 
b. Frequently . 
c. Occasionally 
d. Never ... 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
38. Indicate the types of accompaniment employed and the frequency of use. 
Types: Frequency: 
(Check) (Circle one for each item) 
a. Piano . . . . 
b. Organ .... 
c. Orchestra . . . 
d. Small instrument 
e. Other (Describe) 
ensemble 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
A F 0 N 
39. List specific compositions performed primarily because of tradition or popular demand. 
(Name of composition) (Composer) 
a. ··· ········ ···· ····· ····· ·· ·· ···· ···· ····· 
b. 
c. . ... ... ... .... .... ....... .. .. ... ..... .. .... . 
d. 
e. 
40. List ten compositions which represent a sampling of typical selections performed by your 
choral organization(s). 
(Name of composition) 
a ......... .. .. .. ... .... . 
b. 
c . ... ... .. ......... . 
d. 
e. 
f. 
(Composer) 
g . .... ... ....... .... ..... ...... .. .. ..... ....... .. ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. ........ .. .. .. ........ .. .. .... .. .. 
h. 
i. 
J. .. .. .... .. .............. .. .. ..... .. 
41. List the large choral works learned and performed during the past four years. 
(Name of composition) (Composer) 
a . .... ...... ........ .. .. 
b. 
c . ... .. ......... .. ....... .. ...... .. ....... ....... .. .. ... .... . 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g . ...... ............. . 
VI. BUDGET AND FACILITIES 
. .. ...... ........ .... .... ....... ........ · .. ...... ... ... ..... ...... .. .. . 
. .. ... -.· ......... ... : ....... · .. ... . . . 
42. What is the amount of your current choral budget? Amou:ryt . 
43. Do you consider this amount adequate? 
you consider satisfactory? Amount . 
44. For what would this amount be spent? 
Yes 
(Check) 
a. Purchase music . . . 
b. Purchase choir robes . 
c. Defray tour expenses 
d. Social functions . 
e. Other (Describe) 
Yes . 
Yes . 
Yes . 
Yes 
. ' 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No If not, what amount would 
(Qualify answer if necessary) 
45. What percent of your choral budget is spent for octavo music annually? .... .. ... .. .... . .... per cent. 
46. If an annual choral budget is not provided, indicate the method(s) employed in securing 
funds. .. ... .. ....... ...... ... ... .... . ........... ......... ... .............. .......... ..... ... .. ....... . 
47. Do you have proper storage and filing space for choral music, robes, risers, etc.? 
Yes . No .. 
48. If you do not have proper storage and filing space, does this condition limit purchasing de-
sired .ne\V music and equipment? Yes . No . 
49. Indicate condition of equipment : G-Good; 
Equipment 
F -Fair; P-Poor 
Condition 
50. 
a. Attire (Robes, gowns, etc.) 
b. Podium . 
c. Music Folders . 
· d.- -Tape- Recorder 
e. Phonograph 
f. Recordings . 
g. Risers 
h. Rehearsal Room . 
1) Location 
2) Size . 
3) Acoustics 
4) Lighting 
5) Heating System 
6) Ventilation 
7) Chairs 
8) Piano 
9) Organ 
i. Performance Sit e (Chapel, etc.) 
1) Location 
2) Size . 
3) Acoustics 
4) Light ing 
5) Heating System 
6) Ventilation 
7) Seating . 
8) Piano 
9) Organ 
10) Platform Space 
j - .-Dther (Describe)- --- - - - -- ---------
(Circle) 
G F P 
G F P 
G F . P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F P 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F p 
G F P 
G F P 
How many compositions does your choral library contain? Number: ..... ..... .. . 
51. Do you consider this number adequate? 
the inadequacy . 
Yes No . If not, indicate reasons for 
52. Is there a tuitional or membership fee for choral members? Yes. No If so,. 
for what purpose is it used? . 
53. Comments concerning unique features peculiar to your choral organization(s): ..... ...... . 
54. Please enclose programs of choral concerts or other materials related to your choral activities. 
• 
30 Bay State Road 
Apartment 806 
ACCOMPANYING LETTER 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
November 7, 1957 
Mr. John Doe 
Director of Choral Organizations 
(College) 
(City, State) 
Dear Mr. Doe: 
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Under the direction of Dr. Jack Lemons and assisting 
members of the Graduate Division of Boston University's School 
of Fine and Applied Arts, I am writing a dissertation entitled, 
"A Study of Choral Practices and Procedures in Methodist Senior 
Colleges." To aid in discovering pertinent information related 
to the study, I .am asking that you fill out and return the enclosed 
Inquiry Form. Without your cooperation, a valid analysis of 
data gathered from the seventy-four Methodist affiliated senior 
colleges would not be possible. 
During the summer of this year, the research topic 
was introduced to (Dean of college). It was enthusiastically 
received and complete cooperation was assured. The study has 
also been approved by the Methodist Board of Education and 
Dr. Myron F. Wicke, Director of the Department of Secondary 
and Higher Education. 
A reply within the next ten days would be appreciated. 
Thank you for the effort which filling out and returning the Form 
require. You may feel sure that your reply will not be used in 
any way detrimental or embarrassing to you or (College). Upon 
competion of the study a copy of the results will be mailed to 
you. 
Very truly yours, 
Gerald W. Johnson 
Enclosures: 
• 
• 
• 
CONTENT OF FOLLOW-UP CARD 
Side I. 
November 18, 1957 
Dear Mr. Doe: 
An !D.quiry Form concerning "A Study of 
Choral Practices and Procedures in Methodist 
Senior Colleges" was sent to you on November 7. 
I have no account of the Form having been returned, 
however, it may be en route. 
To facilitate the tabulation of returns, 
pleae check the statement found most fitting 
on the attached card and return the same. 
Sirtcerely yours, 
Side II 
I. I have received and returned the Form • 
2. I have not received the Form. 
I -1 
If 
3. I have received and will return the Form. I / 
4. I will not return the Form. I -1 
Sincerely yours, 
John Doe 
(Name of college) 
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• 
30 Bay State Road 
Apartment 806 
FOLLOW-UP LETTER 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
January 10, 1958 
Mr. John Doe 
Director of Choral Organizations 
(College) 
(City, State) 
Dear Mr. Doe: 
Sometime ago an Inquiry Form cone er'ning 11A Study 
of Choral Practices and Procedures in Methodist Senior 
Colleges" wa.s sent to you. The Form requested that you 
answer quest ions which would be used in a study which would 
benefit, and more clearly define, the status of choral 
organizations in Methodist-related colleges. 
Many Choral directors have responded, however, 
I have not received a Form from your institution. To have 
your college represented would lend greater strength to the 
study, and present a more adequate picture of the status of 
choral music in the colleges studied. 
I am enclosing a second Form in the event the one 
previously sent has been misplaced. Forms received earlier 
are now being tabulated, however, additional ones are needed 
to add greater validity to the study. An immediate reply 
will be appreciated. 
Very truly yours, 
Gerald W. Johnson 
Enclosures: 
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